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“The only person who is educated is the one
who has learned how to learn and change. “
Carl Rogers





Abstract

Population growth and urbanization are projected by the United Nations to add 2,5 billion
people to the world’s urban population by 2050. We need to construct buildings in an
unprecedented scale to meet global housing demand. Sustainable development is critical.
Compared to traditional heavy constructions, lightweight wooden constructions are more
environmentally friendly and will play a key role in meeting future demands. However, there
are two major problems with lightweight constructions that need to be addressed: 1) Limited
low frequency sound insulation and 2) Variations in sound insulation.

Annoyance from walking sound tend to be higher in lightweight than in heavy constructions
even with the same measured sound insulation. The Swedish research program AkuLite
indicated that the correlation between measured sound insulation and annoyance was
significantly improved by extending current evaluation methods from 50 Hz down to 20 Hz.
Secondly, large variations in sound insulation between nominally identical lightweight
constructions are common, which leads to larger safety margins. By identifying and quantifying
underlying causes, production costs can be minimized and the performance can be improved.
The aim of the thesis is to develop a new evaluation method for impact sound insulation that
better correspond to rated annoyance, and to identify and control underlying causes for
variations in sound insulation. The thesis contains six papers.

In Paper I and II, sound insulation measurements were carried out in a large number of
nominally identical rooms of two different industrially prefabricated lightweight wooden
constructions. The purpose was to assess and quantify the variations in impact and airborne
sound insulation. In Paper I, 30 nominally identical apartments of a volume based system was
evaluated. The apartments on the highest floor achieved significantly better sound insulation
due to the extra weight on lower floors affecting the elastic connections between stories. In
Paper II, 18 rooms of a cross-laminated timber system of plate elements were evaluated.
Additionally, several potential parameters related to measurement uncertainty were
investigated.

Paper III deals with measurement uncertainty. An empirical study of reverberation time
measurements showed that current methods need to be improved, if sound insulation
requirements are to be extended to 20 Hz.

Paper IV and V verified that the frequency range 20-50 Hz is important for walking sound
annoyance, and that alternative frequency adaptation terms can improve the correlation between
measured impact sound insulation and annoyance ratings. In Paper IV, the methodology was to
perform extensive field measurements in apartment buildings of various construction types and
to  perform  questionnaire  surveys  among  the  residents.  In  Paper  V,  the  methodology  was  to
evaluate annoyance based on binaural recordings of walking sound in a two-part listening test.

In Paper VI, 70 measurements in a lightweight wooden system were evaluated to quantify the
total variations in impact and airborne sound insulation from 20 and 50 Hz, respectively. It was
concluded that the proposed metrics of impact sound insulation were primarily determined by
the impact sound level 20-40 Hz and that the measurement methods must be evaluated
thoroughly to avoid excessive safety margins.



A new evaluation method for impact sound insulation from 25 Hz, that correspond to the rated
annoyance for both heavy and lightweight constructions is proposed. By using the proposed
method and attending the specific causes for variations, the lightweight industry will be able to
develop improved multi-story dwellings with higher perceived acoustic quality.

Keywords: Sound insulation, Lightweight constructions, Annoyance, Measurement
uncertainty, Low frequency, Building Acoustics, Walking noise
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Ljunggren F., Öqvist R., Simmons C., Uncertainty of in situ low frequency reverberation time
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journal with peer review.
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1 Introduction

The continuing population growth and urbanization is projected by the United Nations to add
2,5 billion people to the worlds urban population by the year 2050 [1]. As a comparison, the
global population in 1950 was 2,5 billion people. Then we need to do as much building in the
40 coming years, as has taken place throughout all human history, or 14000 apartments per day
for 40 years! [2, 3]. In Sweden alone, 71000 new dwellings per year are needed until 2025 [4]
– a tremendous increase from recent decades. Not since the “Miljonprogrammet” in Sweden
between 1965 and 1975 has this amount of construction taken place in Sweden. New
construction processes are needed to meet current and future demands. Therefore, it is urgent
and critical to develop sustainable building techniques. It is natural that Sweden with its vast
forests and considerable experience with multi-story wooden dwellings, takes a leading role in
this work.

Compared to traditional heavy concrete constructions, lightweight wooden constructions
produce considerably lower total CO2 emissions from a life-cycle analysis (LCA) perspective,
and are therefore an important part of the solution [5, 6]. Assuming future tax increases on
carbon emissions, the economic incentives for wooden building will increase and make it more
competitive. Wood is an environmentally friendly, renewable, recyclable and energy effective
resource well suited for industrial prefabrication. Building modules can be produced locally
near the forest, and the finished products can be easily transported regionally. Buildings can be
quickly erected at the construction site, which makes it less weather sensitive. If a large part of
the construction takes place under controlled conditions inside a factory, higher quality control
can be achieved and with better working environment for the construction workers. The low
weight makes wooden buildings appropriate for condensation of societies, where additional
stories on existing buildings are desired. Lightweight (wooden or steel frame) buildings
constituted ~10 % of the Swedish market share in 2014 [7].

Noise is an environmental problem whose importance increases with the ongoing urbanization.
When the number of persons located in a limited area increases, a direct consequence is that the
exposure to environmental noise also increases. Noise has several harmful effects and it is
therefore important that the home is a place for rest in peace and quiet. An absence of disturbing
sounds in the home is therefore becoming increasingly important. However, there are two major
drawbacks with lightweight constructions: 1) Limited low frequency sound insulation and 2)
Variations in sound insulation.

The methods for measurement and evaluation of sound insulation in dwellings are given in ISO
16283-1, -2 [8, 9] and in ISO 717-1, -2 [10, 11], and are used internationally in several
countries’ building code. The ISO standards were developed when heavy constructions were
the dominating building technique. Measurement and evaluation methods were developed
accordingly and consequently, the correlation between measured sound insulation and rated
annoyance was good. Because heavy constructions typically achieve good low frequency
performance, frequencies below 100 Hz were not considered in the evaluation procedure. Due
to fire hazard, wooden buildings higher than two stories were not permitted in Sweden until
1994. The first generation of multi-story wooden dwellings were dimensioned to fulfil the
single number quantities (SNQ) Ln,w and Rw, and complaints on poor sound insulation arose
quickly. Common noise complaints were walking sound such as thuds from heel impacts or
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children running and jumping, but also annoyance from music with rich bass content. The
problem was addressed in 1999 by including the spectrum adaptation terms CI,50-2500 and C50-

3150 in  the  Swedish  requirements,  thereby  extending  the  evaluation  range  down  to  50  Hz.
Sweden is currently the only European country with mandatory regulation from 50 Hz. The
interest to extend the frequency range for a specific market is strongly connected to its
dominating types of construction systems. In countries where heavy concrete constructions
dominate, the need to include 50 Hz will seem less apparent, but this may change as the need
for sustainable lightweight constructions increases [12].

The new requirements led to a quick and determined development towards improved low
frequency sound insulation, and a strong growth of the Swedish market share for wooden
dwellings. Even though the improved wooden constructions fulfil the 50 Hz requirements,
complaints were still more common compared to similar heavy constructions, even with exactly
the same measured impact and airborne sound insulation [13]. The problem is primarily related
to walking sound annoyance. Consequently, the lightweight industry today often adds a couple
of extra dB´s safety margin to achieve good customer satisfaction. This indicates that the
problem is well-known. A condition where the measured objective metrics do not represent the
perceived sound insulation is untenable in the long term. There is a need to develop new
evaluation criteria that are neutral to the construction system, and that better represent the rated
annoyance of the residents. The Swedish research program AkuLite (2009-2013) indicated a
need to consider even lower frequencies (20-50 Hz) to achieve better correlation between
walking sound annoyance and measured impact sound insulation [14, 15]. In 2015, evaluation
of impact sound level from 20 Hz was recommended in the Swedish standard [16] for optional
higher sound classes in dwellings. The research on the extended frequency range from 20 Hz
however, was at that time limited. This thesis aims to fill that gap.

Field measurements have shown larger variations in sound insulation for lightweight wooden
constructions compared to heavy constructions [17, 18]. Large variations require a higher
acoustic safety margin to the legal requirements in the design phase, which increases the cost.
If the causes for the variations can be found and controlled, the costs can be reduced and the
constructions acoustical properties can be improved. The uncertainty in acoustic performance
poses a threat for lightweight wooden constructions as the building system may gain a bad
reputation among designers. The building industry may thereby become hesitant in choosing
an unpredictable system in favour of a traditional, acoustically safer system.

At present, reliable prediction models only exist for homogeneous constructions [19, 20], but
models for lightweight constructions are currently being developed [21-23]. An increased
knowledge on the uncertainty of the acoustic properties of lightweight constructions is needed
to develop proper prediction models. It is difficult to calibrate calculation models when the
input data has large variations. In the case of industrially prefabricated building elements, there
is potential for lower variations since a large part of the construction takes place in a factory
under controlled conditions.
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1.1 Aim and research questions

The aim of the thesis is to develop a new evaluation method for impact sound insulation that
better correspond to rated annoyance, and to identify and control underlying causes for
variations in sound insulation. The lightweight industry will then be able to develop improved
multi-story dwellings with higher perceived acoustic quality.

The following four research questions are addressed in the thesis:

1) How large are the variations in sound insulation in field measurements in lightweight
constructions?

2) To what degree can variations in measured sound insulation be explained by
measurement uncertainty?

3) Are frequencies 20-50 Hz important for rated walking sound annoyance?

4) How can perceived impact sound insulation best be described by objective
parameters?

1.2 Outline of the work

The thesis is based upon six papers. In this chapter, I will explain how the papers and research
questions are interlinked. An illustration of all papers and research questions is given in Table
1. My work consists of two major parts: 1) Variations in impact and airborne sound insulation
(2008-2010, Paper I and II) and 2) Measurement and perception of impact sound insulation
from 20 Hz (2014-2017, Papers III-VI). The papers will be presented in a chronological order.

Table 1. Outline of how the research questions and the papers are interlinked in this thesis.

Paper
I

Paper
II

Paper
III

Paper
IV

Paper
V

Paper
VI

Research question 1: How large are the
variations in sound insulation in field
measurements in lightweight constructions?
Research question 2: To what degree can
variations in measured sound insulation be
explained by measurement uncertainty?
Research question 3: Are frequencies 20-
50 Hz important for rated walking sound
annoyance?
Research question 4: How can perceived
impact sound insulation best be described
by objective parameters?

Strong
link

Weak
link
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The first part of my work is presented in Papers I and II, where research questions 1 and 2 were
addressed with case studies made in two different industrially prefabricated lightweight wooden
constructions, typical for the Swedish market. The aim was to quantify the total variations in
sound insulation, and to identify underlying causes. One specific cause for variations is
measurement uncertainty, which gave rise to research question 2. The measurement methods
were therefore treated meticulously, to minimize their uncertainty and focus on quantifying the
remaining part of the variations. Papers I and II consider frequencies from 50 Hz.

The second part of my work takes off from, and aims to verify the findings of AkuLite [14, 15],
i.e. that impact sound insulation should be evaluated from 20 Hz in lightweight constructions.
It is not obvious that the same measurement and evaluation methods used from 50 Hz can be
applied when the frequency range is extended down to 20 Hz. Paper III addresses research
question 2, and deals with reverberation time measurement uncertainty from 20 Hz in an
empirical study. The findings from Paper III were useful when addressing research question 4,
because measurement uncertainty is an important component when developing new metrics for
sound insulation.

Papers IV and V address research questions 3 and 4, although with two independent
methodologies. I consider this part of my thesis to be the most important contribution. In Paper
IV, the methodology was to perform extensive field measurements in apartment buildings of
various construction types and to perform questionnaire surveys among the residents. In Paper
V, the methodology was to evaluate annoyance based on binaural recordings of walking sound
in a two-part listening test. If two completely different approaches to the questions yield the
same findings, our conclusions are strengthened.

Paper VI addresses research question 1, and applies to the findings from Papers IV and V by
evaluating the variations in impact sound insulation from 20 Hz. Papers I and II showed that
the measurement uncertainty was small in relation to the total variations. In Paper VI the
number of measurements were more than doubled compared to the previous papers. When the
variations in impact and airborne sound insulation are known, reasonable safety margins for the
industry can be calculated.
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2 Measurement and perception of sound insulation

The concept of sound insulation serves two purposes: 1) To protect from annoyance and 2) To
achieve secrecy. The basic principle is to prevent energy transfer between rooms. For airborne
sound, such as speech, both these purposes are relevant, whereas for structure borne sound such
as impact sound, protection from annoyance is more relevant. Secrecy is achieved if spoken
information is impossible to decode and understand, even if the speech is clearly audible in an
adjacent room – which certainly can be annoying. Annoyance and secrecy are thus independent
of each other. This thesis emphasizes protection from annoyance.

Multi-story dwellings on the Scandinavian market can be categorized in three primary groups
regarding the construction system.

∂ Heavy constructions such as concrete
∂ Semi lightweight constructions such as Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
∂ Traditional lightweight, Plate-Beam-Plate (PBP) constructions incl. wood or steel frame

Dealing with lightweight plate-beam-plate constructions, some specific acoustic properties
should be considered. The low frequency airborne sound insulation is generally governed by
the mass and stiffness of the separating construction. It is stated by the acoustical mass law for
a single wall that a doubled surface weight will increase the reduction index by 6 dB. The low
mass and stiffness of modern wooden constructions act as a physical limitation in the low
frequency region. A careful design is therefore necessary to fulfil legislation and customer
requirements. On the other hand, lightweight constructions have higher damping than their
heavier counterparts and are most often used as double wall configurations. Wooden
constructions therefore typically achieve better high frequency, but inferior low frequency
performance when compared to heavy constructions. In relation to PBP constructions, CLT
constructions have larger mass and therefore potential to achieve somewhat better sound
insulation performance at low frequencies.

Flanking transmission occurs when sound is transferred from one room to an adjacent room by
another path than directly through the separating element. Due to the high damping of
lightweight constructions, a fair approximation is to only consider first order transmission paths
[24, Ch. 2.6]. In heavy constructions where the damping is lower, higher order transmission
paths may have to be considered [25]. A way to reduce structure-borne flanking transmission
in multi-family buildings is to separate the floor and ceiling with an elastic interlayer, i.e. a
decoupled structure.

2.1 Quantification and verification of sound insulation

The sound insulation performance in buildings is regulated using single number quantities
(SNQ). Different construction systems have different sound insulation properties at different
frequencies, but the aim of a SNQ is to neutralize this aspect by weighting the sound insulation,
in third octave bands, into a single number. Legal requirements can then be stated, referring to
appropriate limit values of SNQs. Legislation established as objective parameters should
correspond to the subjective perception, i.e. a “good” objective score should imply low
annoyance and vice versa. A proper SNQ should be neutral to the construction system and serve
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as a measure of perceived acoustic quality. The building code in Sweden is based on a sound
classification scheme, ranging from A-D in steps of 4 dB, where A represents the highest sound
quality and C the minimum legal requirements for new buildings [16, 26].

The main purpose of a SNQ is to provide adequate protection from annoyance, regarding all
sounds that typically occur in dwellings, as stated by Rindel [27]. In Scandinavian dwellings,
the most annoying airborne and impact sounds come from music with rich bass content and
from walking, respectively [14, 28, 29]. Impact and airborne sound SNQs must then provide
adequate protection against these types of sounds, and consequently all quieter sounds will not
be a problem. In dwellings, it is reasonable to assume that secrecy is achieved as a consequence
of adequate annoyance protection.

Another approach is that a SNQ should reflect the rated loudness instead of the annoyance [30,
31].  A  challenge  with  this  approach  is  that  constructions  with  the  same  SNQ  value  may
represent significantly different properties in high and low frequency sound insulation, and
consequently the rated annoyance can differ. If just one single SNQ that is supposed to cover
the average of all living sounds is desired, the loudness approach will likely fail [32]. Sweden
currently uses two SNQs for impact sound insulation between dwellings, in terms of L´nT,w and
L´nT,w + CI,50-2500. We need one SNQ to handle high frequencies (rattling, scraping) and another
SNQ – with the spectrum adaptation term – to handle low frequencies (walking noise). A similar
conclusion – to use two metrics for high and low frequencies – is given by Loverde and Dong
[33], considering frequencies 50-80 Hz in a proposed low frequency impact rating. I agree with
Rindel [27] who does not consider using two SNQs to be a problem, because if “protection
from annoyance” is the main purpose, it is sufficient to require the strictest of the two SNQs.
Regarding airborne sound insulation, Sweden uses D´nT,w + C50-3150 to provide protection from
music with rich bass content, thereby also covering speech, which is quieter.

2.2 Measurement of sound insulation

2.2.1 Variations in sound insulation

Dealing with variations in sound insulation, some basic concepts need to be defined. According
to ISO 12999 [34]:

Repeatability – Replicate measurements are made on the same object in a relatively short time-
span, by the same operator using the same equipment.

In-situ – Replicate measurements are made on the same object by different operators using
their own equipment.

Reproducibility – Replicate measurements are made on similar/nominally identical objects by
different operators using their own equipment in any given time span, at different locations.

Reproducibility conditions produce the largest variations, followed by in-situ while the smallest
variations are produced under repeatability conditions. The measurement reproducibility
contains three components of uncertainty; repeatability of measurements, variations in the
objects, e.g. workmanship and the bias that different operators can give rise to [24 Ch. 3.3].
Gerretsen has characterized the uncertainty of building acoustic field measurements under
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reproducibility conditions by a standard deviation of at least 1 dB [35]. The standard deviation
of the weighted airborne and impact sound insulation (Rw + C50-3500 and Ln,w + CI,50-2500) under
in-situ conditions, has been approximated to 0,7 dB and 0,8 dB, respectively [36].

Variations due to workmanship can be quantified by subtracting the measurement variance
under repeatability conditions, from the total variance. Craik et al. [37, 38] determined the
standard deviation due to workmanship to be about 2 dB per third octave band and 1,3 dB in
SNQs, for both airborne and structure borne sound transmission in a precast concrete
construction. It should be noted that the investigated rooms were quite small, with a floor area
of only 7 m2. A similar study on a lightweight steel framed wall, resulted in an average third
octave band standard deviation in airborne sound reduction due to workmanship of about 1,1
dB [39]. These studies [37-39] were made on nominally identical objects. Other parameters
such as room size, geometry or constructional differences can also influence the variations.
Johansson [17] performed a large study on variations in impact sound insulation in 170 rooms
of a wooden based lightweight construction. Large variations were observed for both low and
high frequencies, with a span in third octave bands of ~15 dB below 200 Hz, ~10 dB between
200 and 1000 Hz, and ~19 dB above 1000 Hz. For nominally identical rooms, the standard
deviation in third octave bands was 0,7-3,7 dB.

The double wall resonance in lightweight constructions is normally found below 100 Hz.
Additionally,  room  resonances  often  occur  between  50  and  100  Hz  in  smaller  rooms.  The
measurement uncertainty increases at low frequencies, as the sensitivity for spatial sound field
variations in the room becomes higher because the sound field is not diffuse. The requirements
on the measurement procedure are therefore stricter regarding averaging times and minimum
source-receiver distances etc. for frequencies below 100 Hz. Several studies have investigated
the extension of the frequency range from 100 Hz down to 50 Hz [40-44]. The uncertainty of
the additional third octave bands 50, 63 and 80 Hz was found to be somewhat higher than for
the 100 Hz third octave band. A higher measurement uncertainty below 100 Hz will therefore
lead to larger variations in the impact sound SNQ for constructions that are primarily
determined by that frequency range [34]. A special low frequency measurement method for
rooms smaller than 25 m3 has therefore been implemented in the latest version of ISO16283 [8,
9].

2.2.2 Low frequency impact sound insulation from 20 Hz

Poor correlation between measured standardized SNQs and perceived impact sound insulation
in lightweight constructions is well known. This has been shown by for example Hagberg [45]
and Loverde and Dong [33], who proposed alternative methods for impact sound evaluation.
Even though the importance of low frequencies was concluded, frequencies below 50 Hz were
not considered. A similar conclusion was stated by Blazier and Dupree, who pointed out that
the fundamental natural frequency of typical lightweight constructions lies in the range 15-30
Hz [46]. Späh et al. [47] correlated various alternative evaluation methods for impact sound
insulation against rated annoyance. Evaluation from 50 Hz gave the best correlation, but the
potential importance of frequencies below 50 Hz was emphasized. Within COST action
TU0901, Gerretsen and Dunbavin acknowledged that the frequency range 50-100 Hz is
essential when dealing with lightweight structures, but also states that “Measurements below
50 Hz are not necessary except for very specialised applications, and perhaps very lightweight
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structures (more research is needed).” [48 p. 58]. This conclusion differs from the indications
in AkuLite [14, 15], i.e. that frequencies 20-50 Hz are important for lightweight constructions.
Whatever conclusion one may draw regarding the low frequency limit, it will be strongly
dependent on which construction systems are considered as the norm. From a Swedish
perspective, it is possible that the mandatory 50 Hz requirements may have “pushed” the
resonance frequencies of typical constructions below 50 Hz. In that case, annoyance due to
frequencies 20-50 Hz would be more apparent than in a lightweight construction dimensioned
according to a 100 Hz requirement, with the resonance frequencies likely in the 50-100 Hz
region.

The questionnaire survey performed in AkuLite concluded that walking sound is the most
common source of annoyance in Swedish dwellings. Ljunggren et al. performed extensive field
measurements in ten buildings representing various construction systems, which were
correlated with questionnaire surveys in [14]. Using linear regression, the coefficient of
determination R2 was only 32 % when the impact sound insulation in terms of L´n,w + CI,50-2500

was correlated against the rated annoyance. An extension of the evaluation range down to 20
Hz significantly improved the correlation to 74 %. When additional weighting was applied on
frequencies 20-40 Hz and 500-2500 Hz in terms of L´n,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500, the correlation
increased to 85 %. However, the results were based on 10 buildings, and should only be treated
as an indication. In Paper IV, the study was expanded to include 23 objects in total, thereby
strengthening the statistical significance.

In  2015,  evaluation  of  impact  sound  level  from  20  Hz  was  recommended  in  the  Swedish
standard for optional higher sound classes in dwellings [16]. The same frequency weighting as
Ljunggren et al. [14] was used, but the normalization of the reverberation time 20-40 Hz was
omitted. The different spectrum adaptation terms are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Frequency weightings of different suggested spectrum adaption terms.

The uncertainty of sound insulation measurements below 50 Hz needs further research.
Building acoustic measurements assume a diffuse sound field in the room, which will be
achieved for higher frequencies when the modal density is high, i.e. above the Schröder
frequency. At very low frequencies, when the wavelength is larger than the room dimensions,
the room will behave like a pressure chamber with equal pressure independent of position. It is
the intermediate frequency range between the pressure region and the high modal density region
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which causes measurement difficulties due to large spatial variations of the sound field [49].
To perform sound pressure level measurements between 20-40 Hz has been shown to display a
measurement uncertainty not larger than 50-80 Hz [49 p. 74, 50], but the question of how to
treat reverberation time below 50 Hz is more difficult. The reverberation times are often too
short in relation to the BT-product (filter bandwidth multiplied with reverberation time) for
frequencies below 50 Hz, and sometimes even below 100 Hz. A potential risk is to measure the
reverberation of the filter and equipment, instead of the actual decay of sound energy in the
room [51]. By measuring in octave bands instead of third octave bands, the filter bandwidth
and corresponding BT-product is increased. The BT-product should be at least 8 [49 p. 324].

The standardized tapping machine is the most common sound source for impact sound
insulation measurements. It is well known that the tapping machine does not resemble actual
walking sound, and its validity as a sound source can therefore be questioned [52]. The rubber
ball (so called Japanese ball) was developed as an alternative that will produce a frequency
spectrum more similar to human walking, especially below 100 Hz and it has been shown that
the impact ball is a good representation of actual walking sounds [47, 53]. Consequently, the
impact ball is a good sound source for low frequencies, but cannot produce high frequency
sounds [49 p. 291]. For impact sound insulation measurements, it is necessary to consider both
low frequency thud sounds, high frequency scraping/rattling sounds as well as walking with or
without shoes. Even though it is unlikely that the tapping machine will be replaced anytime
soon, the impact ball might be a good complement for evaluation of lightweight structures [49,
54].

2.3 Perception of impact sound insulation

Annoyance caused by a sound has more components than just loudness. For example,
complaints on self-produced noise are rare compared to noise from neighbours even though the
sound level of the latter is certainly lower in absolute terms. It is therefore difficult to fully
describe sound annoyance using objective metrics such as loudness (sone). Occasional sounds
will not cause annoyance whereas frequently occurring sounds, will. However, there is no strict
definition between “occasional” and “more than occasional”. A sound contains information,
which will be interpreted in different ways by different listeners. Mortensen [55] claimed that
annoyance rating can be affected by age and gender. Jeon et al. [56] showed that culture could
be important for subjective annoyance in both heavy and lightweight constructions, using a
listening test with two groups of German and Korean subjects. It has also been reported that the
variations in low frequency hearing threshold can be large [57], which may lead to large
variations between subjects regarding low frequency walking sound annoyance. The semiotic
triangle can be used to describe walking sounds, see Figure 2, in terms of form, content and
interpreter [15].
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Figure 2. Semiotic triangle of walking sound

Form –represents an objective description of the sound, such as sound pressure level, spectral
and temporal content.

Interpreter –is the resident in a dwelling, with neighbors walking on the floor above. Personal
preferences, mood, sensitivity to noise and previous experience (of noisy neighbors) are of great
importance.

Content –designates the information that the interpreter can derive from the sound. In the case
of walking sound annoyance, the situation is less complicated than with airborne sound such as
speech or music. The sound source is clearly defined and the interpreter can either identify or
not, that someone is walking, running or jumping on the floor.

A typical approach in sound quality research is to acquire data, and develop objective ratings
and correlate them with subjective ratings according to Figure 3 [58]. A similar approach was
applied in Paper IV and V. However, the two papers applied completely different
methodologies with respect to the subjective rating. In building acoustic research,
questionnaires and listening tests are two useful tools. The perception is often rated as
annoyance or loudness. As previously stated, the main purpose of impact sound insulation
metrics is “to protect from annoyance”, and I therefore consider annoyance to be more relevant
than loudness. A sound rated as louder is also likely to be rated as more annoying. However, it
is possible that two quiet or two loud sounds are rated as equally annoying even if one of them
is louder.
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Figure 3. A typical process in sound quality research [58]

2.3.1 Questionnaires

Questionnaire surveys are well suited to handle annoyance ratings in dwellings, as they are
based on actual living experience over a significant amount of time in the actual building under
study. This is the greatest strength, in comparison to laboratory listening tests. However, with
questionnaire surveys there is an associated uncertainty regarding the natural variation in noise
exposure, which will depend not only on the building construction but also on the respondents’
neighbors [14]. Noisy neighbors will likely result in bad ratings, regardless of the physical
properties of the construction and vice versa. An expensive dwelling is likely expected to
achieve higher protection from annoyance than a cheaper dwelling and the rated annoyance can
differ, even if both objects achieve the same rated impact sound insulation. Important in this
respect are also personal preferences, life-style, geography, age and socio-economic factors. It
is important to collect enough responses, to make sure that the average response is
representative even if the number of returned responses vary between the tested buildings.

Within COST action TU0901, a questionnaire template for socio-acoustics surveys in dwellings
was established, based on the international technical specification ISO/TS 15666 [59]. The aim
was to develop an easily translatable and uniform questionnaire which can be used in different
countries to compare subjective ratings against objectively measured quantities. The
questionnaire contains 15 questions on the potential annoyance from noise and vibrations in
dwellings, covering a wide array of noise sources. An 11 point numerical scale is used, ranging
from 0 (not at all bothered) to 10 (extremely annoyed) with happy and angry face symbols for
redundancy.

A Swedish version of the COST questionnaire was used in AkuLite, where all included building
objects had been occupied for at least six months [14]. It was noted that the rated annoyance
partly resembled a bipolar distribution. Respondents tended to be just slightly - or not at all -
disturbed, or considerably disturbed. In the survey, the average rating for each of the building
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objects constituted the subjective data in the regression analyses. Even though the mean rating
for an object is low, a considerable fraction can still be very annoyed. It was also tested to use
the fraction of respondents that rated e.g. 7 or higher as the subjective input data for the
regression analysis, which yielded similar principal conclusions.

Also in Norway, a research program using the COST questionnaire has been carried out [28,
29]. A total of 600 sound insulation measurements in multi-story dwellings were correlated
against 702 responses (the response ratio was 18 %). An important difference from AkuLite is
that the Norwegian study was based on 83 % concrete buildings and 17 % lightweight buildings
whereas AkuLite was the other way around (10 % concrete, 90 % wooden). The lower
frequency limit was 50 Hz in the Norwegian study compared to 20 Hz in AkuLite. The most
annoying noise source in dwellings was walking sound, but traffic noise also received
unfavorable ratings. When asked about how worried the residents were about annoying their
neighbors, they were more worried about speech and music than about walking. In contrast, the
fraction of people actually annoyed by walking sound was twice as high as for speech and
music. They concluded that impact sound insulation should be evaluated from 50 Hz, which is
currently recommended, but not mandatory, in the Norwegian building code [48]. About 50 %
of the studied buildings had floating floors on concrete slabs, which are prone to produce high
levels of low frequency walking sounds.

2.3.2 Listening tests

One advantage with laboratory listening tests, is that the test subjects will be exposed to exactly
the same sounds under strictly controlled conditions. Very small differences and nuances can
reliably be detected, which is not possible with questionnaire surveys. On the other hand, there
is a risk that sound insulation listening tests take the character of a loudness test instead of an
annoyance test. Short test stimuli are presented without context, sometimes in an unnatural
environment, but annoyance develops for months or years in real dwellings. It is therefore
difficult to study absolute scaling of annoyance with listening tests but useful for relative
comparisons. A thorough review of inherent advantages and drawbacks of building acoustic
listening tests, and useful recommendations, was made in COST TU0901 [48].

Mortensen [55] concluded in a listening test that noise from neighbors is rated more annoying
in lightweight than in heavy constructions with the same measured impact and airborne sound
insulation (i.e. same SNQ values), because of more low frequency content. He recommended
that frequencies from 50 Hz should be considered in measurements and regulations using the
spectrum adaptation terms C and CI.  In  a  listening  test  by  Gover  et  al.  [60,  61],  the  highest
correlation between subjective judgments and impact sound SNQ was achieved when the
spectrum adaptation term CI was included.

Within AkuLite, Thorsson [15] performed a listening test utilizing a hidden roof-mounted
loudspeaker system in combination with two subwoofers, capable of sound reproduction down
to 16 Hz. The listening rooms were two ordinary office rooms affected by background sounds
from ordinary daily activities in adjacent rooms. A high degree of realism was thereby achieved
by the natural conditions, but the trade-off was that the background noise also made the
experiment conditions less controlled. Thorsson performed two equal tests, evaluating loudness
and annoyance respectively, of recorded walking sounds in one heavy and one lightweight
construction. He concluded that the frequency range 20-50 Hz is important for the perception
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of walking sound for lightweight constructions but could not identify any difference in
subjective rating between loudness and annoyance. Other studies have also indicated that
loudness and annoyance ratings provide similar information from subjects regarding airborne
[32] and impact [47, 62] sound insulation, although, the latter study [62] showed slightly higher
annoyance than loudness ratings. However, a listening test by Rychtáriková [30] evaluating
perceived loudness of neighbor sounds in relation to airborne sound insulation through heavy
and lightweight walls, indicated differently. The subjects gave feedback using open questions
after the test, and 31 out of 39 subjects commented that they would sometimes have answered
differently if they had been asked to rate annoyance rather than loudness.
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3 Summary of papers

This chapter gives a summary of the six appended papers.

3.1 Paper I – Variations in sound insulation in nominally identical prefabricated
lightweight timber buildings

Paper I addresses research questions 1: “How large are the variations in sound insulation in
field measurements in lightweight constructions?” and research question 2: “To what degree
can variations in measured sound insulation be explained by measurement uncertainty?”.

The aim of this first study was to minimize all explainable causes for variations and uncertainty
and to focus on the specific factor of workmanship. The construction under study was an
industrially prefabricated wooden system based on volume elements. The specific objective of
the paper was “to assess and quantify the variations between nominally identical apartments in
a volume based timber construction”.  The findings from this work were intended to identify
and control potential parameters in the construction process related to workmanship, thereby
reducing the variations in sound insulation.

3.1.1 Methodology

The impact and airborne sound insulation were measured in vertical direction in 30 nominally
identical apartments. The room volume was 53 m3 and the separating area was 22,1 m2. The
apartments were grouped by their identifiable differences – the most obvious being floor
number – and an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to find significant effects on
the sound insulation. Twelve repeatability measurements of the airborne sound insulation were
performed in a control room pair to investigate measurement variance. The sound insulation
measurements were made with fixed microphone positions, using an identical setup in all cases,
to minimize uncertainty due to the operator and equipment. The variations in airborne sound
insulation due to workmanship were quantified by subtracting the measurement variance in the
control room from the total variance.

3.1.2 Results

The 30 apartments showed a large variation in airborne and impact sound insulation of as much
as 15 dB in third octave bands between minimum and maximum values. The variation in
airborne sound reduction was more constant throughout the frequency range, whereas the
variation in impact sound level increased with frequency, see Figure 4. The standard deviation
in airborne sound reduction at the 50 Hz band was considerably larger compared to impact
sound. This may have been caused by room resonances and the fact that airborne sound involves
two measurements in sending and receiving room, whereas impact sound only considers the
receiving room. The sensitivity for non-diffuse sound fields is thus greater for airborne sound
SNQs.
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Figure 4. The variation of airborne sound reduction and corresponding standard deviation in
30 volume based apartments. Left: Airborne sound, Right: Impact sound

A statistically significant difference in both impact sound level and airborne sound reduction
was found between floors. The top floor achieved higher sound insulation than the lower floors.
No significant differences were found between floor 1 and 2.

3.1.3 Conclusions

For the tested prefabricated wooden volume system, a statistically significant difference was
found between floor 3 and floors 1 and 2. The difference is due to a mismatch between the static
load and the stiffness of the elastic interlayer between stories. Since a statistically significant
difference between floors was identified, the variations within each floor number were therefore
quantified by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). The standard deviation of 250050,, ,∗ϒ Iwn CL
and 315050,∗ϒ CRw  was 0,9 dB and 1,4 dB respectively. When the difference in flanking
connection between stories was disregarded, the standard deviation increased to 1,7 and 2,0 dB
respectively. Under repeatability conditions, the measurement uncertainty is small (SNQ std.
dev. 0,6 dB) compared to the total variations in airborne sound insulation, resulting in a standard
deviation in 315050,∗ϒ CRw  due  to  workmanship  of  0,8  dB  (RMSE).  Its  effect  was  therefore
negligible in this study. Assuming similar measurement uncertainty for impact sound insulation
measurements, the observed differences can be attributed to workmanship.

3.2 Paper II – On the uncertainty of building acoustic measurements – Case study
of a cross-laminated timber construction

Paper II addresses research questions 1: “How large are the variations in sound insulation in
field measurements in lightweight constructions?” and research question 2: “To what degree
can variations in measured sound insulation be explained by measurement uncertainty?”.

The study is similar to the one in Paper I, but examines a different building system, a Cross-
Laminated Timber (CLT) system based on prefabricated wall and floor plate elements which
were assembled at the building site The CLT system represented a lower degree of
prefabrication than the volume system, which could have implied a greater scope for variations
due to workmanship. The results were compared with the findings in Paper I. Further, Paper II
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also contains a thorough analysis of measurement uncertainty. Two objectives were specified:
“1) To assess and quantify acoustical uncertainties related to the building system and 2) To
accentuate a number of possible parameters related to uncertainties of the measurement
procedure”. The  findings  from  this  work  were  intended  to  identify  and  control  potential
parameters in the construction process related to workmanship, thereby reducing the variations
in sound insulation.

3.2.1 Methodology

The impact and airborne sound insulation were measured in 18 different rooms distributed over
8 apartments in a four-story building. The room size varied from large (~82 m3) to medium
(~33 m3) to small (~25 m3). The variations in impact and airborne sound insulation in all rooms
were compared to the volume system in Paper I. To analyze the measurement reproducibility
of a single operator, 7 control measurements were performed at random time interval
throughout the measurement schedule. This study utilized the manual sweep method described
in [8, 9].

3.2.2 Results

The CLT system showed large variations at low frequencies. The average standard deviation
(50-80 Hz) of L’n and R’ is 3,8 dB and 5,6 dB respectively. The airborne sound reduction also
varied for high frequencies (1600-3150 Hz) with an average standard deviation of 4,9 dB. A
comparison between the different room sizes showed that the small rooms have sound
insulation problems at low frequencies, see Figure 5. Poor sound insulation is notable at 63 and
80 Hz. Two of the medium sized rooms showed the same character. The small rooms also have
limited high frequency airborne sound insulation from 1600 Hz.

Figure 5. Average impact and airborne sound insulation in rooms of different size

When the impact sound level was compared with the volume system, the CLT system performs
better at high frequencies but worse at low frequencies. The variations are larger at low
frequencies for the CLT system whereas the volume system has larger variations at higher
frequencies. In the case of airborne sound reduction, the difference between the two systems is
smaller, but the volume system still performs better at low frequencies whereas the CLT system
is better at frequencies between 630-2000 Hz. The standard deviation in airborne sound
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reduction spans between 1,5-3,0 dB throughout the frequency range for the volume system but
the CLT system has substantially larger variations at high and low frequencies. However, the
comparison is not completely fair, because the volume system represented nominally identical
rooms, whereas the CLT system contains rooms with varying room geometries. The limited
low frequency performance of the small rooms is a probable cause for the variations below 100
Hz.

The control room measurements showed a high repeatability for the manual sweep method,
with relatively small standard deviations in third octave bands, see Figure 6. All control
measurements yielded the same impact and airborne sound SNQs, 52 and 59 dB respectively.

Figure 6. Standard deviation of 7 measurements of impact and airborne sound insulation in
the control room.

3.2.3 Conclusions

The CLT system showed large variations below 100 Hz for both airborne and impact sound
insulation. This affects the weighted sound insulation, especially when the adaptation terms are
added. Uncertainty in low frequency performance is a serious problem since lightweight
constructions are physically limited in this frequency region. Variations in airborne sound
insulation were also found above 1250 Hz. Since the sound insulation of the CLT system is
good for higher frequencies, this is an indication that workmanship issues or sound leakage may
be present. The largest problems were found in the small rooms, which had unacceptable
performance in the 63-80 Hz third octave bands. The wavelengths of this frequency range
corresponded to the room dimensions.

The sound insulation was as in Paper I, worse on the lower story due to the increasing static
load and consequently stiffer elastomer. The differences were apparent primarily at high
frequencies and because the impact sound SNQ was determined primarily by low frequencies,
the difference was not statistically significant.

The measurement variance was small compared to the total variance, under repeatability
conditions. Overall, some of the problems are related to measurement uncertainty, as it is hard
or impossible to measure strictly according to the ISO standards in small rooms with respect to
requirements on source-microphone-room surface distances. Another issue was that the
reverberation time in small rooms at low frequencies was too short to fulfil the recommendation
of BT>16.
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3.3 Paper III – Uncertainty of in situ low frequency reverberation time
measurements from 20 Hz – An empirical study

Paper III addresses research question 2: “To what degree can variations in measured sound
insulation be explained by measurement uncertainty?”.

The results from an empirical study of reverberation time measurements performed in the field
in two buildings of different construction types are presented. The objective was “to address
whether the same measurement procedure used for 50–80 Hz also can be applied to the 20–40
Hz range”. Reverberation times in this frequency range 50-80 Hz are often difficult to measure
in wooden constructions, because the decay is short and does not fulfil the recommendations
on BT-product. The findings from this work were intended to increase the knowledge on
measurement uncertainty at the extended frequency range down to 20 Hz, and to compare
spatial variations between frequency bands.

3.3.1 Methodology

The master bedroom in two apartments were investigated, one in a concrete building and one
in a lightweight wooden construction. The room dimensions were 3,7x3,0 and 4,2x3,0,
respectively, with a ceiling height of 2,5 m. The reverberation time was measured in a three-
dimensional grid of approximately 60x60x60 cm, with a total amount of 104 positions in the
concrete and 120 positions in the lightweight construction.

The measurements were performed using the interrupted noise method, in the extended
frequency range from 20 Hz. A dodecahedron loudspeaker was used for frequencies from 50
Hz and a subwoofer was used for lower frequencies. All positions closer than 1,0 m from the
sound source were omitted from the analysis. Each microphone position was measured twice
and the average value was used in the analysis. Frequencies below 50 Hz were measured in
octave bands – 16 and 31,5 Hz – because the reverberation time is often not long enough to
fulfil stipulated BT recommendations if measured in third octave bands [51]. At these very low
frequency bands and in small rooms, the usual definition of reverberation time is questionable
because there are too few – or even no – room modes in a given frequency band to determine
the associated reverberation time.

3.3.2 Results

The mean reverberation time averaged over all positions and corresponding standard deviation
are given in Figure 7. In the wooden building, the frequency bands 50 and 63 Hz does not fulfil
BT > 8. The variation stabilizes above 100 Hz.
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Figure 7. Mean reverberation time (left) and standard deviation (right). Note: 16 and 31.5 Hz
refer to octave bands, frequencies from 50 Hz refer to third octave band.

3.3.3 Conclusions

The uncertainty in terms of standard deviation is somewhat larger for the lowest frequencies,
20–40 Hz measured in octave bands, compared to the higher frequencies measured in third
octave bands from 50 Hz. A simple extension down to 20 Hz of the current method may lead
to an uncertainty of more than +/-1 dB. By increasing the number of measurement positions
from three to five, with two repetitions, the probability of affecting the consequential L´nT by
less than +/- 1 dB was found to be 90 %. However, even with five positions, a slightly higher
uncertainty is expected for the 20-40 Hz range compared to higher third octave L´nT values.

3.4 Paper IV – Correlation between sound insulation and occupants’ perception
– Proposal of alternative single number rating of impact sound, Part II

Paper IV addresses research questions 3: “Are frequencies 20-50 Hz important for rated
walking sound annoyance?” and research question 4: “How can perceived impact sound
insulation best be described by objective parameters?”.

Linear regression studies are sensitive for outliers, if few data points are available. The scope
of Paper IV was to verify the findings in AkuLite [14] by increasing the number of objects in
the database from 10 to 23 and ensuring a fair representation of current building technology. 11
objects are lightweight, 6 CLT and 6 concrete. The study had two specific objectives: 1) “To
find out whether it can be statistically shown that impact sound insulation evaluated from 20
Hz gives a higher correlation to subjectively rated annoyance compared to the standardized
evaluation from 50 Hz” and 2) “To find out whether an alternative, optimized frequency
weighted spectrum adaptation term, can bring additional conformity between measured and
perceived impact sound insulation”.  The  findings  from  this  work  are  valuable  for  future
development of impact sound SNQs that better correspond to the rated annoyance of walking
sound, regardless of construction.
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3.4.1 Methodology

The methodology was to perform extensive field measurements in the apartment buildings and
to  perform questionnaire  surveys,  at  least  six  months  after  completion,  among the  residents.
The following three measurement methods were considered:

∂ Impact sound level with the tapping machine – Measurements were performed and
evaluated according to appropriate ISO standards. All measurements were made in the
extended frequency range 20-5000 Hz, including normalization of reverberation time
for 20-40 Hz.

∂ Impact sound level with the rubber ball – Measurements were performed according
to ISO 16283-2 in the frequency range 20-630 Hz, in 12 buildings.

∂ Static deflection of the floor – The deflection due to a 1 kN point load in the center or
weakest point in the floor were measured.

Each building object was represented by about 4-6 rooms, evenly distributed between living
rooms and master bedrooms. The static deflection though, was only measured once in each
object. The rubber ball measurements were performed in 12 of the 23 objects. The abbreviations
given in Table 2 are used throughout the summary of Paper IV.

Table 2. Abbreviated definitions of impact sound SNQs.

SNQ Definition
LnT,w L´nT,w

LnT,w,50 L´nT,w + CI,50-2500

LnT,w,25 L´nT,w + CI,25-2500

LnT,w,20 L´nT,w + CI,20-2500

LnT,w,20,AL L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500

The questionnaire from COST TU0910 [63] was used to rate the annoyance from various noise
sources. The following questions were used in the continuation part of the study.

Thinking of the last 12 months in your home, how much are you bothered, disturbed or annoyed
by these sources of noise?

1. Neighbors; footstep noise, i.e. you hear when they walk on the floor
2. Neighbors; rattling or tinkling noise from your own furniture when neighbors move on

the floor above you
3. Neighbors; impact or scraping noise, i.e. from chairs, kitchen sink, lockers, toys,

vacuum cleaning etcetera

Linear regression analyses were performed by correlating the mean rated annoyance from each
building object as the subjective parameter against the three objective measurement types. The
response ratio varied from 33-83 % with a total of ~800 answered questionnaires. Responses
from top floor residents were omitted, because they were not exposed to impact sound from
neighbors above.
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3.4.2 Results

The mean impact sound level for all 23 objects grouped by construction type is given in Figure
8. The SNQ values increase when the frequency evaluation range is extended. For concrete, the
effect of extending below 50 Hz is small. Regardless of construction type, footstep noise
generates more annoyance than other impact sound sources.

Figure 8. Mean impact sound level for all objects and grouped by construction type. From left
to right within each group: LnT,w, LnT,w,50, LnT,w,20, LnT,w,20,AL.

Tapping machine

The four impact sound SNQs were compared with the annoyance for the three survey questions
presented above. When an outlier was removed in a complementary analysis, the best
correlation (R2 = 85 %) was achieved using a frequency range from 25 Hz with a flat weighting
factor. The correlation against annoyance from rattling/tinkling gives similar results to the
footstep case. No SNQ showed any statistically significant relation to the subjective rating of
impact/scraping.

Rubber ball

The objective parameters regarding the rubber ball were calculated as the linear or A-weighted
sum of the third-octaves L´I,Fmax,V,T within two frequency bands, 50-630 and 20-630 Hz. The
rubber ball achieves good correlation (77 % and 64 %) for footstep annoyance and
Rattling/Tinkling respectively, against linear summation 20-630 Hz. In the other cases, the
correlation is poor.

Static deflection

No statistic relation between static floor deflection and annoyance could be found.
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3.4.3 Conclusions

Evaluation of impact sound insulation from 100 Hz gives poor correlation against rated
annoyance. The situation improves when evaluated from 50 Hz, but evaluation from 25 Hz
gives the highest correlation to subjectively rated annoyance, using an adaptation term with a
flat frequency spectrum. The need to include frequencies below 50 Hz in lightweight
constructions was verified. Regarding heavy constructions, evaluation from 50 Hz seem to be
enough. It was indicated that the rubber ball gives good correlation against rated annoyance,
but the results are based on a limited number of objects and need further verification.

3.5 Paper V – Walking sound annoyance vs. impact sound insulation from 20 Hz

Paper V addresses research questions 3: “Are frequencies 20-50 Hz important for rated walking
sound annoyance?” and research question 4: “How can perceived impact sound insulation best
be described by objective parameters?”.

The aim of Paper V is to verify the findings from AkuLite [15] and Paper IV, using a completely
different methodology – a two-part listening test based on binaural recordings of walking sound.
Two objectives were specified for this study: 1) “To verify whether frequencies between 20 and
50 Hz are important for perceived walking sound annoyance” and 2) “To find out which SNQ
that correlates best with perceived walking sound annoyance”. The findings from this work are
valuable for future development of impact sound SNQs that better correspond to the rated
annoyance of walking sound, regardless of construction.

3.5.1 Methodology

The methodology was to evaluate annoyance based on binaural recordings of walking sound in
a two-part listening test. The listening test used pairwise comparisons of annoyance. Recordings
of walking sound with socks and with Oxford shoes were made in two similar living rooms,
one in a heavy concrete construction (67 m3) and one in a lightweight wooden construction (71
m3). The impact sound insulation was measured and evaluated according to appropriate ISO
and Swedish standards, in an extended frequency range down to 20 Hz. In-situ values of L´nT,w

/ L´nT,w + CI,50-2500 for the heavy and lightweight construction were 47/48 dB and 44/49 dB
respectively. According to the measured SNQs, both constructions have similar performance
when evaluated from 50 Hz and should in that respect achieve similar protection from walking
sound annoyance.

All recordings were performed night-time with all building installations turned off, to minimize
the background noise level. A 70 kg walker used markings on the floor, 80 cm apart, to locate
each footstep and a metronome (115 beats per minute) to keep the pace. The repeatability of
the walking procedure was very high. The stimuli were reproduced using a combination of
headphones and subwoofer with a crossover frequency of 50 Hz. All stimuli were high pass
filtered at 17,8 Hz because the recording and reproduction system was not reliable for lower
frequencies. A dead front/live end listening room was used for the listening tests. The frequency
response measured with the binaural head in the listening position was +/-1 dB from 20 Hz.  A
group of 24 novice listeners with experience of neighbors living above took part in the test,
which had a total duration of 30 minutes.
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The purpose of the first part of the listening test was to evaluate at which third octave band it is
possible to perceive a difference in annoyance between the original walking sound and the same
sound high-pass filtered at various cutoff frequencies (25, 31.5, 40, 50 and 100 Hz).  If a
perceptible difference in annoyance is detected, it might be necessary to include the
corresponding third octave band in the evaluation of impact sound insulation.

In the second part, the subjects were asked to choose which of the two sounds A and B that was
more annoying, and if the perceived difference was marginal or clear, utilizing a staircase level
adjustment procedure. With one sound designated as a constant reference stimulus, the sound
level of the other sound was increased or lowered in a 12-step iterative process depending on
the subject’s choices. The output was defined as the average value of the last two steps. The
purpose of the second part was to answer the following questions:

1) How many dBs should the wooden floor be decreased, to be rated equally annoying as
the concrete floor?

2) How many dBs should the concrete floor be increased, to be rated equally annoying as
the wooden floor?

3.5.2 Results

Part 1

For the concrete construction, the results show that evaluation from 100 Hz is enough wearing
shoes, while with socks it is possible to percieve differences down to 40 Hz. The response ratios
are much higher in the wooden construction, which indicate a greater importance of lower
frequencies. The sound pressure level is clearly above the hearing threshold in almost all cases.
It is indicated that 20 Hz is the lower frequency limit for perceptible annoyance difference
independent of wearing shoes or socks.

Part 2

There is an apparent difference in the impact sound level for low frequencies between the
concrete and wooden construction. The average impact sound level in the wooden construction
is ~28 dB higher between 20-40 Hz, ~9 dB higher between 50-125 Hz, and ~10 dB lower from
160 Hz. The abbreviations given in Table 3 will be used from here in the summary of Paper V,
when  referring  to  different  SNQs.  The  suffix “NN” means that the SNQ was evaluated
according to SS 25267:2015 [16], i.e. the sound pressure level was Not Normalized against
reverberation time between 20-40 Hz. When the suffix “NN” is not used, evaluations include
standardization of reverberation time from 20 Hz. All evaluations of relevant SNQs are given
in Table 3. For the concrete construction, the effect of including 20-40 Hz is negligible, even
with low frequency weighting, but the effect is substantial for the wooden construction.
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Table 3. Definitions of abbreviations and impact sound insulation SNQs in the heavy and
lightweight construction

SNQ Definition Concrete
(dB)

Wooden
(dB)

Difference
(dB)

LnT,w L´nT,w 47 44 -3
LnT,w,50 L´nT,w + CI,50-2500 48 49 1
LnT,w,25 L´nT,w + CI,25-2500 48 54 6
LnT,w,20 L´nT,w + CI,20-2500 48 58 10
LnT,w,20,AL L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite, 20-2500 49 65 16
LnT,w,25,NN Same  as  above,  but  without  normalization

of reverberation time between 20-40 Hz, as
proposed by the Swedish Standard [16].

48 59 11
LnT,w,20,NN 48 63 15
LnT,w,20,AL,NN 49 70 21

The four possible combinations of reference and adjusted stimuli were designated A-D
according to Table 4. Following the argument that the most annoying (and loud) sound should
determine the required sound insulation, comparison D is the most relevant. To achieve equal
annoyance rating, the sound insulation of the lightweight construction should thus be improved
by 12 dB. Consequently,  an optimized SNQ should result  in a 12 dB difference between the
concrete and the wooden floor. The best correlation is achieved by LnT,w,20 and LnT,w,25,NN, with
10 and 11 dB difference respectively, see Table 4.

Table 4. Average adjustment for equal annoyance, with 95 % confidence intervals for the mean

Comparison A B C D
Reference stimulus Wooden, shoes Wooden, socks Concrete, shoes Concrete, socks
Adjusted stimulus Concrete, shoes Concrete, socks Wooden, shoes Wooden, socks
Average (dB) 6.2 14.1 -4.2 -11.9
Std. dev. (dB) 4.3 4.5 4.1 2.1
95 % C.I. (dB) [4.4, 8.0] [12.2, 16.0] [-5.9, -2.5] [-12.8, -11.0]
Min, Max (dB) -1.5, 20.5 7.5, 28.5 -12.5, 7.5 -15.5, -6.5
Span (dB) 22.0 21.0 20.0 9.0

3.5.3 Conclusions

The listening test verified the need to consider frequencies from 20 Hz in lightweight
constructions. The lower frequency limit for perceptible annoyance difference in concrete
constructions was found to be 40 Hz, but if shoes are worn, evaluation from 100 Hz is enough.

Even though both tested constructions should achieve similar protection from walking sound
when evaluated in terms of L´nT,w + CI,50-2500, i.e. from 50 Hz, the rated annoyance difference
corresponds to a sound insulation adjustment of 12 dB. By considering frequencies below 50
Hz, the correlation between SNQ and rated annoyance was significantly improved. The SNQs
that corresponded best to rated walking sound annoyance was LnT,w,20 and LnT,w,25,NN. The
AkuLite frequency weighting (CI,AkuLite, 20-2500) emphasizes low frequencies too strongly and
resulted in poor correlation.
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3.6 Paper VI – Variations in sound insulation from 20 Hz in lightweight dwellings

Paper VI addresses research question 1: “How large are the variations in sound insulation in
field measurements in lightweight constructions?”.

If the evaluation range should be extended down to 20 or 25 Hz, the consequential variations
in sound insulation needs to be evaluated. The objective of Paper VI was: “To quantify the total
variations in sound insulation within a wooden based building system. Impact sound insulation
from 20, 25, 50 and 100 Hz and airborne sound insulation from 50 and 100 Hz will be
considered”. The study evaluates an improved version of the same volume based building
system as in Paper I, a system which is representative for typical Swedish lightweight dwellings.
The findings can be used by the lightweight industry to establish reasonable acoustic safety
margins, and potentially identify and control causes behind the variations. It will also verify the
validity of the extensive field measurements in Paper IV.

3.6.1 Methodology

The data consists of 70 vertical impact and airborne sound insulation measurements between
pairwise rooms with the same floor layout. All measurements were made during the years 2013-
2015 in buildings of 2 to 7 stories and all but 4, in unfurnished rooms. The impact sound
insulation was evaluated in the extended frequency range down to 20 Hz according to the
Swedish standard [16], i.e. without normalization of reverberation time between 20-40 Hz. All
SNQs were calculated with 1/10 dB accuracy and the measurements were made using hand-
held microphone sweeps. The measurements were grouped by room size and floor number and
evaluated by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) at 5 % significance level, using all impact and
airborne sound SNQs as response variables.

in general, the reverberation times 20-40 Hz were not measured, and the results from Paper VI
are therefore not directly comparable with the findings in Paper IV. A reverberation time of 0,5
s between 20-40 Hz was used in the evaluation. However, the reverberation time was measured
in 16 rooms of varying room sizes. Assuming that T is normally distributed, the distribution’s
mean and variance can be estimated from the 16 measurements. By estimating one distribution
for each third octave band, a randomized T can be assigned to all measured Lp and thereby the
corresponding simulated LnT can be calculated. This method provides a rough approximation of
the unknown LnT, including normalization of reverberation time from 20 Hz. The suffixes “Sim”
(Simulated) and “NN”  (Not  Normalized)  for  SNQs  with  Simulated  or  No  Normalization  of
reverberation time 20-40 Hz, respectively, will be used from here on. Abbreviations of all SNQs
are defined in Table 5.
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Table 5. Definitions of abbreviated SNQs used throughout Paper VI.

SNQ Definition Comment
Impact sound insulation

LnT,w L´nT,w

LnT,w,50 L´nT,w + CI,50-2500

LnT,w,25,NN L´nT,w + CI,25-2500 No normalization of
reverberation time
between 20-40 Hz.

LnT,w,20,NN L´nT,w + CI,20-2500

LnT,w,20,AL,NN L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500

LnT,w,25,Sim L´nT,w + CI,25-2500 With normalization of
simulated reverberation
time between 20-40 Hz.

LnT,w,20,Sim L´nT,w + CI,20-2500

LnT,w,20,AL,Sim L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500

Airborne sound insulation

DnT,w D´nT,w

DnT,w,50 D´nT,w + C50-3150

3.6.2 Results

The average SNQs and corresponding standard deviations are given in Table 6. The influence
of low frequencies 20-40 Hz is strong, and many impact sound SNQs were completely
determined by this frequency range – which also showed larger standard deviations at 20 and
25 Hz. It is therefore possible that the measurement procedure is an important cause behind the
reported variations. The averaged impact sound level in the third octave bands 20-40 Hz is
reduced by 6, 5, 4 and 4 dB respectively, with the simulated normalization of reverberation
time. Consequently, the SNQs LnT,w,25, LnT,w,20 and LnT,w,20,AL were reduced by 3, 4 and 5 dB
respectively. Interestingly, normalization of reverberation time will increase the uncertainty in
third octave bands as another error source is introduced, but the standard deviation in the
corresponding SNQs is actually reduced. This is because the strong influence of the LnT values
between 20-40 Hz on the resulting SNQs is reduced. The AkuLite frequency weighting leads
to a higher standard deviation of the SNQ, because it is completely determined by the frequency
range 20-40 Hz for the tested building type. Relatively large variations in impact sound level
were found for high frequencies in the large rooms. This was caused by the joint between
volume elements, which represented a local, rigid connection between floor and ceiling. The
high frequency impact sound level was sensitive to the placement of the tapping machine.
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Table 6. Average weighted sound insulation with corresponding standard deviation, for large
and small rooms.

Group All rooms Large rooms Small rooms
Impact sound insulation SNQ

(dB)
Std. dev.

(dB)
SNQ
(dB)

Std. dev.
(dB)

SNQ
(dB)

Std. dev.
(dB)

LnT,w 45,4 2,5 44,4 2,6 46,5 1,8
LnT,w,50 51,6 2,0 50,7 1,8 52,7 1,6
LnT,w,25,NN 59,3 2,3 58,5 2,2 60,1 2,1
LnT,w,20,NN 62,5 2,4 61,8 2,5 63,3 1,9
LnT,w,20,AL,NN 68,7 3,1 67,9 3,3 69,5 2,6
LnT,w,25,Sim 56,2 2,1 55,5 2,0 57,0 1,9
LnT,w,20,Sim 58,3 2,1 57,5 2,1 59,2 1,7
LnT,w,20,AL,Sim 63,7 2,9 62,8 3,0 64,6 2,4
Airborne sound insulation

DnT,w 62,1 2,1 62,1 1,7 62,0 2,5
DnT,w,50 58,3 1,9 58,1 1,5 58,4 2,3

The high frequency sound insulation is reduced on the 3rd floor from the top, presumably due
to the increased static load and corresponding increased stiffness (relative to the wooden frame)
of the elastomer between stories. There were no statistically significant differences in impact
sound SNQs between floor numbers, but the airborne sound SNQs were significantly lower on
the  3rd floor from the top. The effect of static load on flanking transmission needs to be
considered in future high-rise wooden buildings.

3.6.3 Conclusions

Lightweight constructions often show high impact sound levels below 50 Hz, and will be
severely affected by a potential extension of the frequency range. The tested system was very
sensitive to impact sound in the 20-40 Hz region regarding the SNQs, and the variations in
impact sound insulation were thus larger compared to SNQ evaluation from 50 Hz. Without
normalization of reverberation time, all 20 Hz SNQs and corresponding standard deviations
were completely determined by the 20-40 Hz bands. However, the variations in the SNQs
decreased with normalization of reverberation time, because the influence of the 20-40 Hz
bands was reduced.

The impact sound level was significantly lower in large rooms (1,6-2,1 dB) for all tested SNQs.
The large rooms displayed large variations at high frequencies because the sensitivity to the
placement of the tapping machine was greater than in the small rooms but did not affect the
SNQ. There were no differences in airborne sound insulation between large and small rooms,
but the variations were greater within the small rooms.

The high frequency sound insulation tends to decrease on lower stories in a building, as the
static load and corresponding stiffness of elastic interlayers between stories increases. This does
not affect impact sound SNQs that are primarily determined by low frequencies. However, a
statistically significant difference in airborne sound SNQs was found between the third floor
from the top and the upper floors.
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4 Discussion and concluding remarks

4.1 Measurement of sound insulation

4.1.1 Floor number

Papers I, II and VI show that the sound insulation is higher on the upper floors in a lightweight
building. This difference is caused by the higher static load from the upper floors acting on the
elastic connection between the floors. The ground floor carries the weight of the entire building
whereas the top floor only carries the weight of the roof. The static load thus decreases on higher
stories. It is important to carefully design the elastic layer to withstand the static load and still
act as a spring. An improperly designed building is illustrated in Figure 9. Successively stiffer
elastic connections will  eventually resemble the stiffness of the wooden frame, allowing full
vibration transmission through the flanks. The increasing elastomer stiffness and the
corresponding increased flanking transmission is a design challenge concerning high-rise
wooden buildings. The problem is more related to airborne sound SNQs because the relative
importance of flanking paths is greater for airborne than for impact sound SNQs [24 Ch. 8.7],
and additionally, the impact sound SNQs are primarily determined by the low frequencies,
where the elastomers are less effective.

Figure 9. Mismatch in the stiffness-load relationship of the elastic layer

The static load also varies within a very same story, as the surface weight is not equally
distributed. For example, a bathroom or a kitchen is heavier than a bedroom. It is therefore
necessary to adjust the stiffness of the elastic layer accordingly. The research result from this
thesis has convinced the actual manufacturers to use high quality elastomers in their production.

4.1.2 Room size

In Papers I, II and VI, airborne sound insulation measurements show larger variations at lower
frequencies compared to impact sound. Airborne sound insulation measurements involve sound
pressure level recordings in both sending and receiving rooms and are consequently more
sensitive to spatial variations in the non-diffuse sound-field below the Schröder frequency,
when the measurement uncertainty in both rooms add up. In contrast, impact sound insulation

Volume

Elastic layer
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measurements are performed in the receiving room only. The effect is especially prominent in
small rooms, in which larger variations in airborne SNQs are found.

Impact sound insulation on the other hand, show larger variations at higher frequencies
compared to airborne sound. When performing measurements of airborne sound reduction,
diffuse sound fields are theoretically generated in the sending and receiving rooms above the
Schröder frequency. The separating element is thereby evenly excited, whereas measurements
of impact sound insulation are presumed to be more sensitive to the position of the tapping
machine. As an example, a local structural connection was identified in the joining of volume
elements to create large rooms. This transmission path contributed primarily from 250 Hz. An
improved joint using a resilient connection between floor and ceiling at the joint has now been
implemented by the manufacturer.

4.1.3 Measurement uncertainty

In this thesis, the measurement uncertainty has continuously been considered. By quantifying
the measurement uncertainty, the validity of the conclusions can be assessed. The operator can
control and minimize the measurement uncertainty by taking precautions and choosing a proper
measurement method for the situation at hand.

The repeatability study in Paper II represents a realistic scenario, with different source and
microphone positions in every measurement repetition. Still, the same SNQ was obtained every
time. The repeatability test in Paper I gave even lower variations, especially at the lowest
frequencies. These control measurements were performed in direct succession however, which
certainly leads to lower variations but another cause could be that the same fixed microphone
positions were used in every measurement. The influence of spatial variations of the sound field
in the room is lower compared to manual sweeps. For frequencies from 100 Hz, the
measurement uncertainty is small in relation to the total variations.

Sound pressure level measurement in a non-diffuse sound field always tends to be erroneous.
The problem becomes worse in lightweight constructions, because their impact sound SNQs
are primarily determined by the lowest frequencies. Additionally, the risk for coupling of room
resonances between small rooms is high. The new ISO low frequency method for measurements
in rooms smaller than 25 m3 [8, 9] should therefore be used. The large low frequency
measurement uncertainty, in small rooms particularly, indicate a need for increased acoustical
safety margins – or a need to shift the SNQ limit according to the measurement uncertainty.
This concept is further discussed by Gerretsen [35].

4.1.4 Measurement uncertainty below 50 Hz

When dealing with low frequency measurements down to 20 Hz, it becomes increasingly
important to minimize the uncertainty regardless of room size. Every single decibel in the 20-
40 Hz region that can be deducted from the measurement uncertainty and variations in sound
insulation, will reduce the production costs. In short: The lower the frequency, the more
expensive to mitigate the problem. It is imperative to use a measurement method that is reliable
for the frequencies that determine the resulting SNQ. I am not convinced that manual sweeps
are appropriate for measurements from 20 Hz. If the microphone sweeps are made in the center
of the room – in a pressure minima because of the first room resonance corresponding to half a
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wavelength – the measured sound pressure level will be lower than with fixed microphone
positions evenly distributed in the room. The SNQs in heavy constructions on the other hand,
are less sensitive to the lowest frequency range and a relatively larger measurement uncertainty
in that frequency range will have a smaller negative effect on the uncertainty in the SNQ.

The main challenge in extending the evaluation range below 50 Hz is not about measuring
sound pressure level, but to measure reverberation time. So far, we have assumed that existing
measurement methods from 50 Hz can be extended down to 20 Hz, an assumption that has not
been validated. What if our conclusions are based on an erroneous assumption? However, it is
safer to use tried and tested methods when in uncharted territories than to use new untested
methods that can introduce other uncertainties. I am therefore convinced it is more important
to first find out whether frequencies down to 20 Hz are important to include or not. Our results
show that frequencies from 20 Hz are important for walking sound annoyance in lightweight
constructions. The next phase is to develop improved measurement methods. An approved way
of moving forward in science, is to perform a pilot study using available knowledge. Depending
on the outcome, a proper direction for the further work can be chosen. But we must choose
wisely, as resources are limited and science is time-consuming.

4.2 Perception of impact sound insulation

4.2.1 Impact sound insulation from 20 Hz

Papers IV and V yield similar conclusions – the importance to evaluate impact sound insulation
below  50  Hz  –  using  two  completely  different  methodologies  and  the  results  are  further
strengthened by the listening test performed within AkuLite by Thorsson [15]. The main
differences between the listening test in Paper IV and the one by Thorsson, is that Thorssons
test applied accelerometer instead of binaural recordings and loudspeakers instead of
headphones for reproduction. Both tests used subwoofers for low frequencies. Another
difference is that Thorsson achieved a higher degree of realism whereas the laboratory used in
my listening test represented more controlled conditions regarding background noise and
repeatability.

The current SNQs – LnT,w and LnT,w,50  – cannot describe walking sound annoyance in a way
that is neutral to the construction system. These findings are remarkable from an international
perspective, but as stated in chapter 2.2.2,  the results strongly depend on the construction
systems considered to be the norm. Scandinavian buildings of PBP and CLT technology are
increasing their market share. These constructions are inherently sensitive to walking sound in
the 20-40 Hz frequency range, a problem that needs to be further addressed with improved
building technique.

4.2.2 Field measurements and questionnaire survey

The selection of objects for the study in Paper IV was both quantitatively and qualitatively
important. The chosen objects should represent a variety of typical construction systems, to an
extent that allow for workmanship and measurement uncertainty as well as the social aspects
discussed in chapter 2.3.1. The proportion of concrete objects should thus be equally
represented as the lightweight objects, even though the overall focus is on lightweight
constructions. Because lightweight constructions show larger variations in sound insulation
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than heavy constructions, it could have been motivated to include more lightweight than heavy
constructions – whose acoustic properties are easier to predict. On the other hand, that would
have resulted in a larger uncertainty regarding the subjective parameters related to the heavy
constructions due to the smaller number of received questionnaires. Similarly, if the number of
questionnaire surveys had exceeded the number of field measurements, the subjective
parameters’ accuracy would have improved, but at the expense of the objective parameters’
accuracy.

In  our  study,  the  questionnaire  surveys  were  carried  out  in  the  same  objects  as  the  field
measurements, which ensure good correlation between quantitative and qualitative data. The
research project had a limited budget, which means that the available time for data collection
was limited and thereby the number of objects. I consider two aspects regarding data to be
collected for a scientific study; Quantity or Quality.  In our case,  by measuring many rooms,
reliable information on variations and workmanship uncertainty for the current construction
will be attained. The drawback is that the measurement uncertainty increases, because the
available time for each measurement is reduced. Conversely, if each room is meticulously
evaluated, accurate information will be attained on the specific room, but because more time is
required per room, fewer rooms can be measured in a given time span. Information on variations
and uncertainty between rooms is thereby lost. This is a recurrent challenge within scientific
methodology. It is impossible to carry out a perfect experiment that fully considers all possible
uncertainties. We always have to make priorities, whereby information will be lost elsewhere.

4.3 Quantification and verification of sound insulation

4.3.1 Annoyance vs SNQ requirement

A regression analysis may be strongly influenced by outliers, especially if the number of data
points is small. It is advantageous with a broad span of measurement data when objective and
subjective parameters are correlated. The analysis in [14] was affected by a small number of
objects, and only one concrete construction compared to nine wooden buildings was included.
This is a likely explanation why the coefficient of determination was significantly improved by
the aggressive low frequency weighting. In Paper IV, when the number of objects was more
than doubled, high correlation was achieved without frequency weighting.

A curve that represents annoyance ratio as a function of impact sound SNQ, should be
characterized by a sigmoid function – an “S-curve” – if the SNQ corresponds well to rated
annoyance, see the example in Figure 10. When the SNQ-value increases to a level where 100
% of the subjects are annoyed, the annoyance ratio will still be 100 % even if the SNQ-value is
increased further. Similarly, when the SNQ is increased from a low level until it reaches a
certain threshold value, the annoyance ratio will start to increase from zero. We need to identify
this lower threshold value to formulate proper requirements, i.e. answer the question: What
annoyance ratio is acceptable?
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Figure 10. Principal illustration of annoyance ratio vs. impact sound SNQ.

It has been difficult to verify this claim within the thesis’ scope, because the building code only
permits a small span in SNQ values. Nobody wants to over-dimension a construction, and
nobody wants their construction to fail. This leads to a concentration of the data points in the
lower end of the S-curve. It would have been interesting to evaluate some constructions with
especially poor acoustic performance, to develop a model valid over a wider SNQ range and
potentially higher coefficient of determination. However, newly built dwellings with especially
poor acoustic performance hardly exist on the Swedish market any longer. Consequently, our
model might only work properly in a limited SNQ range, for typical new Swedish dwellings.
Another solution could have been to include old buildings with high SNQ ratings in the study,
but the aim of this work was more to improve future buildings. It may be possible to include
new dwellings with lower acoustic performance in other countries, where the building code and
functional requirements are less strict. On the other hand, this could have introduced another
kind of uncertainty, because the annoyance rating is influenced by culture [56]. Even though
our study has a clear focus on Swedish and Scandinavian dwellings, our findings will be of
international interest in developing wooden based dwellings aimed for specific segments of the
market requiring high sound insulation.

4.3.2 Hearing threshold vs. SNQ requirement

The  Phon-curves  according  to  ISO  226  [64]  correspond  to  a  narrow  dynamic  range  for  the
lowest frequencies. Therefore, a small change in sound pressure level or frequency weighting
may have a large effect on the perceived loudness due to substantial low frequency content of
walking sound. If there exists a threshold in sound pressure level where considerable annoyance
start to occur, the annoyance ratio may be influenced by the variations in hearing threshold.
When investigating a lightweight construction, Blazier and Dupree [46], noted that sound
detectability seemed to be more important for the perceived annoyance, rather than relative
loudness.
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4.4 Proposal of a new method

For impact sound insulation, it might be possible to combine both high and low frequency
metrics into one SNQ, using suitable frequency weightings [48]. One single SNQ covering all
types of constructions would be advantageous. The correlation between rated annoyance and
such a SNQ would be obvious. However, this approach would be incompatible with existing
methods for impact sound evaluation. The new SNQ would not be directly comparable with
current well established SNQs. It would likely be difficult to implement such a considerable
change. To use two SNQs is more inconvenient to handle, but easier to implement. We could
simply keep LnT,w and introduce another low-frequency spectrum adaptation term. In Sweden,
this could imply using CI,25-2500 instead of CI,50-2500 in dwellings.

When  evaluation  from  20  Hz  was  introduced  in  the  Swedish  standard  in  2015  [16],  it  was
decided to omit normalization of reverberation time below 50 Hz. Even though this decision is
advantageous from a measurement perspective, no research has verified whether it is valid to
do so with regards to the rated walking sound annoyance. If the impact sound level is not
normalized between 20-40 Hz, it is equivalent to introducing an additional frequency weighting
on these frequency bands, assuming the reverberation time is longer than 0,5 s – which it is in
all objects I have measured. Further studies must confirm whether it is better, or not, to
normalize with respect to reverberation time below 50 Hz. Frequency weighting might be
necessary if normalization is omitted. In the two rooms in Paper V, a comparison was made
between empty and absorptive rooms which indicated that the sound absorption had no effect
on the sound level from the tapping machine below 50 Hz.

The recommendation in the Swedish Standard for sound class B [16], L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500 ≤
52 dB (frequency weighted and not normalized), will work in the perspective that protection
from walking sound annoyance is achieved. Concrete constructions will easily meet the
requirement, as the frequency range 20-40 Hz does not determine their impact sound SNQs.
With reasonable safety margins considering measurement uncertainty and workmanship, i.e.
using the 95th percentile in an assumed normal distribution, lightweight constructions of the
type in the study would need to be improved in the order of 20 dB, which is impossible using
current lightweight building technique, even with more tolerant safety margins. Papers IV and
V showed that a smaller improvement would suffice. Therefore I believe that the recommended
limit value of L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500 ≤ 52 dB is likely below a potential annoyance threshold,
with margin. In practice, the recommendation in the Swedish standard [16] can be regarded as
a constructional and not a functional requirement. A proper requirement for a sound class above
the minimum requirement should preferably be close to the potential annoyance threshold.

Certain factors must be considered before any extension below 50 Hz can be justified. The
measurement uncertainty for reverberation time measurements 20-40 Hz needs further
evaluation. Paper III showed that the current method affects the LnT-values by more than +/-1
dB. The measurement uncertainty necessitates larger safety margins, which are expensive to
achieve below 50 Hz using lightweight constructions. It has not been verified whether the
proposed requirement of 52 dB [16] is in accordance with perceived walking sound annoyance.
Further, Paper IV identified 25 Hz as a possible lower limit as the correlation was similar from
20 Hz. However, some construction systems exhibit substantially higher impact sound levels at
20 Hz compared to 25 Hz. A decision whether the limit should be 20 or 25 Hz can thus not be
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made with available research. The constructional consequences for the industry to include 20
Hz vs. 25 Hz are severe and costly. The decision must therefore be well substantiated. An
extension to 25 Hz means that one octave band is added to the current limit of 50 Hz, which
simplifies the measurement of reverberation time considerably. Reverberation time
measurements of the octave band 16 Hz are problematic and the corresponding uncertainty was
higher than for the 31,5 Hz band. It  is  questionable to normalize the 1/3 octave band 20 Hz
using the 1/1 octave band 16 Hz.

I conclude that evaluation below 50 Hz must not be included in the building code or Swedish
standard as mandatory at this stage. However, I support the frequency extension as an option
for higher sound classes and recommend that the Swedish standard [16] is revised as follows.
Impact sound insulation for higher sound classes should be evaluated in terms of LnT,w,25 (LnT,w

+ CI,25-2500),  with a flat  frequency spectrum from 25 Hz, including normalization of the third
octave bands 25-40 Hz using the reverberation time measured in the octave band 31,5 Hz. If
the spectrum adaptation term is negative, its value should be set to zero.
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5 Conclusions

The main conclusions of the thesis are:

1. Frequencies between 20-50 Hz are important for rated walking sound annoyance in
lightweight constructions. For heavy constructions, it was indicated that evaluation from
50 Hz rather than 100 Hz is appropriate. Current impact sound SNQs from 50 and 100
Hz, i.e. LnT,w + CI,50-2500 and LnT,w respectively, cannot represent annoyance in a way that
is neutral to the construction system.

2. The best correlation to rated walking sound annoyance was achieved when the impact
sound  insulation  was  evaluated  in  terms  of LnT,w,25 (LnT,w + CI,25-2500), with a flat
frequency spectrum from 25 Hz, including normalization between 25-40 Hz using the
reverberation time in the 31,5 Hz octave band. If the spectrum adaptation term is
negative, its value should be set to zero. However, the accuracy of the measurement
methods must be evaluated and it must be verified whether the sound classification
scheme is in accordance with rated annoyance, before any mandatory requirement
below 50 Hz can be introduced.

3. For frequencies from 100 Hz and above, variations due to measurement uncertainty
under repeatability conditions were small compared to the total sound insulation
variations in lightweight constructions.  The impact sound SNQs in lightweight
constructions are primarily determined by low frequency performance when the
spectrum adaptation terms are used. The frequency range 20-40 Hz is especially
important.

4. Constructions using load bearing elastomers between stories exhibit reduced sound
insulation at the lower stories, since increasing static load requires stiffer elastomers.
Successively stiffer elastic connections will eventually resemble the stiffness of the
wooden frame, at which point no vibration isolation is achieved.

5. The reverberation time uncertainty in terms of standard deviation, is somewhat larger
when the frequencies 20–40 Hz are measured in 1/1 octave bands, compared to the
higher frequencies measured in 1/3 octave bands from 50 Hz.

6. In general, the measurement uncertainty at low frequencies is larger for airborne than
for impact sound insulation, as it involves two sound pressure level measurements in
non-diffuse fields whereas impact sound insulation is only measured in the receiving
room.

The aim of the thesis was to develop a new evaluation method for impact sound insulation that
better correspond to rated annoyance, and to identify and control underlying causes for
variations in sound insulation. By using the proposed evaluation method for impact sound
insulation and attending the specific causes for variations, the lightweight industry will be able
to develop improved multi-story dwellings with higher perceived acoustic quality.
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6 Future research

The findings in the thesis have led to two important questions that need special attention: 1)
Which requirements are the most adequate to be used? and 2) How should the dwellings be
constructed to meet those requirements? These two questions are interlinked and need to be
addressed simultaneously. Specific research topics related to these questions are given below.

∂ It must be determined whether the lower frequency limit should be 20 or 25 Hz.
Evaluation from 25 Hz would be preferable regarding the measurement technique. On
the other hand, certain constructions show high impact sound levels at the 20 Hz third
octave band.

∂ It  is  not  clear  whether  impact  sound  levels  20-40  Hz  need  to  be  normalized  to  the
reverberation time or not. Without normalization, frequency weighting might be
appropriate. From a measurement perspective, it would be advantageous to omit the
reverberation time and thereby the use of an additional subwoofer to cover the lowest
frequencies.

∂ As the impact sound SNQs in lightweight constructions primarily are determined by the
frequencies 20-40 Hz, the measurement uncertainty below 50 Hz must be thoroughly
evaluated to avoid excessive safety margins. A hypothesis is that sound pressure level
is measured more accurately using fixed microphone positions than microphone sweeps.
If normalization below 50 Hz will be needed, the accuracy of reverberation time
measurements needs further investigation.

∂ It must be verified whether the present Swedish sound classification scheme is in
accordance with the perceived annoyance if the frequency range is to be extended below
50 Hz and an acceptable annoyance ratio must be determined. The requirements should
be stated as absolute limits that take uncertainty into account, or as shifted average value
with a maximum permissible deviation for each individual measurement.

Constructional solutions for improved low frequency performance need to be developed, even
though the measurement methods and requirements have not yet been verified. However,
improved impact sound insulation involves other factors than just building acoustics. If the cost
will be too high, lightweight constructions will not be able to compete against heavy
constructions. I believe that there is a practical and economical limit of how much the impact
sound insulation in lightweight constructions can be improved. This limit needs to be assessed
against other societal factors such as climate change or housing shortage, when new SNQ
requirements are considered. What if we already are close to this limit today? Imagine a
construction where the impact sound SNQ is determined by prominent sound level peaks at
certain resonance frequencies. A significant improvement is possible by controlling and
reducing these peaks. But when all peaks are reduced and the impact sound level curve is
leveled out, the whole frequency spectrum must be improved – which will require completely
different technical solutions, possibly in terms of hybrid systems utilizing both heavy and
lightweight elements.
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Lightweight constructions are physically limited by their low mass and can hardly achieve as
good low frequency performance as heavy constructions. But do they need to? Lightweight
constructions have acoustic advantages against heavy constructions such as better isolation
against speech and comfortable room acoustics. If stricter emission regulations for buildings
are introduced, wooden constructions would become more competitive against concrete
constructions. The incitements for improving the low frequency performance would thereby
follow.

Are we creating new problems in the ambition of reducing walking sound annoyance in
lightweight constructions? It might be necessary for us to tolerate higher annoyance if that is
the only way to create sustainable buildings, to reduce CO2 emissions and to reduce the housing
shortage.
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ABSTRACT
Variations in sound insulation necessitate higher safety margins to the legal requirements, which
results in higher production costs. Increased knowledge about variations leads to lowered costs
and better sound quality. In-situ measurements of 30 nominally identical apartments of a
lightweight timber construction were performed, to assess and quantify the variations in airborne
sound reduction and impact sound pressure level. The construction is an industrially prefabricated
system of complete volumes. Different sound insulation was found between floor numbers as the
apartments on the highest floor achieved significantly better sound insulation. This difference
was assumed to be due to the extra weight on lower floors affecting the elastic connections used
to structurally connect the apartments. The variation between apartments on the same floor was
therefore evaluated using the Root Mean Square Error, resulting in a standard deviation of 0,9 dB
and 1,4 dB for the airborne and impact sound insulation, respectively. The measurement variance
was subtracted from the total variance. The remaining, unexplainable, variation of 0,8 dB in
airborne sound insulation can be attributed to workmanship. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Field measurements of buildings usually show a variation of the acoustic performance
between nominally identical constructions. If the variation is large, a higher safety
margin to the legal requirements is needed. This means that most of the apartments have
to be “over-qualified” so that the lowest performing apartments can meet the
requirements, which inevitably leads to increased costs. The variations in sound
insulation can for example be caused by structural variations, measurement uncertainty
or by workmanship. Problems within the construction can often be identified under
careful inspection. The uncertainty of measurements in a limited study of a particular
construction can be minimised by using a single operator and the same experimental



setup in every measurement. The influence of workmanship however, is harder to
define. 

The variations found in building acoustic measurements are partly due to measurement
uncertainty. This has been investigated by Simmons [1], who found the standard deviation
of to be 0,7 dB and the standard deviation of to be 0,8 dB
when the same objects were measured by different operators using their own equipment.
This can be called a test of reproducibility of measurements. If a single operator conducts
a measurement of the same objects using the same experimental setup in every case, it is
a test of repeatability. The uncertainty of the single number airborne sound insulation 
is large (more than 2 dB) under reproducibility of measurement conditions compared to
the uncertainty under repeatability conditions according to Wittstock [2]. The accuracy of
all types of building acoustic measurements in the field has also been investigated by
Gerretsen, who characterised a standard deviation for reproducibility of measurement of
at least 1 dB [3]. 

Even if the measurements are carefully planned and executed, variations caused by
workmanship will still arise. A study on a precast concrete construction by Craik et al.
approximated the variation (standard deviation) due to workmanship to 2 dB per 1/3
octave band for both airborne and structure borne sound transmission [4, 5]. For the
lowest frequencies, i.e. 50-250 Hz, the variation was even higher. A repeatability test of
their measurement gave a standard deviation of 0,7-0,8 dB. It was claimed that the
variations between results are probably greater the more complex a construction is, as
the scope for workmanship is greater. For a lightweight steel framed construction, the
level of workmanship variation on airborne sound transmission loss has been
approximated to a standard deviation of 1,1 dB for a given 1/3 octave band by
Trevathan and Pearse [6]. A repeatability test gave an average standard deviation of
0,55 dB. A large field reproducibility test of impact sound insulation in 170 specimens
of a nominally identical lightweight timber floor construction with a ceiling suspended
by an acoustic profile was conducted by Johansson [7]. A dispersion in 1/3 octave bands
of up to 15 dB was found for the low frequency range below 200 Hz and up to 19 dB
for the high frequency range above 1000 Hz. The intermediate frequency bands 200-
1000 Hz were more harmonised with a dispersion of less than 10 dB. 

The present paper deals with in-situ measurements of airborne and impact sound
insulation. The purpose is to assess and quantify the variations between nominally
identical apartments in a volume based timber construction. The actual construction
consists of industrially prefabricated volumes. Increased knowledge about field
variations is necessary to develop better prediction models for lightweight timber
constructions. Studies of variations can also reveal errors and problems with a
construction.

2. LIGHTWEIGHT TIMBER VOLUME CONSTRUCTION
In the modern timber building industry, prefabrication of building elements has
increased in recent years. The time spent at the construction site is reduced with a high
degree of prefabrication. Other benefits are e.g. less weather dependence, higher quality
control and the ability to manufacture and assemble at different locations.
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Prefabrication ranges from separate floors and walls to complete volumes. The concept
of a volume system is that as much work as possible is performed indoors at the factory.
Pre-installed volumes are then transported to the construction site where they are
stacked on each other to form a building. One volume usually constitutes a single room
or a small apartment, but it is also possible to join two or more volumes to create larger
rooms. 

The transfer of structure borne sound between floors can be minimised by avoiding
direct mechanical connections between the volumes. This is achieved in vertical
direction by constructing the floor and ceiling of two adjacent volumes as two separate
parts. The upper volume contains the upper part of the floor and the lower volume
contains the ceiling, as illustrated in figure 1. 

With this design, structural vibrations from the floor above can only be transferred
to the floor below through the flanks. To reduce flanking transmission, an elastic strip
is placed around the edges of the volume. The elastic strip is exposed to different static
loads depending on the floor number. The top floor only carries the weight of the top
flat and the roof, while the ground floor must cope with the weight of the entire
building. Stiffer strips are therefore used on the lower floors which are exposed to
higher loads. This industrial building concept introduces a potential for better control of
construction reproducibility, since most of the construction takes place in a factory
under controlled conditions. 

3. METHOD
New buildings must fulfil certain requirements specified as minimum and maximum
levels in dB, of airborne sound reduction and impact sound pressure level in rooms. The
values given in this paper are presented as and as 
defined in the relevant ISO standards [8, 9]. These single-number indexes specify the
legal requirements and are a rating of the acoustical quality. 
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Figure 1. Separate floor and ceiling in a timber volume construction



Field measurements of airborne sound reduction and impact sound pressure level in
30 nominally identical apartments were carried out in a new four-storey residential
building. The floor numbers are referred to as floor 1, 2, 3 and 4 where 1 is the ground
floor. All measurements were made in the vertical direction. Each apartment consisted
of one single volume, utilising the construction described in figure 1. Of the apartments,
22 had one façade wall only, 8 had two façade walls and 14 had a mirrored layout. The
volume of every apartment was 53 m3 with a separating area in vertical direction of 22,1
m2. The floor plan is illustrated in figure 2. 

All measurements were made according to SS-EN ISO 140-4 and SS-EN ISO 140-
7 and the data was evaluated according to SS-EN ISO 717-1, SS-EN ISO 717-2 and SS
25267:3 [8-12]. In accordance to the latter, the volume of the receiving room was
restricted to 31 m3 for the impact sound pressure level calculation. To minimise the
measurement uncertainty, every measurement was made using the same equipment by
the same operator. The microphones and sound sources were placed in the same
positions every time. Six fixed microphone positions were used. The estimated
variation in each position was ±20 mm. To minimise the influence of background noise,
all measurements were made during night time. The measurements took place in
unfurnished rooms before the residents had moved in. When the reverberation times
were calculated, all decay curves were visually reviewed and corrected manually if
necessary.  The airborne and impact sound insulation in each apartment was measured
once. In addition, the airborne sound insulation was measured in a control apartment 11
times at the end of the schedule to quantify the repeatability of the experiment. 

Sound classes
In the Swedish building code, sound classes are based upon the single-number indexes

and . The results concerning new buildings are divided′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500′ + −R Cw 50 3150
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Figure 2. Floor plan of a one-volume apartment



into three sound classes where class C meets the minimum requirement while class B
and A state higher acoustical performance with an interval of 4 dB [12]. The
requirements of the different sound classes are given in table 1. The sound classes are
useful tools to warrant a certain acoustic performance for a given price range. But these
sound classes are only meaningful if the variation in acoustic performance for a specific
construction does not exceed the range of the sound class. 

Table 1. The requirements on sound insulation in the Swedish sound ratings

Sound class

A 61 48
B 57 52
C 53 56  

Equipment
• B&K ISO tapping machine
• B&K 4224 Loudspeaker
• B&K Pulse six-channel system
• B&K 4190 Microphones

Statistical analysis
The measurements were grouped according to floor number, orientation (original or
mirrored layout) and number of façade walls (one or two). These were the only
identifiable differences between the apartments. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed at 5% significance level with and as
response variables as well as R′ and L′n in 1/3 octave bands. The average standard
deviations were calculated by averaging the variances. 

4. RESULTS
For the airborne sound reduction R′, the spread in 1/3 octave bands between minimum
and maximum values is about 8 dB across the entire frequency range, see figure 3. For
the impact sound pressure level L′n, the corresponding spread increases with frequency,
about 7, 11 and 15 dB for low (50-200 Hz), mid (250-800 Hz) and high (1000-3150 Hz)
frequencies respectively, see figure 4. The results from the 11 airborne sound reduction
measurements for the control apartment are shown in figure 5. The variation for the
repeatability control apartment is small compared to the variation of the 30 apartments.
The average standard deviation for all frequency bands is here 0,4 dB. The average
standard deviation for is also 0,4 dB. 

The single-number indexes are presented as dot-plot diagrams in figure 6 and figure
7. The variation of both airborne sound reduction and impact sound
pressure level spans 7 dB which means that the apartments achieve
different sound ratings; class A, B or C. There is a connection between airborne and
impact sound insulation in such a way that good performance in airborne sound
insulation indicates good performance in impact sound insulation, and vice versa. 

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500
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Figure 4. The variation of normalised impact sound pressure level and
corresponding standard deviation in 30 apartments

Figure 5. The variation of airborne sound reduction and corresponding standard
deviation for the 11 control apartment measurements

Figure 3. The variation of airborne sound reduction and corresponding standard
deviation in 30 apartments



The ANOVA showed that among the tested parameters floor number, orientation and
number of façade walls, floor number is the only one of statistical significant
importance for the airborne sound reduction and the impact sound
pressure level . Floor 3 has better airborne and impact sound insulation
than floor 1 and 2, while there are no significant differences between floor 1 and 2, see
figure 8 and figure 9. The differences in and between
floor 3 and the other floors are given in table 2 and table 3. 

Table 2. Tukey 95% Simultaneous confidence intervals of difference in

Floor 3 subtracted from: Lower Upper

Floor 1 -4,6 dB -2,4 dB
Floor 2 -3,6 dB -1,6 dB  

Table 3. Tukey 95% Simultaneous confidence intervals of difference in

Floor 3 subtracted from: Lower Upper

Floor 1 1,8 dB 5,2 dB
Floor 2 0,5 dB 3,8 dB  

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500

′ + −R Cw 50 3150

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500′ + −R Cw 50 3150

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500

′ + −R Cw 50 3150
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Figure 6. Dot plot of the airborne sound insulation in the 30 apartments

Figure 7. Dot plot of the impact sound insulation in the 30 apartments
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Figure 8. Airborne sound insulation on each floor, with 95% confidence intervals
for the mean

Figure 9. Impact sound insulation on each floor, with 95% confidence intervals for
the mean



The average airborne sound reduction R′ of all apartments on each floor is displayed
in 1/3 octave bands in figure 10. Floor 3 has significantly better airborne sound
reduction than floor 1 and 2 for all but two frequency bands. There is also a significant
difference between floor 1 and 2 for certain frequency bands higher than 315 Hz. The
average impact sound pressure level L′n of all apartments on each floor is displayed in
figure 11. Floor 1 has significantly higher impact sound pressure level than floor 2 and
3 for all frequency bands above 250 Hz. Floor 3 has the lowest impact sound pressure
level in all frequencies higher than 80 Hz but the difference is significant only in the
frequency range 125-400 Hz. 
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Figure 10. Average airborne sound reduction per floor

Figure 11. Average impact sound pressure level per floor



Variations between the floors are observed. With this type of construction the floors
are not totally nominally identical. A principal difference between the floor flanks is the
load from overlying volumes acting on the elastic strip in between the volumes.
Apartments within the same floor number have no principal differences in flanking
transmission and can thus be considered to be nominally identical. To study the
variations within each floor it is appropriate to analyse using the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE). For airborne sound insulation R′, the spread is more or less constant
over the frequency bands, see figure 12. The impact sound insulation L′n on the other
hand, shows a clear increment in the variations for higher frequencies, see figure 13. 
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Figure 12. Floor related Root Mean Square Error for airborne sound insulation

Figure 13. Floor related Root Mean Square Error for impact sound insulation



5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Within volume building systems it is common to compensate the increased static load
at lower floors by using stiffer elastic strips compared to higher floors. As the static load
is increased, successively stiffer strips have to be used and eventually – at least
theoretically – a situation reminiscent of a direct structural connection appears. In the
investigated construction, a stiffer elastic strip was used above floors 1 and 2, while a
softer strip was used above floor 3. Both the airborne sound reduction and
the impact sound pressure level are better on floor 3 compared to
floors 1 and 2. Differences in both airborne and impact sound insulation also exist
between floors 1 and 2, where floor 2 performs significantly better in certain higher
frequency bands. These differences however, are not large enough to affect the
weighted sound insulation and , which are more
dependent on low frequency performance. In general, the acoustical performance
increases with the floor number in frequency bands higher than 200-300 Hz. Overall, it
is suggested that the difference in sound insulation between floors was caused by a
mismatch in the relationship between load and the stiffness of the elastic strip. It is of
significant importance to use carefully dimensioned elastic strips in order not to
provoke sound property deviations between floors. 

The obtained results coincide with the conclusions in another closely related study,
where the impact sound insulation was measured in 24 volume built nominally identical
apartments [13]. The fundamental construction (according to figure 1) as well as the
configuration of the elastic strips were of the same type as for the building in the present
study. An ANOVA (5% significance level) was performed to find the effect on impact
sound insulation by the factors room size, floor number and type of
floor covering. It was concluded that the impact sound insulation was significantly
better on the third and highest floor. The difference (about 2 dB) was clear for
frequencies of 100 Hz and higher. 

In a building, there will always be various constructional differences which have to
be accounted for. The decision of how to define “nominally identical” has to be made
from case to case. To perform a study of variations between nominally identical objects,
it is therefore important to thoroughly check for unobvious differences in the
construction. In the present study, the volumes are identical but they differ in the
flanking connection. If the elastic strips had been optimally dimensioned, a floor effect
would probably not have been measurable. In that respect, all apartments could have
been considered to be nominally identical. 

The repeatability test of airborne sound measurements was performed after all
apartments had been measured. A better way to determine the repeatability could have
been to measure at random intervals during the measurement schedule. However, it can
still be concluded that the variations caused by measurement uncertainty were small
compared to the total variation. In the present study, the variations for the lightweight
timber volume construction can either be approximated by the spread between all
apartments unconditionally as a group or, based on the results from the ANOVA, by the
spread within each floor (RMSE). For the tested volume construction, the standard
deviation of the airborne sound insulation, , is 1,7/0,9 dB
(Unconditionally/RMSE). For the impact sound pressure level, , the′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500

′ + −R Cw 50 3150

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500′ + −R Cw 50 3150

′ + −L Cn w I, ,50 2500

′ + −R Cw 50 3150
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standard deviation is 2,0/1,4 dB. The standard deviation in airborne sound insulation
due to unexplainable differences was calculated by subtracting the measurement
variance (0,4 dB) from the total variance. The result is a standard deviation of 1,7/0,8
dB which can be attributed to workmanship. It is better to use the RMSE for
comparison with other studies, since a significant difference between floor numbers
exists. When comparing the workmanship variation to the previous studies [4, 6], the
volume construction achieves significantly smaller variations in airborne sound
insulation.  

There is one apartment on the second floor with better impact sound insulation than
the rest. If it was known what makes this apartment special, it would be theoretically
possible to construct all the apartments this good. A way to find out why a certain
apartment performs better, could be to follow the production phases from the beginning,
and make detailed documentations and measurements during the process. This would
make it possible to follow the growth of the acoustic properties and find the causes for
a favourable deviation. 
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a b s t r a c t

If variations and uncertainty in building acoustic measurements can be controlled, construction costs can
potentially be reduced since the building will not have to be acoustically over-designed. Field measure-
ments of impact and airborne sound insulation were carried out for an industrially prefabricated cross-
laminated timber (CLT) system of plate elements. The results from 18 rooms, forming three groups with
respect to size, were compared to a similar study dealing with a prefabricated Volume Based Building
(VBB) system. Large variations were found at frequencies below 100 Hz which is crucial for the low fre-
quency adaptation terms connected to the weighted sound insulation indices. The measurement uncer-
tainty was investigated by analysing the repeatability, measurement direction and the time dependence
of the sound source. The variations due to the measurement procedure were found to be small compared
to the total variations. It was also indicated that the variations in sound insulation are smaller with a pre-
fabricated system compared to on-site production, since less work is required at the building site.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The uncertainty of building acoustic measurements is a poten-
tial problem within the industry. Variation in sound insulation re-
quires a high safety margin in the design phase in order to secure
that the appropriate requirements will be fulfilled. The uncertainty
is related to the building system, the standard of workmanship and
to the measurement procedure. Building contractors and designers
appreciate products with small variations for which the acoustic
properties can be predicted. This way the products do not have
to be acoustically over-designed and the total costs can be reduced.

The effect of workmanship on airborne sound insulation in a
concrete construction has been investigated by Craik and Steel
[1] who subtracted the measurement variance from the total vari-
ance. The remaining, unexplainable variation of 1.5–2 dB in a 1/3
octave band (standard deviation) was attributed to workmanship.
A similar study on a lightweight steel framed construction by Trev-
athan and Pearse [2] approximated a variation in airborne sound
insulation due to workmanship of 1.1 dB (standard deviation) in
a given 1/3 octave band. The level of workmanship variation in air-
borne sound insulation for a prefabricated timber Volume Based
Building (VBB) system was approximated to 0.8 dB by Öqvist
et al. [3]. A common conclusion from these studies is that the

measurement uncertainty is small in comparison to the total
uncertainty.

The reproducibility of measurements can be defined as when
the same objects are measured by different operators using their
own equipment. A standard deviation of at least 1 dB was charac-
terised by Gerretsen [4] for the reproducibility of all types of build-
ing acoustic measurements. The standard deviation of L0n;wþ
CI;50�2500 and R0w þ C50�3150 under reproducibility conditions was
approximated to 0.8 dB and 0.7 dB respectively, by Simmons [5].
The measurement uncertainty will be lower if a single operator
performs all measurements in a study. An acoustical challenge con-
cerning lightweight constructions is to obtain good sound insula-
tion at low frequencies which is crucial in the determination of
the weighted sound insulation indices, especially when the adapta-
tion terms (C, CI) are included. Therefore, low frequency variations
in the measurements are of particular concern. One source of low
frequency uncertainty is the 1/3 octave band filtering during the
measurements of reverberation time. In small rooms and at low
frequencies, the reverberation time becomes short and the 1/3 oc-
tave filter bandwidth becomes narrow. A B � T product (Filter
bandwidth multiplied by reverberation time) of at least 16 is rec-
ommended by Jacobsen [6]. If the B � T product is lower, the filter
starts to affect the measurements of reverberation time. Over- as
well as under-estimation is possible.

Kropp et al. [7] have shown that the airborne sound reduction
index is affected by parameters not relating to the separating par-
tition itself, e.g. room dimensions, source position and reverbera-
tion time. In-situ measurement results are therefore only valid
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for the specific conditions under which they were achieved. The
physical explanation is the coupling of modes in the sending and
receiving rooms. Kihlman [8] found that rooms of identical dimen-
sions have identical eigenfrequencies which leads to a strong
acoustic coupling. The largest variations in sound level difference
are generated by the acoustic coupling between normal room
modes perpendicular to the separating element, especially in the
case of identical rooms according to Gibbs and Maluski [9].

In the present study, the variation in sound insulation of a
cross-laminated timber (CLT) system of plate elements is consid-
ered. The objective is to assess and quantify acoustical uncertain-
ties related to the building system and to accentuate a number of
possible parameters related to uncertainties of the measurement
procedure.

2. Cross-laminated timber construction

The CLT building system consists of three layers of cross
mounted timber panels where each floor plate module is 2.4 m
wide and is supported by six T-beams, see Fig. 1. The T-beams pro-
vide high stiffness to the floor and permit a long floor span. The
floors are mounted on an elastic layer to reduce flanking transmis-
sion, see Fig. 2. For transportation purposes, the suspended ceiling
is attached to the T-beams with screws, which are later removed
when the floor and ceiling is in place. The floor and ceiling are thus
decoupled in the finished building. Parquet floors were used in all
rooms in the present study.

3. Method, variations within the building

3.1. Building acoustic measurements

Field measurements of airborne sound reduction and impact
sound pressure level in 18 rooms were carried out in a newly built
four-storey residential building. The floor numbers are referred to
as floor 1, 2, 3 and 4, where 1 is the ground floor. The rooms were
distributed among a total of eight apartments on floors 2 and 3.
The sizes of the rooms varied from large (�82 m3) to medium
(�33 m3) to small (�25 m3). The distribution of room sizes were
eight large, six medium and four small rooms. All measurements

were made according to SS-EN ISO 140-4 and SS-EN ISO 140-7
and the data was evaluated according to SS-EN ISO 717-1, SS-EN
ISO 717-2 [10–13]. In the Swedish standard SS25267:3 [14], it is
stated that the volume of the receiving room in impact sound level
measurements shall be limited to 31 m3. All treatment of impact
sound level measurements in the present study is without this lim-
itation, to comply with international standards.

The measurements of sound pressure level were performed
with a hand-held swept microphone with an averaging time of
60 s, following the recommendations of annex H in SS25267:3
[14], see Fig. 3. All measurements were made in vertical direction
and the sending and receiving room had equal volume, except in
two cases. To minimise the influence of background noise from
nearby construction workers and machines, all measurements
were made during night time. The background noise was always
measured but corrections were only necessary in a few cases,
typically at the highest frequencies during impact sound level

Fig. 1. Cross-section of the CLT floor construction.

Fig. 2. Floor/wall junction connection of the CLT system.
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measurements. The measurements took place in unfurnished
rooms before the residents had moved in. When the reverberation
times were calculated, all decay curves were visually reviewed and
corrected manually when necessary.

3.2. Equipment

� B&K ISO Tapping machine
� B&K 4224 Loudspeaker
� B&K 2270 Hand-held analyser

3.3. Statistical analysis

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed at 5% signifi-
cance level with L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 and R0w þ C50�3150 as response vari-
ables as well as L0n and R0 in 1/3 octave bands. Further, the
measurements were grouped according to floor number and the
average standard deviations were calculated by averaging the vari-
ances. It was not possible to perform an ANOVA with the room size
as factor, since the prerequisites of the method cannot be fulfilled
when there are too few measurements at each factor level. How-
ever, a ‘‘visual inspection’’ was carried out in order to identify char-
acteristic properties, related to different room size.

3.4. Comparison of CLT and VBB system

The average impact sound level and airborne sound reduction of
all 18 rooms were compared with the results obtained for the VBB
system in 30 apartments measured by Öqvist et al. [3]. To assess
the difference in variations, the standard deviations for each case
study were evaluated in 1/3 octave bands. The VBB system repre-
sents a higher degree of completion compared to the CLT system.
The concept of the VBB system is to perform as much work as pos-
sible at the factory. Prefabricated room volumes are transported to
the construction site where they are stacked on each other with an
elastic layer between each floor.

4. Results, variations within the building

4.1. Building acoustic measurements

The average value of all 18 measurements of L0n and R0 are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. Large variations generally appear at frequencies
50–80 Hz (average standard deviation of 3.8 dB and 5.6 dB for L0n

and R0 respectively) but the airborne sound insulation measure-
ments also exhibit high frequency variations at 1600–3150 Hz
(average standard deviation of 4.9 dB for R0). The weighted sound
insulation indices (L0n;w and R0w) and the adaptation terms (CI,50–2500

and C50–3150) are given in Table 1. The large rooms achieve similar
performance in both L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 and R0w þ C50�3150. The medium
rooms display the largest variation in L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 and
R0w þ C50�3150. The values of L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 and R0w þ C50�3150 for
the small rooms are inferior to the other rooms due to large values
of their adaptation terms CI,50–2500 and C50–3150, an indication of
low performance below 100 Hz.

When the measurements are grouped according to their room
size, some characteristic properties emerge, see Fig. 5. The small
rooms are clearly suffering from bad low frequency performance
around 63–80 Hz, when compared to the medium and large rooms.

The variation in impact sound pressure level and airborne
sound reduction for each group of rooms is given in Figs. 6–8.
The variation of the large rooms is relatively small throughout
the frequency range, except for some dispersion for frequencies
higher than 1600 Hz in the case of airborne sound reduction. The
variation of L0n and R0 among the medium rooms is the largest of
the three room sizes. There are larger deviations in the 80 Hz 1/3
octave band and above 1600 Hz. The measurements of the small
rooms are consistent.

4.2. Statistical analysis

According to the ANOVA, there are no significant differences in
L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 or R0w þ C50�3150 between floor 2 and floor 3. How-
ever, there are indications that both the impact and airborne sound
insulation L0n or R0 are slightly better on the upper floor in some of
the 1/3 octave bands, see Fig. 9.

4.3. Comparison between CLT and VBB system

The CLT system has higher impact sound insulation above
400 Hz whereas the VBB system has higher impact sound insula-
tion below 400 Hz, see Fig. 10. The CLT system also has larger vari-
ations in the low frequency 1/3 octave bands 50–80 Hz compared
to the VBB system. The VBB system has larger variations at higher
frequencies, 800–2000 Hz.

For the airborne sound insulation, the two systems achieve sim-
ilar performance, but the VBB system still has an advantage at fre-
quencies below 400 Hz and the CLT system performs better
between 630 and 2000 Hz, see Fig. 11. The variations in airborne
sound reduction for the CLT system are considerably larger than
for the VBB system, both at low (50–100 Hz) and high (above
1600 Hz) frequencies. The VBB system has about the same varia-
tion throughout the frequency range.

5. Method, measurement uncertainty

5.1. Repeatability study

The airborne and impact sound insulation in each room was
measured once. In addition, both the impact and airborne sound
insulation were measured in a designated control room 7 times,
to quantify the ability of a single operator to reproduce his/her
own measurements. The control measurements were randomly
performed throughout the five-day measurement schedule. Differ-
ent measurement and sound source positions were chosen in each
control measurement to represent a realistic measurement sce-
nario. The control measurements were made in a nominally iden-
tical pair of rooms with a volume of 32.3 m3 and a separating area
of 13.0 m2.

Fig. 3. Microphone traverse path in measurements of sound pressure level with a
hand-held swept microphone according to SS25267:3.
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5.2. Reverberation time

Measurements of reverberation time can be problematic at low
frequencies due to large spatial variations inside the room, caused
by low modal density. The measurements of reverberation time
used in the repeatability study of impact sound were analysed to
assess the reliability of the method.

5.3. Vertical measurement direction

Airborne sound insulation measurements can be performed in
both vertical directions, i.e. the sending room can be either above
or below the receiving room. The sound source should be placed
at a sufficient distance from the separating element, to avoid excit-
ing it with incident direct sound and thereby potentially create a

Fig. 4. The variation of impact and airborne sound insulation in 18 rooms.

Table 1
Single number impact and airborne sound insulation in 18 rooms.

Room Floor L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 ðdBÞ L0n;w ðdBÞ CI,50–2500 (dB) R0w þ C50�3150 ðdBÞ R0w ðdBÞ C50�3150 (dB)

Large (95.9 m3) 2 56 54 2 55 57 �2
Large (76.4 m3) 2 56 55 1 55 57 �2
Large (73.3 m3) 2 55 54 1 55 57 �2
Large (87.8 m3) 2 56 55 1 56 58 �2
Large (95.9 m3) 3 56 53 3 56 58 �2
Large (76.4 m3) 3 55 54 1 55 57 �2
Large (73.3 m3) 3 55 54 1 56 58 �2
Large (76.1 m3) 3 56 55 1 57 59 �2

Medium (32.3 m3) 2 56 55 1 57 58 �1
Medium (32.3 m3) 2 53 52 1 56 58 �2
Medium (34.8 m3) 2 57 56 1 53 57 �4
Medium (34.8 m3) 3 57 55 2 54 57 �3
Medium (32.3 m3) 3 54 50 4 59 61 �2
Medium (32.3 m3) 3 52 50 2 59 61 �2

Small (26.6 m3) 2 58 54 4 52 57 �5
Small (22.8 m3) 2 59 53 6 53 59 �6
Small (26.6 m3) 3 56 54 2 52 57 �5
Small (22.8 m3) 3 57 53 4 53 58 �5

Fig. 5. Average impact and airborne sound insulation in different sized rooms.
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higher sound pressure in the receiving room [10]. If the upper
room is chosen as sending room, the risk of incident direct sound
is apparent if the sound source is standing on the floor. If instead
the lower room is chosen as sending room, it is unlikely that the
ceiling will be excited with direct sound. The lower room was al-
ways chosen as sending room in the present study, except in two
cases. To assess the importance of the choice of sending room,
one measurement in each direction were made in the control room

pair. Regarding impact sound insulation, all measurements were
made from the upper room to the lower room.

5.4. Speaker heat

During airborne sound insulation measurements, heat will
build up in the loudspeaker coil and the amplifier, which can lead
to a time-dependence of the sound source. A drift in sound power

Fig. 6. The variation of impact and airborne sound insulation in eight large sized living rooms.

Fig. 7. The variation of impact and airborne sound insulation in six medium sized rooms.

Fig. 8. The variation of impact and airborne sound insulation in four small rooms.
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may influence the results when the sound level difference is mea-
sured sequentially and not simultaneously. All measurements in
the present study were made sequentially. To study the influence
of this possible phenomenon, the sound source was configured

with the usual field settings and placed in an anechoic chamber.
The equivalent sound level was then measured at a distance of
2 m using an averaging time of 10 s. A total of 30 measurements
were performed with 1 min intervals.

Fig. 9. Relative difference in impact and airborne sound insulation at different floors.

Fig. 10. Comparison of impact sound insulation between the CLT and the VBB system [3].

Fig. 11. Comparison of airborne sound insulation between the CLT and the VBB system [3].
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6. Results, measurement uncertainty

6.1. Repeatability study

The results from the measurements in the control room are gi-
ven in Fig. 12. The seven measurements show a high degree of
repeatability as the standard deviation in a given 1/3 octave band
is small. There is a slightly larger spread for the impact sound insu-
lation. All control measurements yield the same single number val-
ues of both L0n;w þ CI;50�2500 and R0w þ C50�3150, 52 and 59 dB
respectively.

6.2. Reverberation time

The measurements of reverberation time which were used in
the calculations of the impact sound insulation are given in
Fig. 13. The curves are well collected, with an increase in uncer-
tainty for the lowest frequencies.

6.3. Vertical measurement direction

The comparison measurements of the choice of sending room
gave similar results in both vertical directions, see Fig. 14. The va-
lue of R0w þ C50�3150 was 59 dB in both cases.

6.4. Speaker heat

As seen in Fig. 15, the sound level does drop with time as heat
builds up in the speaker coil and amplifier. Do note the scale on the
y-axis as the effect is very small, only 0.2 dB in half an hour.

7. Discussion and conclusions

There are some serious problems with the CLT system regarding
the small rooms. They all show unacceptable performance in the
63–80 Hz 1/3 octave bands. The floor areas of the small rooms
are slightly less than 10 m2, which makes it impossible to strictly
measure according to the requirements of the ISO standards due
to the proximity of the room boundaries. The results should there-
fore be used with caution. It is also hard to achieve sufficient dis-
tances between source and microphone positions in small rooms.
In addition, all three room dimensions (length, width, height) coin-
cide with the expected wavelengths in the 80 Hz 1/3 octave band
which cause resonant standing waves in the rooms. The strongest
acoustic coupling between the room modes is in the vertical

direction, where the ceiling height of 2.4 m corresponds to a dip
in the sound reduction around 71 Hz. The sound reduction index
is strongly dependent on which room modes are excited [10]. In
a larger room, the sound field will be more diffuse, which leads
to lower measurement uncertainty for low frequencies compared
to a small room. The larger the room, the faster the modal density
will increase. When the wavelength is large compared to the room
dimensions, the room will behave like a pressure chamber. It is the
intermediate frequency range between the pressure region and the
high modal density region which causes measurement difficulties.
Further, the reverberation times are too short to fulfil the B � T-
product recommendations for frequencies below 100 Hz. The
inability to correctly measure low frequency reverberation times
may be a contributing factor to the inadequate performance of
the small rooms. The average B � T-product at 50–63 Hz in the
small rooms is �6 whereas the medium and large rooms have an
average B � T-product of �10.

During the measurements, a sound emanating from the heating
pipes on the lower floor was observed. A possible cause is the
flanking transmission path through the radiators and heating pipes
between the sending and receiving rooms. The amount of heating
equipment differed considerably between the rooms. Typically, the
pipes from the radiators on the top floor go straight down into the
floor, whereas they are exposed all the way from floor to ceiling on
the lower floor. In the smallest rooms, it is possible that the sound
source was placed in such proximity of the radiators that they
were affected by direct sound, thereby increasing the flanking
transmission. No statistically significant difference was found in
acoustic performance between the two floors, although there are
some indications that the upper floor performs slightly better.
Furthermore, it is important to carefully design the elastic layers
between the floors, as the lower floors always are exposed to a
higher static load. If there is a mismatch in the relationship be-
tween load and stiffness, the sound insulation can vary between
the floors [3,15].

The comparison between the CLT and the VBB system showed
that the variation in sound insulation is considerably larger for
the CLT system at low frequencies (50–100 Hz), especially in the
case of airborne sound. The CLT system has better impact sound
insulation than the VBB system at frequencies above 400 Hz. The
relatively large variations in airborne sound insulation above
1250 Hz for the CLT system indicate some kind of sound leakage
since the sound insulation is high at those frequencies. When the
sound insulation of a separating element is high, it is more sensi-
tive for weak links in the form of sound leakage or flanking
transmission.

Fig. 12. Standard deviation of impact and airborne sound insulation in the seven control room measurements.
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Concerning lightweight timber constructions, the manufactur-
ing can either take place traditionally onsite or industrially, as a
prefabricated system. Prefabrication normally involves either
plate elements such as floors, ceilings and walls, or assembled vol-
umes. The latter normally shows a higher degree of completion,
reducing the amount of work required at the building site. There

is reason to believe that the uncertainty in acoustic performance
decreases as the degree of prefabrication increases, since a larger
proportion of the production then takes place in a factory under
more controlled circumstances. An important difference between
the specific VBB and CLT system is that the volumes are con-
structed and assembled by the same contractor. This means that
the workers are familiar and experienced with the building sys-
tem which could result in a lower variation due to workmanship.
In the case of the CLT system however, the building elements are
normally assembled by different contractors who may not be
familiar with the system. The scope for workmanship is thus
greater. All in all, this gives the hypothesis that variations in
sound insulation decrease proportional to the amount of work
necessary in the field. Other aspects, like possible differences in
the robustness of the constructions’ design details, may affect
the result.

The repeatability measurements made by a single operator
were consistent. The impact sound level measurements show a lar-
ger spread throughout the frequency range than the airborne
sound reduction. Since a lightweight floor structure is orthotropic
and inhomogeneous, it is reasonable to believe that the impact
sound insulation will vary with excitation position. In the mea-
surements of the airborne sound reduction, a diffuse sound field
is generated in the sending room which excites the separating ele-
ment evenly, at least theoretically. The uncertainty of airborne
sound measurements might then be expected to be lower.

The control measurement of the importance of the vertical
direction of the airborne sound reduction did not show any signif-
icant difference between the choices of sending room. If the sound
fields in both rooms are perfectly diffuse, the measurement direc-
tion will not affect the measurement. Still, it is preferable to choose
the lower room as the sending room if possible, to avoid exciting
the floor with loudspeaker vibrations and incident direct sound
[16]. Any potential flanking transmissions induced by vibrations
and direct sound will thereby be of at least one order higher and
thus less important.

The time dependence of the airborne sound source is an issue
which should be considered when measurements are performed
sequentially. The measurement procedure should be adapted so
that the effect of loudspeaker heat is minimised. The loudspeaker
should only be used in conjunction with actual measurements
and not for prolonged periods of time, something which can oc-
cur if a remote control is not used. The sound source used in
the present study was shown to be stable over time. Under nor-
mal circumstances, it is only used for short periods of time and
even if heat eventually builds up, the effect is too small to be
significant.

Fig. 13. The variation of reverberation time in the seven control room measurements.

Fig. 14. Relative difference in airborne sound insulation depending on vertical
measurement direction.

Fig. 15. The time dependence of the sound source.
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Measuring reverberation time is normally one of the steps within the procedure of
determining sound insulation in dwellings where 100 or 50 Hz usually serves as
the lower frequency limit. However, even lower frequencies have become a matter
of interest as research in the field recently indicated that the range 20–50 Hz
seems to be of great importance when it comes to the perception of impact sound
in lightweight buildings. A major issue in this context is then whether it is appro-
priate to measure and evaluate reverberation time at such low frequencies. This
paper presents an empirical study of reverberation time measurements made in
two rooms using more than 100 microphone positions in each. The measurement
uncertainty with respect to microphone position and combinations of positions
are compared for the frequency bands from 16 to 1600 Hz. Furthermore, it is an-
alyzed how many microphone positions are needed in order to, with a reasonable
probability, end up with an uncertainty in the related standardized impact sound
level insulation L′n,T within �1 dB. © 2016 Institute of Noise Control Engineering.

Primary subject classification: 23.7; Secondary subject classification: 77

1 INTRODUCTION

The completed Swedish research project AkuLiteR1 1 pro-
posed the need for a further extension of the frequency
range when it comes to the impact sound pressure level
parameter L′n,w + CI,x-2500 or L′nT,w + CI,x-2500 alterna-
tively, where x denotes the lower one-third octave band
frequency limit. The motive to the suggested extension
down to 20 Hz, instead of 50 Hz that is the current limit
in Sweden, was the significant improvement of the cor-
relation between these parameters and the subjective rating
made by the residents of lightweight multi-story residen-
tial housesR2 2. The coefficient of determination increased
from 32 to 74% as the frequency range was extended
from 50 to 20 Hz. In fact, a correlation of 85% was
achieved by introducing a new spectrum adaptation term,
CI,AkuLite,20-2500. However, any possible field mea-
surement method starting from 20 Hz is likely going
to be questioned regarding its relevance and uncer-
tainty for the frequencies below 50 Hz. In order to de-
termine L′nT,w + CI,x-2500 according to the ISO standard
16283-2R3 3, the sound pressure level together with reverberation

time (RT) has to be measured in one-third octaves and/or in
octave bands, ranging from 50 to 3150 Hz. Concerning
L′nT,w + CI,20-2500 or L′nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500

2, the ac-
tual frequency range is extended to 20–3150 Hz. An im-
portant question if spectrum adaptation terms down to
20 Hz are to be applied in building regulations, is how
the accuracy of measurements in the 20–40 Hz range is
related to the accuracy of measurements in the higher
frequency range. If a significant difference can be found,
is the deviation then still manageable or is it too large to
practically get around?

Starting with the sound pressure level, ISO3 prescribes
a special procedure, involving a measurement position in
a corner, for frequencies 50–80 Hz, in case the volume of
the receiving room is smaller than 25 m3. No other restric-
tions are comprised. When low frequency measurements
were taken for the building objects reported within the
AkuLite project R44, it was assumed that the same method
could be applied for 20–40 Hz as for 50–80 Hz.

An argument given is that a normal sized bedroom or
living room possesses no, or just a few, roommodes below
50 Hz while some problematic low order modes normally
occur within 50–80 Hz suggesting a more uniform sound
pressure level in the room for the lowest frequency bands.
It has also been shown in other studies R5 R5,6 that performing
sound pressure level measurements within 20–40 Hz is
not a great problem with respect to accuracy since the un-
certainty is generally not larger than for 50–80 Hz.

Regarding the reverberation time the situation is more
cumbersome. ISO3 here states a low frequency procedure
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in rooms smaller than 25 m3 where the decay shall com-
prise the whole octave band 63 Hz and not its individual
one-third bands of 50, 63 and 80 Hz. One argument is
that too few modes determine the decay curve for an in-
dividual one-third octave band (the concept is further
developed by e.g. RindelR7 7). A second argument is that
lightweight constructions may have very short reverber-
ation time that may come in conflict with the decay time
of the filters used in the real-time analyzer (the problem
is further treated by e.g. JacobsenR8 8). Within AkuLite4

the decay time was recorded both for one-third and oc-
tave bands for frequencies 20–40 Hz. When the obtained
reverberation time was assumed to be long enough con-
sidering the analyzer's decay time and BT product (band-
width � reverberation time), the one-third octave band
figures were picked up; otherwise the one from the oc-
tave bands, 16 and 31.5 Hz, was used. ISO 3382-2R9 9

states that the BT product should be >16 and that the
RT should exceed the RT of the analyzing detector. Despite
the ISO statement of BT > 16, this is often assumed to be
stricter than necessary with respect to the appropriate accu-
racy and therefore the requirement BT > 8 can normally
be seen as “fair enough” from an engineering point of
view6. This is also supported by the foregoing version
of ISO 3382R10 10. If the BT requirement cannot be met, the
decay curve will be distorted and thus introducing an error
in the determination of the reverberation time. With succes-
sively shorter RT and thereby successively larger deviation
from the given BT product, the larger the error will be.

Nevertheless, there is a limited amount of reported
research regarding measurement of reverberation time
and the corresponding uncertainty at these lowermost
frequencies and it is therefore not clear whether the
same measurement procedure used for 50–80 Hz also
can be applied to the 20–40 Hz range. The purpose of
this paper is to address this specific topic and the results
from an empirical study of reverberation time measure-
ments performed in the field in two buildings of differ-
ent construction types are presented. The decay time is
measured in more than 100 positions in each room en-
abling extensive statistical analysis including compari-
son of the variation between the frequency bands.

2 MEASUREMENT METHOD

Two multi-story residential houses were involved: a)
having a heavy concrete structure and b) having a light-
weight wooden structure. The master bedroom in each
dwelling was chosen as the room for measurement. Al-
though referring a) as a concrete building, the actual
bedroom has in fact three surfaces made of concrete:
the façade wall, the ceiling and the floor (with a parquet
floating on a thin elastic foam) while the remaining
three inner walls are of lightweight type: plasterboards

on studs. In the wooden building, all enclosing surfaces
are of lightweight type. The dimensions of the two rooms
are a) 3.7 � 3.0 � 2.6 m (length, width, height) and b)
4.2 � 3.0 � 2.5 m, giving a room volume of 28.9 and
31.5 m3 respectively. The room dimensions give rise to
nine natural frequencies up to the 100 Hz one-third oc-
tave band (see T1Table 1). It is noted that the 16 Hz octave
band include no modes while the 31.5 Hz band shows
one mode for the wooden room but none for the concrete
room. For the 50 Hz one-third octave band the situation
is the opposite, the concrete room includes one mode but
none for the wooden room. All boundaries have been
considered rigid in these estimates.

Following the standard procedure of ISO 3382-2, the
reverberation time was measured using the interrupted
noise method with one loudspeaker position. Each mea-
surement was repeated twice, in accordance with ISO
and the mean value was taken as the decay time for each
microphone position. The decay was measured by using
a grid of approximately 60 � 60 � 60 cm resulting in
120 grid points in the concrete case (6:5:4) and 140
points in the wooden case (7:5:4) evenly distributed in
each room dimension. The experimental setup is thus
focused on, and limited to, the spatial variation in the
room while the variation of each individual reverbera-
tion time in each single position, the ensemble variation,
is not treated any further.

The loudspeaker was positioned in one of the cor-
ners and microphone positions closer than 1.0 m from
the speaker were excluded from further analysis since
they are likely to be too affected by the direct sound field.
The distance is on the conservative side in relation to the
minimum distance defined by ISO9. In all, reverberation
time measurements were conducted in 104 positions in
the concrete room and in 120 positions in the wooden

Table 1—Calculated room resonances and corre-
sponding one-third octave bands (besides
31.5 Hz referring to the octave band).

Mode shape
x y z

Concrete Wood

Freq. Freq.
band

Freq. Freq.
band

1 0 0 46.4 50 40.8 31.5 oct.
0 1 0 57.2 63 57.2 63
0 0 1 66.0 63 68.6 63
1 1 0 73.6 80 70.3 63
1 0 1 80.6 80 79.8 80
0 1 1 87.3 80 89.3 100
2 0 0 92.7 100 81.7 80
1 1 1 98.8 100 98.2 100
2 1 0 108.9 100 99.7 100
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room, the latter also omitted 4 positions inside awardrobe.
See the layout of the rooms inF1 Fig. 1. During the measure-
ments, both rooms were empty, i.e. without any furniture.

The reverberation time was measured and analyzed in
one-third octave bands from 50–3150 Hz. A Norsonic
Nor276 dodecahedron loudspeaker combined with a
Nor280 power amplifier acted as the sound source. For
the lowest frequencies, the reverberation times were mea-
sured in octave bands, 16 and 31.5 Hz, in order to over-
come potential problems related to the BT product and
the analyzer's characteristics described above. A Sunfire
HRS-10 subwoofer was used as the low frequency source.
A Brüel & Kjær system was used for collecting and an-
alyzing the reverberation times; the frontend 3560-C,
five microphones 4190 and the software Pulse Labshop.

The inherent RT of the analyzer, mainly affected by
the decay time of the used one-third octave band filters,
must unconditionally be shorter than the expected RT
of the rooms. InT2 Table 2, estimated reverberation times
of one-third octave band filters of the type IIR Butter-
worths of the 6th order are given. The reverberation times
have been approximated by RT ≈ 4.5/B, which follows
from forward-filter analysis of the filters' impulse re-
sponse functions6. In addition, and for comparison, the
minimum reverberation time following from the BT > 8
criterion given above is presented in the same table.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Reverberation Time and Standard
Deviation

The mean reverberation time, averaged over all mi-
crophone positions, together with its standard deviation
is shown for a selection of frequencies, including all
results from 100 Hz and below, inF2 Fig. 2. The mean
RT ranges from 0.46 s at 50 and 63 Hz to 2.29 s at
16 Hz, all obtained in the wooden building. In fact,

the mean RT of 50 and 63 Hz, 0.46 s, violates the re-
quirement BT > 8 corresponding to minimum RT of
0.70 and 0.57 s respectively. Thus, it is expected that
the obtained mean reverberation times at these frequen-
cies, to some extent, are affected by distorted decay
curves. The standard deviation ranges from 0.06 s at
800 and 1600 Hz for both room types to 0.65 s at
16 Hz for the room in the wooden building.

There is a general tendency of larger standard devia-
tion for lower frequencies compared to higher. The mea-
sured RT is significantly more stable at frequencies from
about 100 Hz and above compared to the lower ones. In
terms of absolute values, the variation in RT at 50 and
63 Hz is considerably larger in the concrete case com-
pared to the wooden case. However, in terms of fraction
of the RT, the variation is about the same since the RTs in
the concrete room are about three to four times as long as
in the wooden case. Note that the RT for the wooden
case is close to the filters' decay time at these frequen-
cies, about 0.1 and 0.2 s longer for 50 and 63 Hz respec-
tively. And as mentioned, the BT > 8 requirement is not
fulfilled since the mean RTs are about 0.2 and 0.1 s re-
spectively below the stipulated limit.

Another way to illustrate the variation is to look upon
the shortest and longest RT obtained for each frequency
as in F3Fig. 3. The largest spread is found in the wooden
construction at 16 Hz where the RT ranges from 1.22 to
4.96 s.

A full presentation of the RT for each individual mi-
crophone position of one horizontal plane in the con-
crete room is given in the appendix.

3.1.1 Uncertainty related to background noise

A certain amount of low frequency background noise
in the 16 Hz octave band was detected in the wooden
building. In some cases, the steady state sound pressure

W

Fig. 1—Layout of the two rooms having a (a) Concrete structure to the left and (b) Wooden structure
to the right. Microphone positions of the four horizontal planes are indicated by the circles.
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level before interruption was just about 10 dB above the
background noise level. Thereby the conditions stated
by ISO 3382-2 – that the evaluation starting point
should be 5 dB below the initial steady state level, the
preferred evaluation range should be 20 dB and the bot-
tom of the evaluation range should be 10 dB above the
background noise – cannot be met in this special case.
Even though all obtained decay curves were inspected
manually and adjusted if deemed necessary, the results
for the 16 Hz band in the wooden room might suffer
from larger uncertainty due to the smaller dynamic eval-
uation range, at least concerning each individual mea-
surement. On the other hand, the obtained standard
deviation for the 16 Hz band is not significantly larger
in the wooden case compared to the concrete case.

For all other frequency bands, the sound pressure level
was well above the background noise in both rooms.

3.1.2 Estimation of standard deviation

ISO9 provides formulas to estimate the standard devi-
ation from RT measurement with respect to the ensemble
and spatial averaging. Although the spatial part is in fo-
cus here, the measurements also include an ensemble
part since the RT is measured twice in each microphone
position. The standard deviation (s), where RT is obtained
from T20 evaluation, is estimated by:

s T20ð Þ ¼ 0:88T20

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 1:90=n
NBT20

s
; ð1Þ

where n is the number of decays measured in each posi-
tion, here 2; N is the number of independent measurement
positions, here 104 and 120 respectively; and B is the fre-
quency bandwidth. The estimated standard deviations
according to Eqn. (1) are compared with the standard devia-
tions originating from the actual measurement in F4Fig. 4. The
estimated value is roughly between 0.05 and 0.10 s which
agrees well for the highest frequencies, 800–1600 Hz, while
the discrepancy at lower frequencies is large. The tendency
follows what have been reported previously R1111 where it has
been shown that it is necessary to adjust the prediction
model for lower frequencies by an empirical correction term
based upon statistical modal overlap R1212. It should be noted
though that none of these references were considered as
low frequencies as reported in the present study.

3.2 Accuracy of RT Measurements in
Connection with Sound Insulation
Descriptors

The interest of low frequency reverberation time origi-
nates, as mentioned, in the proposal of further extending
the frequency range concerning impact sound insulation

Table 2—Theoretically estimated reverberation times from one-third octave bands and minimum reverber-
ation times to fulfill BT > 8 in one-third and octave bands.

Frequency (Hz) 16 20 25 31.5 40 50 63 80 100

Estimated RT from 1/3 octave band (s) – 0.98 0.79 0.62 0.49 0.39 0.31 0.25 0.20
Min RT for BT > 8, 1/3 octave band (s) – 1.74 1.39 1.10 0.87 0.70 0.57 0.44 0.35
Min RT for BT > 8, octave band (s) 0.71 !│ │ 0.36 !│ │ 0.18 !│ –
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Fig. 2—Mean reverberation time (left) and its standard deviation (right) of the two rooms. 16 and
31.5 Hz relate to octave bands and the remaining frequencies to one-third octave bands.
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measurements. The current Swedish building code states
that the standardized level, L′n,T, should be used for this
purpose. According to the definitionR13 13:

L′n;T ¼ Lp � 10 log
T

T0
; ð2Þ

where Lp is the sound pressure level in the receiving room
when using a standardized tapping machine as the sound
source and T0 = 0.5 s.

An often applied “rule of thumb” of uncertainty in
various acoustic applications is �1 dB. If we accept that
level of uncertainty in the correction term above, 10log
(T/T0), then the measured RT (T) must be within the in-
terval [0.794Ttrue 1.259Ttrue]. Ttrue is the true RT of the
room and is here assumed to be the obtained mean value
of the RT. The measured T is the ensemble and spatial
average value from a decay measurement according to
standard. Now, if three of all available measurement

positions are randomly chosen, the probability that the
obtained RT will be within the stipulated limit of
�1 dB can be predicted. As 104 and 120 individual
positions were used in the two rooms, the total amount
of any possible combination of three microphone posi-
tions is approximately 182,000 and 281,000 for the
concrete and wooden construction respectively. As an
average over the two measured objects, the chance of
getting a measured T that affects L′n,T within �1 dB
is then 86% for the octave band 16 Hz and 82% for
the octave band 31.5 Hz. This is somewhat lower com-
pared to the one-third octave bands of 50/63/80 Hz
where the probability is 94/96/98%. Thus, it is indicated
that the measurement method gives higher uncertainty
for lower frequencies, 20–40 Hz, compared to higher,
50–80 Hz.

In order to increase the accuracy of the measured RTat
the lowermost frequencies, it is worth studying the effect
of an increased number of microphone positions. Also re-
call that two measurements are always taken for each
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Fig. 3—Minimum and maximum reverberation time measured in each room.
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individual position. If using four instead of three posi-
tions according to the standard's minimum requirement,
the chance of getting a result of L′n,Twithin�1 dB from
the true value increases from 86 to 91% at 16 Hz and
from 82 to 88% at 31.5 Hz. The corresponding values
for 50/63/80 Hz are 97/98/99% using four positions.
The total amounts of such possible combinations in
the rooms are about 4.6∙106 and 8.2∙106 respectively.

If the number of microphone positions is further in-
creased to five, the probability for L′n,T to be within
�1 dB is 95 and 92% for 16 and 31.5 Hz and 98, 99
and 100% for 50, 63 and 80 Hz. The total amounts of
such possible combinations in the rooms are about 92∙106

and 191∙106 respectively.
The results for all analyzed frequency bands are shown

inT3 Table 3.

4 DISCUSSIONS AND FURTHERANALYSIS

4.1 Reverberation Time Uncertainty in
Relation to Sound Insulation Uncertainty
According to ISO 12999-1

The probability of getting a measured RT that affects
the impact sound insulation, L′n,T, was presented in Table 3.
In this context it is interesting to compare those values
with the uncertainty of impact sound insulation accord-
ing to ISO 12999-1 R1414. In that part of the standard, the un-
certainty is given in terms of standard deviation of L′n,T
for one-third octave band, 50–5000 Hz. The standard de-
viation can be used to calculate the corresponding prob-
ability, from a normal distribution, to get a measured
standardized impact sound level, L′n,T, within �1 dB
(see T4Table 4). Related to the standard's uncertainty of

Table 3—Probability of measured RT so that its contribution to the uncertainty in L′n,T is less than �1 dB
compared to the true value of RT.

Probability of getting RT measurement within �1 dB related to L′n,T (%)

Frequency (Hz) 3 Pos. 4 Pos. 5 Pos.

Concrete Wood Average Concrete Wood Average Concrete Wood Average

16 86.3 85.3 85.8 92.0 90.5 91.3 95.2 94.0 94.6
31.5 91.0 73.2 82.1 95.2 81.1 88.2 97.5 86.2 91.9
50 91.0 96.3 93.7 95.3 98.6 97.0 97.4 99.4 98.4
63 97.8 93.8 95.8 99.1 96.8 98.0 99.6 98.5 99.1
80 98.6 96.7 97.7 99.5 98.6 99.1 99.8 99.3 99.6
100 100.0 95.1 97.6 100.0 97.5 98.8 100.0 98.9 99.5
200 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
400 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
800 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1600 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 4—Probability of getting L′n,T within �1 dB affected by the RT compared to standard deviation and
corresponding probability from ISO standard, case B is in situ and C is repeatability.

Frequency
(Hz)

Probability ISO case B ISO case C

3 Mic. pos.
(%)

5 Mic. pos.
(%)

Std. dev. of
L′nT (dB)

Probability
L′nT (%)

Std. dev. of
L′nT (dB)

Probability
L′nT (%)

16 85.8 94.6 – – – –
31.5 82.1 91.9 – – – –
50 93.7 98.4 3.2 24 1.5 50
63 95.8 99.1 2.8 28 1.4 52
80 97.7 99.6 2.4 33 1.3 56
100 97.6 99.5 2.0 38 1.2 59
200 100.0 100.0 1.3 56 0.9 73
400 100.0 100.0 1.2 59 0.8 79
800 100.0 100.0 1.2 59 0.8 79
1600 100.0 100.0 1.4 52 0.8 79
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L′n,T, the RT's effect on the same parameter is small,
bearing in mind that no uncertainty figures are given
for L′n,T, below 50 Hz. Note that ISO treats two situa-
tions where B refers to in situ and C to repeatability.

4.2 Microphone Positions and Distances
According to ISO 3382-2

It can be argued that, in the performed study, a num-
ber of the reported microphone positions and combina-
tions of microphone positions are not in accordance
with the guidelines given in the referring ISO stan-
dards3,9. ISO 3382-2 states that a microphone should
not be placed any closer than “normally around 1 m”
(preferable at least a quarter of a wavelength) from
any of the room's boundaries. Since a grid of approxi-
mately 60 � 60 cm was used for the conducted mea-
surements, the microphones closest to the boundaries
were positioned about 30 cm from the wall, floor or
ceiling. In each of the two rooms, the total amount of
microphone positions were 104 and 120 and among
these, 84 and 92 belong to the ones that are close to a
reflecting surface, ≈30 cm, for the concrete and wooden
case respectively. To see whether the “outer points,” the
ones that are closest to the boundaries, give different RT
compared to the remaining “inner points,” the mean RT
was computed for each category in both rooms. The result,
which can be seen inF5 Fig. 5, reveals almost identical value
regardless of point category, despite the considerably
larger amount of outer points. No statistical signifi-
cance was found between the means from outer and in-
ner positions at any frequency.

Furthermore, ISO 3382-2 states that any pair of micro-
phone positions should preferably be around 2 m apart (at
least half a wavelength). In the actual rooms, with the ac-
tual measurement grids, there are just a few possibilities to
combine two microphone positions that fulfill this “2 m

condition”. This is not enough though, since a third mi-
crophone needs to be added in order to fulfill the require-
ment of minimum three microphone positions according
to ISO 16283-2. In fact, no combination of three positions
that meet both the requirements given above exists in any
of the two rooms. It seems that these distance statements
have little connection to theway of performing engineering
measurements inside ordinary rooms in ordinary apart-
ments, despite the document title: “Reverberation time in
ordinary room”.

4.3 Spatial Uncertainty Related to
Independent Measurement Positions and
to Ensemble Uncertainty

Despite the focus on the spatial uncertainty in this pa-
per, the results must be interpreted with respect to the
possible lack of independence between the measurement
positions (which also is related to Secs. 4.2 and 3.1.2)
and to the ensemble uncertainty, i.e. the effect of the
number of repetitive RT measurements in one fixed posi-
tion. It should be considered that when the ISO standard
refers to a set of three microphone positions, these are as-
sumed to be acoustically independent from each other. In
practice this means that two microphones cannot be po-
sitioned too close to each other and ISO9 defines the
proper distance as being at least half a wavelength. Then,
16 and 31.5 Hz correspond to half wavelengths of 10.7
and 5.4 m respectively.

From this theoretical standpoint, all measurement
positions in the two rooms are likely to be correlated to
each other and it would therefore be equivalent to mea-
sure the RT in one single position instead of 104/120,
i.e. the result could in principle be the same regardless
of position. Similarly, in the frequency bands 50–100 Hz
it is hard, and sometimes impossible, to obtain three inde-
pendent positions.
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Fig. 5—Mean reverberation time for measurement positions closer to a boundary (outer point)
and the remaining positions in the room (inner points).
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On the other hand, the here presented RT's clearly show
that the variation in between different positions can be
rather large. Indeed, but it must be remembered that the
uncertainty of the obtained RTs is a combination of the
spatial and ensemble variation— together with other pos-
sible uncertainties.

4.4 Uncertainties Related to GUM
ISO presents, in a more general and thorough way,

guidelines to express measurement uncertainty in what
is referred to as the GUM R1515. Uncertainties are there
grouped into two categories; type A refers to “those
which are evaluated by statistical methods” and type B
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Fig. 6—Reverberation time versus measurement locations at various frequencies.
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refers to “those which are evaluated by other means.”
The previously used classification, for comparison, was
“random” and “systematic” uncertainties respectively.
Within the present paper, the spatial and ensemble uncer-
tainty fall into category A. Example of type B uncertain-
ties in the performed measurements can be parameters
like temperature, humidity, instrumental precision etc.
The type B uncertainties are here assumed to be small
compared to the ones of type A.

4.5 Interpretation of the Presented Results

The total uncertainty in terms of standard deviation is
thus the combination of the standard deviations of all indi-
vidual contributing parameters. In the actual study it is not
possible to isolate the spatial uncertainty from other possi-
ble uncertainties and the reported spatial standard devia-
tion is likely to be affected by, especially, the ensemble
standard deviation. Therefore, the reported results should
be interpreted as being the spatial variance following the
specific ISO measurement method, rather than being rep-
resentative for the true spatial uncertainty. By substantially

increasing the number of RT measurements taken in each
position, the subsequent spatial uncertainty would cer-
tainly have become smaller since the ensemble variation
thereby should decrease. As an alternative, the reverbera-
tion time could be performed by using the impulse re-
sponse method which from a theoretical point of view
will give the same result from one measurement as the
interrupted method will give from the mean value of an
infinite number of repetitive measurements.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The performed empirical study investigated the spatial
uncertainty related to reverberation time measurements
in two rooms according to the established ISO measure-
ment procedure using the interrupted noise method. It
shows that the uncertainty in terms of standard deviation
is somewhat larger for the lowest frequencies, 20–40 Hz
measured in octave bands, compared to the higher fre-
quencies measured in one-third octave bands from 50 Hz.

A way to mitigate this discrepancy, from a practical
point of view, is to increase the number of microphone
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Fig. 6—(Continued).
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positions from three (according to ISO) to five with two
repetitions. The uncertainty is still not expected to be as
low as for higher frequencies but the probability of af-
fecting the consequential L′n,T less than �1 dB was
found to be more than 90%.
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7 APPENDIX

Reverberation times in the room of the concrete
building are given for a number of frequency bands.

The results of all microphone positions shown inF6 Fig. 6,
which serve as an example, refer to the horizontal plane of
the second lowest height, i.e. approximately 90 cm from
the floor.
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a b s t r a c t

A previous Swedish research project indicated the potential need for evaluating impact sound insulation
from 20 Hz in buildings with lightweight constructions. This is a discrepancy compared to the commonly
used frequency intervals starting from 50 or 100 Hz. The statistical significance of this groundbreaking
suggestion was however not satisfactorily strong since the result was based upon a limited number of
building objects.
The scope of the present paper is to secure the previous study by adding additional objects to the

underlying database, thereby increasing the confidence of the results. The methodology is to perform
impact sound insulation measurements in apartment buildings of various construction types and to per-
form questionnaire surveys among the residents. The measured sound insulation is compared to the sub-
jective rating by the occupants in order to find the parameter giving the highest correlation with respect
to frequency range and weighting.
The highest correlation was found when the impact sound insulation was evaluated from 25 Hz using a

flat frequency-weighting factor. Frequencies below 50 Hz are of great importance when evaluating
impact sound insulation in lightweight constructions.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Impact sound insulation has been evaluated within the fre-
quency range 100–3150 Hz ever since the single number quantities
L0n,w/L0nT,w were standardized in 1968 (ISO/R 717). These parame-
ters are based upon a comparison with a specified reference curve
originally designed for heavy building construction materials like
masonry and concrete. Eventually it became apparent that the
method was ill suited to lightweight constructions having frames
of wood or thin steel profiles. The mismatch is explained by the
lightweight constructions, at the time, normally suffered from sig-
nificantly lower impact sound insulation at frequencies below
100 Hz. This mismatch was partly overcome by the introduction
of the low frequency spectrum adaptation term in 1996 (ISO
717), CI,50–2500, i.e. by considering frequencies down to 50 Hz. The
use of L0n,w + CI,50–2500 was introduced as mandatory into the Swed-
ish building code 1999 and has also been voluntarily used within
other regulations. Even though the adaptation term was seen as
an important improvement by the building industry and light-

weight multi-storey residential housing constructions have been
continuously developed during the last decades, there is still a mis-
match in the correlation between objective measurements and
subjective perception of sound insulation among residents. This
was one of the key topics in the Swedish research project AkuLite
(2009–2013) where it was found that the coefficient of determina-
tion, R2, between L0n,w + CI,50–2500 and the subjective perception
from residents was just 32%, a correlation so low that no statistical
relation between the parameters could be established [1]. But
when the frequency span was extended down to 20 Hz in terms
of L0n,w + CI,20–2500 the corresponding correlation increased to 74%,
a remarkable improvement that strongly indicated the need to
evaluate frequencies below 50 Hz. In fact, the coefficient of deter-
mination got even higher, 85%, using a modified spectrum adapta-
tion term called CI,AkuLite,20–2500 which emphasizes the importance
of the lowermost frequencies by successively adding 2 dB extra
weight for each third-octave band at 20–40 Hz. In this frequency
region, lightweight constructions are prone to having poor impact
sound insulation. The adaptation terms also put 1 dB extra weight
for each third-octave band at 500–2500 Hz to cover potential prob-
lems in concrete buildings, e.g. where tiles are glued on the top of
the slab. The weighting curves are shown graphically in Fig. 1. The

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apacoust.2017.03.014
0003-682X/� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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result was adopted into the Swedish standard for sound classifica-
tion 2015 [2], where impact sound insulation, on voluntarily basis,
is evaluated from 20 Hz for higher sound classes than the mini-
mum requirement.

Despite these novel findings, the result should not be inter-
preted as the ‘‘final conclusion” but rather as an indication. The
reason is that the referred study included only ten building objects,
of which nine were of lightweight or semi-lightweight type and
one made of concrete. It was concluded necessary to increase the
number of building objects in order to verify the obtained
indications.

The present study is a part of the Swedish national research
project known as Aku20, an acronym for New improved building
technique neutral criteria for sound insulation evaluation. The results
presented below can be regarded as a direct continuation of the
referred study [1]. In total, it involves 23 building objects that will
give a considerably stronger statistical power to the analysis.

From here on, the original study [1] including 10 objects is
referred to as part I and the present combined study of 13 addi-
tional building objects, 23 in total, is referred to as part II. Thus,
part I involves the objects from AkuLite while part II deals with
objects from both AkuLite and Aku20.

1.1. Objective

The objectives of this paper are:

– To find out whether it can be statistically shown that impact
sound insulation evaluated from 20 Hz gives a higher correla-
tion to subjectively rated annoyance compared to the standard-
ized evaluation from 50 Hz.

– To find out whether an alternative, optimized frequency
weighted spectrum adaptation term, can bring additional con-
formity between measured and perceived impact sound
insulation.

2. Building objects

The 23 involved objects are located in different parts of Sweden,
representing a variety of modern building techniques. All buildings
are categorized as multi-storey residential houses with 2–8 stor-
eys. A majority of the objects are newly produced while some of
them were a few years old when they were selected for this study,
although none was older than ten years. With respect to their
building techniques, the objects are divided into three
subcategories:

1. Lightweight – loadbearing structure of wooden or thin steel
beams together with various types of boards.

2. Cross laminated timber (CLT) – structure based upon layers of
timber, glued together.

3. Concrete – homogenous or hollowed core concrete framework.

11 of the objects are of lightweight type while CLT (semi-
lightweight) and concrete hold 6 objects each. A summary is
shown in Table 1 where objects 1–10 originate from AkuLite and
objects 11–23 are the additional ones from Aku20.

3. Field measurements

3.1. Method – field measurements

For each object, extensive field measurements have been per-
formed concerning both sound and vibrations, see [1] for further
details. The measurements with direct or indirect connection to
impact sound are:

(a) Impact sound insulation using the standardized tapping
machine:

Measurements and evaluations were performed according to
the present standards ISO 16283-2 [3] and ISO 717-2 [4] and/or
the former ISO 140-7 [5] and ISO 717-2 [6]. All measurements were
recorded in the extended frequency range: 20–5000 Hz.

(b) Impact sound insulation using the rubber ball:

Measurements and evaluations were performed according to
ISO 16283-2 [3]. All measurements were recorded in the extended
frequency range: 20–630 Hz.

(c) Static deflection of the floor:

Measurements of the deflection due to a 1 kN point load in the
center point, alternatively in the weakest point, of the floor.

The impact sound insulation was measured in 4–6 rooms for
each object, typically evenly distributed between living rooms
and master bedrooms. A couple of the objects though, are repre-
sented by a fewer number of measured rooms while the opposite
occurs for an equal number of objects. The static deflection devi-
ates in this respect since only onemeasurement was taken for each
object.

3.2. Results

Unless otherwise stated, the results in the following diagrams
are presented as the arithmetic mean value for each of the 23
objects presented in Table 1.

3.2.1. Impact sound using the tapping machine
The results are based upon the standardized impact sound level

L0nT, i.e. the impact sound level is normalized with respect to the

CI,50-2500
CI,20-2500
CI,AkuLite,20-2500

Fig. 1. Weighting curves of the spectrum adaptation terms CI,50–2500, CI,20–2500 and CI,AkuLite,20–2500.
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reverberation time 0,5 s for each third-octave band. The corre-
sponding single number quantity (SNQ) L0nT,w,50 is prescribed in
the Swedish building code [7] since 2014 and in the Swedish stan-
dard for sound classification since 2015 [2]. The notation L0nT,w,50 is
used as an abbreviation of L0nT,w + CI,50–2500 and in the same way
L0nT,w,20,AL is used as a shorter notation of L0nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20–2500.
The SNQ’s for each object are presented in Fig. 2.

The overall span is 43–62 dB for L0nT,w, 47–66 dB for L0nT,w,50 and
49–69 dB for L0nT,w,20,AL. The mean value increases in average by
3,6 dB when L0nT,w is replaced by L0nT,w,50 and by 5,9 dB when
L0nT,w,50 is replaced by L0nT,w,20,AL. There is a clear variation between
the three different building construction types, see Fig. 3 in which
also L0nT,w,20, i.e. L0nT,w + CI,20–2500, is included. The difference
between L0nT,w,50 and L0nT,w,20,AL is, on average, 9,2 dB for the light-
weight constructions, 6,0 dB for the CLT’s but only 0,6 dB for the
concrete buildings. This consolidates the hypothesis that impact
sound insulation below 50 Hz, primarily is a potential problem
related to lightweight, and semi-lightweight floor constructions.

3.2.2. Impact sound using the rubber ball
In the Aku20-project (except object no. 14) the impact sound

level was, as a complement, also measured by using the standard-
ized rubber ball. The results refer to maximum impact sound
pressure level, L0I,Fmax,V,T, described in ISO 16283-2 [3] and the used
frequency range is 50–630 or 20–630 Hz. Since no guidance to
SNQ’s is given by ISO, the linear or A-weighted levels in the
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Fig. 2. Impact sound level for 23 objects (no. 1–23) in terms of L0nT,w, L0nT,w,50 and
L0nT,w,20,AL with construction type indicated.

Fig. 3. Impact sound level in terms of mean value for all objects and divided into
building construction type. From left to right, within each group: L0nT,w, L0nT,w,50,
L0nT,w,20 and L0nT,w,20,AL.

Table 1
Building objects.
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third-octave bands were summarized to obtain representative sin-
gle numbers.

The results from the 12 objects – 6 lightweight, 1 CLT and 5 con-
crete – can be seen in Fig. 4. As for the tapping machine, the sound
pressure level increases more for the lightweight constructions
compared to the concrete constructions when the frequency range
is extended down to 20 Hz.

3.2.3. Static deflection
The outcome from the measurement of static deflection is pre-

sented in Fig. 5. The deflection ranges from 0,1 to 1,7 mm and the
trend is that the lightweight objects show larger deflection than
the concrete objects. The intention was to measure in the weakest
point of the room, which intuitively should be in the room’s center.
In reality, this is not always the case though, and it can be hard to
know the weakest point without access to detailed construction
drawings. It is therefore likely that several of the reported results
originate from positions other than the ones with the lowest stiff-
ness. Together with the fact that only one measurement was taken
for each object, the obtained results are likely to be less accurate
compared to the sound measurements.

The concrete object No 23, shows the largest deflection, 1,7 mm,
which is considerably larger than the other objects within the
same constructional category. This is probably due to a raised sub-
floor including chipboards on a vibrational insulated framework on
top of the hollow-core concrete slab.

4. Subjective perception by the occupants

4.1. Method - questionnaire survey

Except for some minor modifications, the used questionnaire in
Aku20 is the same as was used in the foregoing part I [1], originally
developed within the European COST action TU0901 [8]. The ques-
tionnaire in its latest version contains 17 questions where the res-
idents are asked to judge the annoyance related to various aspects
of sound insulation. A numerical scale from 0 to 10 is used where
‘‘0” means not at all bothered, disturbed or annoyed and ‘‘10” means
extremely annoyed.

Three of these questions are potentially related to impact sound
insulation:

Thinking of the last 12 months in your home, how much are you
bothered, disturbed or annoyed by these sources of noise?

1. Neighbors; footstep noise, i.e. you hear when they walk on the floor
2. Neighbors; rattling or tinkling noise from your own furniture when

neighbors move on the floor above you
3. Neighbors; impact or scraping noise, i.e. from chairs, kitchen sink,

lockers, toys, vacuum cleaning etcetera

The number of answers among the objects varied between 13
and 91 corresponding to a reply rate of 33–83%. In total, approxi-
mately 800 of the distributed questionnaires were returned filled.
The questionnaires were distributed to the households no earlier
than six months after completion of the actual new building object.

4.2. Results

Unless otherwise stated, the results in the following diagrams
are presented as the mean value of all measurements made in each
of the 23 objects presented in Table 1. All answers from residents
living on the uppermost floor of the buildings were excluded since
they are not exposed to impact sound from neighbors living above.

The outcome of the three questions described above can be seen
in Fig. 6. Footstep noise clearly generates more annoyance than rat-
tling/tinkling and impact/scraping noise. The two latter sources, in
general, only cause moderate disturbance, as rated by the
residents.

The difference in annoyance within the three building construc-
tion types is presented in Fig. 7, where it can be seen that footstep
annoyance is at least twice as high as for the other sound sources.
Further, the proportion of the annoyance from footstep and rat-
tling/tinkling noise looks similar, suggesting a high correlation
between these two sources. Note that the impact or scraping noise
question was added in the updated questionnaire version, dis-
tributed to 12 objects only (instead of 23). The mean annoyance
from this sound source is therefore not directly comparable with
the others.

5. Correlation between field measurements and residents
ratings (questionnaire surveys)

5.1. Method – statistical analyses

A series of regression analyses were performed to analyze the
statistical relationship between the objective and subjective

b)a)

Lightweight
CLT
Concrete

Fig. 4. Linear impact sound (left) and A-weighted impact sound (right) using the rubber ball for 12 objects (no. 11–13 and 15–23) in terms of
P

L0 I,Fmax,V,T. Within each object,
the left bar represents the frequency range 50–630 Hz and the right bar 20–630 Hz.
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Fig. 5. Static deflection due to a point load of 1 kN for 20 objects (No. 1–4, 7–10 and
12–23).
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parameters. The objective parameters in terms of measurements
are represented by the mean from each of the 23 building objects
while the subjective parameters are represented by the corre-
sponding mean annoyances form the questionnaire. As mentioned,
the question of impact or scraping was only used in 12 objects.

Of great importance is the coefficient of determination (R2,
equivalent to the square of the correlation coefficient) which is
evaluated from the classical linear regression model Y = a + bX,
where Y represents the annoyance and X represents the measured
quantity. The confidence interval of the regression line’s slope
reveals whether, or not, there is a statistical relationship between
Y and X related to 95% confidence, i.e. whether the interval includes
the value ‘‘0” or not. This is here reported as ‘‘Stat. rel.” – yes or no.

The results are presented in the following paragraphs, grouped
with respect to the measurement method using the: (1) tapping
machine, (2) rubber ball and (3) static deflection.

5.2. Results

5.2.1. Tapping machine
Four different SNQ’s are compared with the annoyance for the

three survey questions presented above. The achieved coefficients
of determination are given in Table 2 and Fig. 8 shows the regres-
sion diagrams for footstep annoyance.

L0nT,w – a common SNQ in many European countries [9] – gives a
coefficient of determination of 18% related to annoyance from foot-
step. This is increased to 49% when the spectrum adaptation term
from 50 Hz is added, i.e. L0nT,w,50. When the frequency span is
extended down to 20 Hz, the coefficient of determination increases
even further, 71% regarding L0nT,w,20 and 65% regarding L0nT,w,20,AL.

Correlating against the annoyance from rattling or tinkling,
gives results that are very close to the footstep case while annoy-
ance from impact or scraping shows considerably lower correlation
and none of the SNQ’s showed any statistically significant relation
to the subjective rating.

5.2.2. Rubber ball
In Table 3 and Fig. 9, four different summarizing sound level

parameters according to Section 3.2.2 are compared with the
annoyance for the dataset of 11 objects. The parameters are calcu-
lated as the linear or A-weighted sum of the third-octaves L0I,Fmax,V,T

within two frequency bands, 50–630 and 20–630 Hz.
In general, the rubber ball shows poor correlation to subjective

rating with one exception: When linear sound level summation is
performed from 20 Hz, the coefficient of determination is 77%,
even somewhat higher than using the tapping machine even
though no exact comparison should be made due to discrepancy
in the number of including building objects.

However, the correlations are to high extent affected by one sin-
gle object. If that particular object is treated as an outlier and
removed from the analyses, the difference in correlation between
linear and A-weighted levels become smaller (77% using dB vs.
68% using dB(A), 20–630 Hz), i.e. the data favor neither linear nor
A-weighting. It may be surprising that the A-weighting does not
show better correlation against annoyance compared to the linear
case. But the resulting sound pressure levels using the ball are
clearly dominated by the low frequencies and it is a highly com-
plex matter to weight them in a correct manner. E.g. sounds at very
low frequencies are often considered annoying at levels that are
just above the hearing threshold, which is taken as a limit in regu-
lations on service equipment noise in some European countries.

5.2.3. Static deflection
No statistic relation between static floor deflection and annoy-

ance could be found despite the underlying idea that the impact
sound insulation might be correlated with the stiffness of the floor,
see Table 4. The mismatch could be due to the practical problem of
finding the weakest position when performing the measurements.

6. Complementary analysis and discussion

6.1. Comparison with the previous study

Table 5 shows a comparison of the obtained coefficient of deter-
minations from the original 10 objects (part I) and the present 23
(part II). The correlations between various SNQ:s and annoyance
from the neighbors’ footstep are considered.
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Fig. 6. Mean annoyance from three impact sound related sources for 23 objects (12
objects regarding impact or scraping, No 12–23). The numerical annoyance scale
ranges from 0 to 10.
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Fig. 7. Mean annoyance regards to building construction type from three impact
sound related sources for 23 objects (12 regarding impact and scraping, No 12–23).
The numerical annoyance scale ranges from 0 to 10.
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Overall, the two studies show similar results although it can be
seen that when evaluating from 50 Hz, the correlation is somewhat
higher for all the 23 objects while the opposite is true when eval-
uating from 20 Hz. This is probably because the original 10 objects
were dominated by lightweight and semi-lightweight buildings

while the additional 13 objects contain a larger amount of concrete
buildings. Heavy constructions are less prone to be affected by
impact sound annoyance below 50 Hz.

It should also be noted that whereas the part I objects obtained
the highest correlation using an increased frequency weight for

Table 2
Coefficient of determination R2 and indication of existing statistic relation with 95% confidence.

Footstep Rattling/tinkling Impact/scraping

R2 (%) Stat. rel R2 (%) Stat. rel R2 (%) Stat. rel

L0nT,w 18 Yes 26 Yes 10 No
L0nT,w + CI,50–2500 49 Yes 43 Yes 15 No
L0nT,w + CI,20–2500 71 Yes 64 Yes 25 No
L0nT,w + CI,20–2500,AL 65 Yes 61 Yes 25 No

Lightweight
CLT
Concrete

Fig. 8. Linear regression of annoyance from footstep vs. SNQ’s from impact sound measurements in 23 objects.

Table 3
Coefficient of determination R2 and indication of existing statistic relation with 95% confidence.

Footstep Rattling/tinkling Impact/scraping

R2 (%) Stat. rel. R2 (%) Stat. rel. R2 (%) Stat. rel.

Ball 50–630 Hz, dB 35 No 38 Yes 5 No
Ball 50–630 Hz, dB(A) 8 No 19 No 6 No
Ball 20–630 Hz, dB 77 Yes 64 Yes 17 No
Ball 20–630 Hz, dB(A) 23 No 37 Yes 11 No

Lightweight
CLT
Concrete

Fig. 9. Linear regression of annoyance from footstep vs. summarized sound levels from rubber ball measurements in 11 objects.
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20–40 Hz, L0nT,w,20,AL, the flat weighting curve, L0nT,w,20, obtained the
highest correlation when all 23 objects were analyzed.

6.2. Alternative frequency ranges and weightings

Even though the results clearly indicate that the correlation
increases when the impact sound insulation is evaluated from 20
instead of 50 Hz, it is unclear whether it is beneficial to increase
the weighting factor at the lowermost frequencies. An additional
question is whether the 20 Hz third-octave band is the preferable
lower limit or if equal, or even higher, correlation may be achieved
by a limited extension of the frequency range?

Regression analyses between annoyance and stepwise exten-
sion of the frequency range have been performed as well as apply-
ing various frequency weightings to the spectrum adaptation term.

It is shown in Table 6 how the coefficient of determination gradu-
ally increases as the frequency region of evaluation is extended by
one third-octave band at a time until 25 Hz is reached. Including
the 20 Hz band does not increase R2.

So far, no extra weight has been applied to the lowermost fre-
quencies but does such an arrangement alter the outcome? Table 7
deals with two parameters, evaluation from 20 or 25 Hz and vari-
ous frequency weighting at 20–40 Hz where the weighting curves
have a slope of 0–3 dB, similar to Fig. 1. Note that the cases 1, 2,
and 3 dB contain the same high frequency modification as
CI,AkuLite,20–2500, which means that a slope of 2 dB is equivalent with
the SNQ L0nT,w,20,AL (and L0nT,w,25,AL). The case 0 dB represents a
weighting curve that is flat throughout the whole frequency range.
The SNQ with the highest R2, 77%, is obtained for L0nT,w,25,AL, i.e.
applying the previous term CI,AkuLite,20–2500 but omitting the 20 Hz
third-octave band. However, the modification of the low frequency
weighting down to 25 Hz, within the here presented limits, only
give rise to small effects since the overall coefficient of determina-
tion is maintained within the interval 72–77%.

The regression line for the case with the highest correlation,
L0nT,w,25,AL, is shown in Fig. 10. One of the objects (No. 2) is some-
what abnormal since the rated annoyance is much below from
what should be expected according to the model. A closer look at
that specific object reveals that almost all the residents are of the
age 65 or older, which makes it stand out from all the other objects.
Although not proven, it is likely that this group of people have a

Table 4
Coefficient of determination R2 and indication of existing statistic relation with 95% confidence.

Footstep Rattling/tinkling Impact/scraping

R2 (%) Stat. rel R2 (%) Stat. rel R2 (%) Stat. rel

Static deflection 2 No 0 No 13 No

Table 5
Coefficient of determination R2 and indication of existing statistic relation with 95%
confidence.

SNQ Part I - 10 objects Part II - 23 objects

R2 (%) Stat. rel R2 (%) Stat. rel

L0nT,w 26 No 18 Yes
L0nT,w,50 32 No 49 Yes
L0nT,w,20 74 Yes 71 Yes
L0nT,w,20,AL 85 Yes 65 Yes

Table 6
Coefficient of determination R2 for various SNQ:s vs. perceived footstep noise annoyance.

SNQ L0nT,w L0nT,w,50 L0nT,w,40 L0nT,w,31 L0nT,w,25 L0nT,w,20

R2 (%) 18 49 53 64 72 71

Table 7
Coefficient of determination R2 for SNQ:s with various frequency weighting at 20–40 Hz vs. perceived footstep annoyance. The weighting concerns increased dB per third-octave
band, relative to �15 dB.

SNQ L0nT,w,25 L0nT,w,20 L0nT,w,25, L0nT,w,20 L0nT,w,25 L0nT,w,20 L0nT,w,25, L0nT,w,20

Weight 20–40 Hz 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3
R2 (%) 72 71 75 67 77 65 75 61

Lightweight
CLT
Concrete

Fig. 10. Linear regression for SNQ’s from 25 Hz. L0nT,w,25,AL, R2 = 76% to the left and L0nT,w,25, R2 = 85% to the right (after the removal of one outlier in the circle).
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way of living that is less noisy than the average tenant, leading to
less annoyance. Thus, this object can be considered as an outlier
since it is not representative for a ‘‘standard” apartment building
with mixed ages among the occupants. If this object is removed
from the set of data, the remaining 22 objects yield a coefficient
of determination of 86%. Almost the same result is obtained for
the flat frequency spectrum, R2 = 85% for L0nT,w,25, see Fig. 10.

The equation for the latter model is: Annoyance � 0,25 L0nT,w,25

– 10,3.

6.3. 20 vs 25 Hz with respect to measurement technique

To skip the 20 Hz band could be preferred from some practical
points of view. The extension down to 25 Hz means that exactly
one octave band is added compared to the current limit of 50 Hz.
At these low frequencies the reverberation time must usually be
measured in octave bands instead of third-octave bands in order
not to get results affected by the measurement analyzer. Addition-
ally, the uncertainty at the 16 Hz octave band, representing the
20 Hz third-octave band is larger compared to the 31,5 Hz octave
band representing the 25, 31,5 and 40 Hz third-octave bands
[10]. The same empirical study reported that the measurement
uncertainty of reverberation tine in terms of standard deviation
for the 16 and 31,5 Hz octave bands was about 0,6 and 0,4 s respec-
tively. However, if the number of microphone positions are
increased from the prescribed three, to five, the accuracy is just
marginally lower as for higher frequencies.

A possible simplification of the potential reverberation mea-
surement difficulties below 50 Hz could be to evaluate the SNQ
by using the sound pressure level Lp instead of LnT for the lower-
most frequencies 20–40 Hz. The authors have no substantiated
opinion on whether it is justified to standardize to 0,5 s, given that
the sound level is affected by furnishing. This remains to be
investigated.

From a number of field measurements in other buildings,
impact sound levels at 20 Hz being substantially higher than at
25 Hz have been reported. A resiliently mounted ceiling of double
layer of gypsum board (�25 mm in total) often come with an
eigenfrequency of around 20 Hz which is an example of a used con-
struction detail in lightweight floors. In this respect, it may then be
wise to include the 20 Hz in the evaluation process, since the 25 Hz
third octave filter attenuates frequencies below 22 Hz.

It can accordingly be argued both for and against a frequency
limit of 20 and 25 Hz and the amount of research that addresses
these problems, within the given frequency range, is currently
too limited to support a decision.

6.4. When is the impact sound insulation ‘‘good enough”?

Referring to the right diagram of Fig. 10, there is a group of five
concrete objects to the left that do not follow the proposed regres-
sion model very well. It looks like the rated annoyances from these
objects are randomly distributed around an annoyance level of
about 2. This suggest that the model is inappropriate where
L0nT,w,25 falls below �52 dB. The experience of sound insulation is
not a matter of the measured sound insulation solely but could
depend on other aspects, like the neighbors’ behavior and personal
preferences. According to the actual set of data, the minimum
annoyance (for the specific question related to footstep) is around
2 on the used numerical scale, i.e. further improved impact sound
insulation from a relatively low level is not expected to result in
decreased annoyance.

From this standpoint the annoyance can then, after excluding
the discussed 5 objects, be predicted: <!——>

Annoyance � 0;26 � L0nT;w;25 � 10;5 for L0nT;w;25 P 52 dB

Annoyance � 2 for L0nT;w;25 < 52 dB

If an average annoyance rating of 3, on the used scale 0–10,
should be used as an appropriate degree of satisfaction for future
building regulations, this would correspond to a minimum require-
ment of L0nT,w,25 � 52 dB. A somewhat more tolerant annoyance
rating of 4, corresponds to L0nT,w,25 � 56 dB.

6.5. Rubber ball vs. tapping machine

Using the rubber ball as sound source showed promising results
in Fig. 9 where the linear summation of L0I,Fmax,V,T between 20 and
630 Hz gave the coefficient of determination of 77% which is com-
parable to what was obtained using the tapping machine. But since
the outcome is based upon a limited number of objects, and since 4
out of 11 of them are likely to be within the minimum annoyance
discussed above, it is wise to be cautious until further objects have
been reported.

Note that the corresponding results using the rubber ball that
was presented in the former study [1] were based upon a simpli-
fied measurement procedure and are therefore not included here.

7. Conclusions

The study has clearly shown that evaluation parameters start-
ing from 100 Hz, like L0nT,w or L0n,w, correlate poorly with perceived
impact sound insulation. The coefficient of determination for L0nT,w
was found to be 18%. As the established spectrum adaptation term
ranging from 50 Hz was added, i.e. L0nT,w,50, the correlation
increased considerably to 49%, and when the frequency range
was extended even further, down to 25 Hz, L0nT,w,25, the best corre-
lation was obtained with R2 = 77% (85% after the removal of one
notable outlier).

Linked to the specified objectives of Section 1.1 we conclude
that:

– Impact sound insulation evaluated from 20 or 25 Hz gives a
higher correlation to subjectively rated annoyance compared
to the standardized evaluation from 50 Hz.

– A spectrum adaptation term using a flat frequency spectrum,
gives good conformity between measured and perceived impact
sound insulation.

The presented part II study confirms to high extent the results
originally achieved from part I [1] but since the present study
involved more than twice as many building objects as the previous,
the statistical significance of the conclusions has increased.

The overall conclusions are based upon the 23 included building
objects and it is essential to point out that the validity concerns
primarily lightweight and semi-lightweight building construc-
tions. The frequency bands below 50 Hz do not seem necessary
to include when dealing with heavy materials, like concrete, since
these constructions do not tend to generate loud impact sounds at
frequencies below 50 Hz.
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Abstract
Previous research has indicated that impact sound insulation should be evaluated from 20 Hz
in lightweight constructions. There is a need to develop single number quantities (SNQ) of
impact sound insulation that correlate better with walking sound annoyance. The purpose of
our study is to verify whether frequencies between 20 and 50 Hz are important for perceived
walking sound annoyance and to find out which SNQ that correlates best with perceived
walking sound annoyance. Binaural recordings of walking sound in one heavy and one
lightweight construction were evaluated in a two-part listening test. The need to include
frequencies from 20 Hz when evaluating lightweight constructions was verified. Both tested
constructions achieved similar performance in terms of L´nT,w and L´nT,w + CI,50-2500,  while  a
significant mismatch in the rated annoyance was observed. The correlation between SNQ and
subjective response was considerably improved, when the impact sound insulation was
evaluated from 20 or 25 Hz using a flat frequency-weighting factor.

Keywords
Impact sound insulation; Low frequency; Annoyance; Loudness; Walking sound; Listening test

1 Introduction
Due to fire risk, multifamily lightweight wooden dwellings were not permitted in Sweden until
1994. From that time, the first modern generation of lightweight buildings were dimensioned
according to sound insulation requirements from 100 Hz. This resulted in high annoyance
ratings from the occupants. Especially impact sound insulation was identified as a serious low
frequency problem. The national requirements were therefore modified in 1999 to include
frequencies down to 50 Hz, which improved the situation. The demand for lightweight wooden
based multifamily dwelling houses have increased steadily for the last two decades. However,
walking sound tends to be rated as more annoying by residents of lightweight constructions
compared to heavy constructions, even with identical single number quantity (SNQ) [1]. Thus,
there is a need to develop new parameters with stronger correlation between subjective rating
of  walking  sound  and  weighted  impact  sound  insulation  that  work  both  for  lightweight  and
heavy constructions. The problem was treated in the Swedish research program AkuLite (2009-
2013) [2], which proposed an extension of the frequency range down to 20 Hz regarding the



evaluation of impact sound insulation. Ljunggren et al [3] suggested a modified version of L´n,w

+ CI,50-2500 with increased weight on frequencies below 50 Hz and above 400 Hz, in terms of
L´n,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500 resulting in a much stronger correlation with subjective annoyance.
Consequently, evaluation from 20 Hz was in 2015 included in the Swedish standard [4] as a
recommendation for higher sound classes in dwellings. An important difference between
Ljunggren’s method and the Swedish standard is that Ljunggren included normalisation of
reverberation time between 20-40 Hz, whereas it was omitted in the Swedish standard.

Kylliäinen et al. [5, 6] concluded that frequencies 50-100 Hz are important when determining
the impact sound insulation for both lightweight and heavy constructions. They indicated a need
for a new SNQ to improve the correlation between walking sounds with socks, and objective
and subjective ratings respectively. In a Norwegian study by Milford, Hosoien et al. [7, 8], a
large database of 900 field measurements and 702 questionnaire respondents was used to
correlate objective parameters with subjective responses. It was shown that walking sound and
traffic noise were the most dominant sources of annoyance. They concluded that frequencies
down to 50 Hz are essential to achieve good correlation between impact sound insulation and
subjective response. Low frequency issues were apparent not only for lightweight
constructions, but also for concrete constructions involving floating floors. These results are
typical for the Nordic countries, where walking without shoes is the norm at home. Blazier and
Dupree [9], noted that sound detectability seemed to be more important to perceived annoyance,
rather than relative loudness. Since low-frequency walking sounds are not masked by ordinary
background noise, they are easier to detect. In lightweight constructions, low-frequency footfall
noise is normally above the hearing threshold.

It is necessary to correlate objective and subjective data to develop better criteria for evaluation
of impact sound insulation. Field measurements and questionnaires are important and can be
complemented with listening tests. With laboratory listening tests, it is possible to expose the
test subjects to exactly the same sounds under strictly controlled conditions. Subtle differences
can thus be detected reliably. However, in listening tests dealing with sound insulation in
dwellings there is always a risk that the test takes the character of a loudness test instead of an
annoyance test. Sound annoyance has more components than simply loudness. For example,
complaints on self-produced noise is rare compared to noise from neighbours even though the
sound level of the latter is certainly lower in absolute terms. Mortensen [10] claimed that the
annoyance rating varies with age and gender. Jeon et.al. [11] used a listening test with two
groups  of  German  and  Korean  subjects  to  show  that  culture  could  also  be  important  for
subjective annoyance in both heavy and lightweight constructions. Absolute scaling of
annoyance is difficult to study in a listening test, as annoyance can develop for several months
or years. Therefore, questionnaires are better suited to study the degree of absolute annoyance.
These inherent advantages and drawbacks of building acoustic listening tests are thoroughly
covered in [12].

The gait is another important factor for the walking sound level in the receiving room. A more
flexible floor may make the walker walk harder on the heels, compared to a stiff, solid floor.
This factor is relevant for comparisons of heavy and lightweight constructions. Blazier and
Dupree [9] showed that different footwear was a significant factor on the low frequency content
of the sound. Mortensen [10] concluded in a listening test that frequencies below 100 Hz are
important for subjective evaluation of loudness of noise from neighbours (both impact and
airborne sound), especially for lightweight constructions. A laboratory listening test was



performed within AkuLite by Thorsson [13], to study the perceived subjective annoyance and
loudness of recorded walking sounds, for a lightweight and a heavy construction. It was
concluded that walking sound includes important information below 50 Hz. Thorsson
performed two equal tests, each evaluating perceived loudness and annoyance respectively. He
could not identify any difference in subjective rating between his two choices of words. Other
studies have also indicated that loudness and annoyance ratings provide similar information
from subjects regarding airborne [14] and impact [6] sound insulation, although the latter study
presented slightly higher ratings for annoyance compared to loudness. On the other hand,
Rychtáriková [15] performed a listening test of airborne sound insulation through heavy and
lightweight walls, evaluating perceived loudness of neighbour sounds. After the test, the
subjects gave feedback using open questions, where 31 out of 39 subjects commented that they
would sometimes have answered differently if they had been asked to rate annoyance rather
than loudness. The choice of words can thus be critical for the outcome of a listening test.

1.1 Objectives
Our study takes off from the findings of AkuLite [3, 13], i.e. that impact sound insulation should
be evaluated from 20 Hz in lightweight constructions. Two objectives are specified: (1) To
verify whether frequencies between 20 and 50 Hz are important for perceived walking sound
annoyance and (2) To find out which SNQ that correlates best with perceived walking sound
annoyance.

2 Method
A two-part listening test based on binaural recordings of walking sound in a lightweight and a
heavy construction was made. The listening test utilized pairwise comparisons of the perceived
annoyance. Two types of footwear were used: socks and Oxford shoes.

2.1 Recording locations
The listening test included two living rooms with similar dimensions, one in a heavy hollow
concrete construction (67 m3) and one in a lightweight wooden construction (71 m3).
Construction details are given in figure 1. The impact sound insulation was measured and
evaluated according to ISO 16283-2 [16], ISO 717-2 [17] and SS 25267:2015 [4], in an
extended frequency range down to 20 Hz [3]. The reverberation time between 20-40 Hz was
measured in octave bands according to [18].  In-situ values of L´nT,w / L´nT,w + CI,50-2500 for the
heavy and lightweight construction were 47/48 dB and 44/49 dB respectively. The Swedish
requirements (L´nT,w and L´nT,w + CI,50-2500 ≤ 56 dB) are fulfilled with margin. According to the
SNQs, both constructions have similar performance when evaluated from 50 Hz and should in
that respect achieve similar protection from walking sound annoyance.



Figure 1. Description of the two constructions used in the listening test. Top: wooden, Bottom: concrete

2.2 Creation of Stimuli
Pilot tests were performed in both constructions when designing the test. Walking sound from
a 70 kg male walker in the above apartments were recorded using an artificial head (Head
Acoustics HMS-IV). All recordings were performed night-time with all building installations
turned off to minimize the background noise level. The recordings were operated remotely from
an adjacent room. The artificial head was placed at approximately seated ear height (120 cm),
slightly off centre to reduce the influence of room modes. To avoid unnaturally reverberant
room acoustics when recording stimuli and measuring impact sound level, sound absorbers and
a thick carpet were distributed evenly in the room to simulate a furnished dwelling. The
reverberation time was about 0,5 s in all third octave bands (50-5000 Hz) in both rooms.

The gait was controlled by marking seven footsteps 80 cm apart along the diagonal of the floor.
The middle step was in the center of the floor. All walking sequences were recorded in the same
walking direction, with socks and with shoes. A metronome set at 115 beats per minute (bpm)
was used to keep the walking pace. This represents a natural, but faster than normal gait. A
normal gait (90 bpm) was also recorded, but the sound level with socks was almost inaudible
in the concrete construction and thus not usable for the objectives of this study. The repeatability
of the walker was calculated as an average of the maximum sound pressure level, Lp,max,fast with
95 % Confidence Intervals (C.I.) of 13 footfalls at the center of the floor, where the mobility
and resulting sound pressure level reach its highest level. The walking sound levels are



presented in figure 2 and figure 3 in relation to the hearing threshold [19] and the corresponding
in situ background noise level. The repeatability of the walker was high between different
recordings. In the concrete construction, the walking sound level with shoes decreased
significantly between 20-200 Hz and increased between 200-800 Hz compared to wearing
socks. In the wooden construction, the usage of shoes reduced the overall sound level up to 160
Hz. There was no change in frequency content above 160 Hz. The walking sounds from both
socks and shoes were dominated by low frequencies.

Figure 2. Average value and 95 % C.I. for maximum sound level from 13 repeated footfalls at the center of the concrete floor



Figure 3. Average value and 95 % C.I. for maximum sound level from 13 repeated footfalls at the center of the wooden floor

2.3 Reproduction of Stimuli
The Stimuli were reproduced using a combination of headphones (Sennheiser HD 600 through
Head Acoustics PEQ-V) and a subwoofer (Genelec 7070), since headphones alone cannot
reproduce audio reliably for very low frequencies. Headphones are not affected by listening
room acoustics, and the crossover frequency should thus be as low as possible. When pink noise
was played back through the headphones and measured with the artificial head, the headphone
frequency response was inadequate below 50 Hz. All  filtering was done in Matlab using the
function “filtfilt” to avoid any phase changes due to the filtering. A low-pass and high-pass filter
with crossover frequency 50 Hz was designed to split the sound between the subwoofer and
headphones. The influence of room acoustics was thus minimized, while maintaining reliable
headphone sound reproduction. All stimuli were high-pass filtered, with the cutoff frequency
17,8 Hz (corresponding to the lower crossover frequency for 20 Hz third octave band), since
the recording and reproduction system was not reliable for even lower frequencies.

The listening room in the sound studio at Luleå University of Technology was used in the test.
It  is  a low noise,  sound proofed “dead front/live end” room. The listener was facing the live
end, as it had a neutral look with few distractions. Subwoofer placement and choice of listening
position are critical to achieve linear frequency response. After the optimum listening position
regarding room modes was identified, the optimum subwoofer placement was found using
reciprocity.  The subwoofer was placed in the listening position and the position in the room
with the flattest frequency response was identified. The phase difference between headphone



and subwoofer signals was compensated for. Our reproduction system and laboratory followed
the recommendations for accuracy level 3 (Research purposes), from the COST Action TU
0901 [12] (chapter 7.7). A linear (+/- 1 dB) frequency response from 20 Hz was measured with
the artificial head in the listening position.

The in-situ background noise level was higher in the wooden construction. Therefore, the same
sequence of background noise was artificially added and used for all stimuli in the test. The
reproduction level of the stimuli was measured with the artificial head in the listening position,
and adjusted according to the original field recording.

2.4 Listening test design
The listening test consisted of two parts using pairwise comparisons, i.e. to compare two sounds
A and B. In the first test we asked whether the subject perceived a difference in annoyance
between A and B (yes/no), a two alternative forced choice (2AFC). The test began with four
training comparisons followed by 20 test comparisons. The sounds were presented in random
order. The purpose of the test was to evaluate at which third octave band it is possible to
perceive a difference in annoyance between the original walking sound and the same sound
high-pass filtered at various cutoff frequencies. The cutoff frequency (-3 dB) was always set at
the lower frequency limit of the third octave bands 25, 31.5, 40, 50 and 100 Hz. Sounds filtered
at 50 Hz and 100 Hz were compared since these are the common limits for impact sound
insulation in building norms. A perceptible difference in annoyance compared to the reference
stimulus, indicate a need to include the corresponding third octave band when evaluating impact
sound insulation.

In the second test, we asked the subject to choose which of the sounds A and B that was more
annoying, and if the perceived difference was marginal or clear, utilizing a staircase level
adjustment procedure. In the first step both sounds were unmodified. One sound was designated
as a constant reference stimulus, and the sound level of the other sound was increased or
lowered depending on the subject’s choices in a 12-step iterative process. The average value of
the last two steps for each subject was used as output. The step sizes (1 and 3 dB for marginal
and clear difference respectively), number of iterations (12) and rules were determined after a
series of pilot tests. The test consisted of 24 (2x12) training comparisons followed by 48 (4x12)
test comparisons. The test included all four possible combinations of stimuli – two constructions
and two types of footwear. We used a balanced design, so that each subject was presented with
a unique order of the stimuli. When adjusting the level of walking sounds, only frequencies
between 20-800 Hz were modified, to reduce unnatural background noise. We concluded in the
pilot tests that there was no sound excitation above 800 Hz in any walking case. The background
noise above 800 Hz was thus constant for all stimuli throughout the test.

The test instructions were presented in a written form. The test leader was present during the
training sessions to answer potential questions, and then supervised the test session from an
adjacent room through a one-way mirror. The subjects were instructed to imagine that they
were in their home, hearing their neighbour walking on the floor above. Since an audible
difference in loudness is not necessarily equal to a perceptible difference in annoyance, the test
instruction emphasized the subject to rate the annoyance of the sound, not the loudness. It is
likely to detect a misleading difference in annoyance, based on a marginal loudness difference,
e.g. two very quiet or two very loud sounds may be equally annoying, even if one is noticeably



louder. Finally, they were instructed to sit in a relaxed way and look forward. The subjects
operated the test with a touch screen.

A group of 24 Swedish persons (12 male and 12 female), with a mean age of 27 years and a
standard deviation of 5 years participated in the test. All were considered novice listeners with
self-reported normal hearing, with experience of living in Swedish multifamily dwelling houses
with neighbours above. The order of the two test parts were alternated for every subject and the
total test duration was approximately 30 minutes.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Listening test 1 – Lower frequency limit
All test subjects’ individual responses were inspected for potential inconsistency, but no
significant anomalies were found. The ratio of subjects that perceived a difference in annoyance
for the concrete construction are given in figure 4 with 95 % Wilson confidence intervals for
the mean. Brown et al. recommend the Wilson interval for interval estimations for binomial
proportions with small populations (n ≤ 40) [20]. Evaluation from 100 Hz is enough if shoes
are worn, which is in consistency with the walking sound levels between 20-100 Hz that are far
below the  hearing  threshold,  see  figure  2.  The  comparison  between 50  Hz and  100  Hz with
socks is the only case where the entire frequency range up to 200 Hz, for both sounds, are
clearly above the hearing threshold. Consequently, the largest perceptible annoyance difference
was found between 50 and 100 Hz when walking with socks. Previous studies [5-8] have also
indicated the importance of the frequency range 50-100 Hz in heavy constructions. More
subjects detected a difference at the 31,5 Hz band, than at the 40 Hz band (38 % vs 21%). This
is inconsistent, since the total difference in sound energy between 20 Hz and 40 Hz is larger
and should be easier to detect. The walking sounds on the concrete construction with socks
were relatively quiet, and may therefore cause imaginary responses. Since the positive response
ratio should be low if the filtered walking sound is below the hearing threshold, the results are
expected. We consider the frequency range 20-31,5 Hz to be unimportant, since the walking
sound level is far below the hearing threshold. However, 38 % of the subjects reported a
difference between 20 and 50 Hz and it is possible that some subjects could hear the walking
sounds from 40 Hz. The lower limit for perceptible differences in annoyance in the heavy
construction is thus 40 Hz.



Figure 4. Perceived difference in annoyance ratio in the concrete construction, with 95 % Wilson C.I. for the mean

The ratio of subjects that perceived a difference in annoyance for the wooden construction are
given in figure 5 with 95 % Wilson confidence intervals for the mean. Overall, the positive
response ratio is considerably higher for the wooden construction compared to the concrete
construction. The filtered walking sound level is clearly above the hearing threshold in all cases,
except 20 Hz with shoes, see figure 3. The importance of including frequencies from 20 Hz
when walking with socks is verified. The walking sound level at 20 Hz with shoes is above the
hearing threshold and 25 % reported a positive response. It is thus indicated that 20 Hz is the
lower frequency limit for perceptible annoyance difference. The shoe sounds filtered at 50 and
100 Hz were the quietest sounds in the test. Although there should be a noticeable loudness
difference, neither sound was probably considered as especially annoying, which may explain
the lower positive response ratio.

Figure 5. Perceived difference in annoyance ratio in the wooden construction, with 95 % Wilson C.I. for the mean



3.2 Listening test 2 – Adjustment for equal annoyance
The impact sound level curves using an ISO tapping machine, are given for both constructions
in figure 6. The concrete construction shows considerably lower level below 100 Hz. In the
research project Aku20, large series of field measurements and questionnaires have been made
to study correlation between objective parameters and subjective annoyance [21] as well as the
uncertainty of reverberation time measurements at frequencies below 50 Hz [18]. Within the
large study of field measurements and questionnaire surveys, the highest correlation was
achieved using the alternative spectrum adaptation term CI,25-2500. The term CI,25-2500 is  an
extension of the frequency range to 25 Hz, without frequency weighting. The frequency
weighting  of  the  adaptation  terms  are  illustrated  in  figure  7.  From  here  on,  we  will  use  the
abbreviations given in table 1 when referring to different SNQs. The suffix “SS” means that the
SNQ was evaluated according to SS 25267:2015 [4], i.e. without standardization of
reverberation time between 20-40 Hz. When the suffix “SS” is not used, evaluations include
standardization of reverberation time from 20 Hz. All relevant SNQs are given in table 1. The
inclusion of 20-40 Hz has a negligible effect on the SNQs regarding the concrete construction,
even with low frequency weighting. Regarding the wooden construction however, the effect is
substantial.

Figure 6. Standardized impact sound insulation levels (including standardization of reverberation time 20-40 Hz) in both
constructions



Figure 7. Frequency weightings of different suggested spectrum adaption terms

Table 1. Definitions of abbreviations and impact sound insulation SNQs in the heavy and lightweight construction

SNQ Definition Concrete
(dB)

Wooden
(dB)

Difference
(dB)

LnT,w L´nT,w 47 44 -3
LnT,w,50 L´nT,w + CI,50-2500 48 49 1
LnT,w,25 L´nT,w + CI,25-2500 48 54 6
LnT,w,20 L´nT,w + CI,20-2500 48 58 10
LnT,w,20,AL L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite, 20-2500 49 65 16
LnT,w,25,SS Same as above, but without standardization

of reverberation time between 20-40 Hz, as
proposed by the Swedish Standard [4].

48 59 11
LnT,w,20,SS 48 63 15
LnT,w,20,AL,SS 49 70 21

All responses yielded by the staircase procedure were inspected for anomalies. No significant
outliers were found and all subjects were used in the following analysis. The average value of
the last two steps and 95 % confidence intervals for the mean is given in table 2, for the four
cases designated A-D. The subjective ratings vary a lot between individuals for the comparisons
A, B and C. The span between maximum and minimum adjustment is 20-22 dB and the standard
deviation is 4-5 dB for these three cases. In comparison D – walking with socks on concrete as
reference – the span is only 9 dB and the standard deviation is 2 dB. Regarding comparisons A,
B and C, a large span in annoyance is due to the comparison of sounds with different frequency
content and clearly audible reference stimuli. Personal preferences are thus decisive. In cases
A and B, we are comparing two relatively loud sounds, while comparison C, in the later phase
of the stepwise comparison, deals with two relatively quiet, but still clearly audible sounds. In
comparisons A and B, some subjects were highly annoyed by the low frequency content of the
reference stimulus and consequently strongly increased the loudness of the adjusted stimulus,
up to 28,5 dB. Walking with shoes on concrete produce more high frequencies compared to the
wooden construction and the annoyance ratings in comparison A and C thus varied significantly
between subjects. Comparison D however, corresponds more to an adjustment to equal
loudness, since the perceived frequency content of both sounds is similar in the later steps and
the reference stimulus is relatively quiet. Better consensus can thus be expected.



Table 2. Average adjustment for equal annoyance, with 95 % confidence intervals for the mean

Comparison A B C D

Reference stimulus Wooden, shoes Wooden, socks Concrete, shoes Concrete, socks

Adjusted stimulus Concrete, shoes Concrete, socks Wooden, shoes Wooden, socks

Average (dB) 6.2 14.1 -4.2 -11.9

Std. dev. (dB) 4.3 4.5 4.1 2.1

95 % C.I. (dB) [4.4, 8.0] [12.2, 16.0] [-5.9, -2.5] [-12.8, -11.0]

Min, Max (dB) -1.5, 20.5 7.5, 28.5 -12.5, 7.5 -15.5, -6.5

Span (dB) 22.0 21.0 20.0 9.0

In a review paper about airborne sound insulation [22], Rindel argues that the main purpose of
a SNQ is to provide protection against disturbing or annoying sound from neighbours and that
building regulations should be adapted to protect from the most annoying typical sounds. In
this perspective, the most relevant case for Scandinavian countries is thus to achieve similar
subjective annoyance ratings of walking sound with socks between the tested heavy and
lightweight construction. This corresponds to a reduced impact sound insulation in the
lightweight construction by about 12 dB according to comparison D in table 2. Such a reduction
would also imply sufficient protection from walking sound with shoes. We avoid taking the
average value of comparison B and D due to the large variations in annoyance ratings, and
because the adjusted stimulus in B does not sound realistic after a strong loudness change.

An optimized SNQ should thus yield 12 dB difference between the tested constructions. Among
the tested SNQs, the best correlation is achieved by LnT,w,20 and LnT,w,25,SS, with 10 and 11 dB
difference respectively. A smaller extension of the frequency range would be advantageous, to
reduce the measurement uncertainty. If the measurement uncertainty is larger in the frequencies
20-40 Hz, a heavy frequency weighting may increase the uncertainty in the SNQ compared to
a flat weighting. The low frequency weighting of the spectrum adaptation term, CI,AkuLite,20-2500

[3], seems to put too much weighting at the lowermost frequencies as it results in a difference
of 16 dB. When evaluated according to Swedish standard [4], i.e. without reverberation time
20-40 Hz, the correlation is poor with a substantially larger difference of 21 dB. To conclude
whether reverberation time between 20-40 Hz should be disregarded or not, is beyond the scope
of this study. This particular issue requires a thorough, separate, study.

A construction with inadequate high frequency impact sound insulation may achieve negative
spectrum adaptation terms. The C-term should therefore be set to zero if its value is negative,
to avoid favourable ratings of hard floorings. Consequently, we need to use two metrics – L´nT,w

and L´nT,w + CI,x-2500, where x=20, 25, 50 Hz – to evaluate impact sound insulation in a way that
is neutral to the construction system regarding both low and high frequency performance. A
similar conclusion is proposed by Loverde and Dong [23], although only considering
frequencies from 50 Hz. Two metrics, L´nT,w and L´nT,w + CI,50-2500, have been used in Sweden
since 1999.



4 Conclusions
Previous research indicated the need for an extended frequency range down to 20 Hz when
evaluating impact sound insulation. We have performed a two-part listening test based on
walking sound in one lightweight and one heavy construction. In connection to the given
objectives, our conclusions are as follow:

When evaluating impact sound level in the lightweight construction, the need to include
frequencies down to 20 Hz is verified. Regarding the heavy construction, we identified 40 Hz
as a proper low frequency limit, wearing socks. If shoes are worn, it is not necessary to consider
frequencies below 100 Hz.

Walking with socks is a common living sound in dwellings, and SNQs and legal requirements
should be adapted accordingly. Both tested constructions should achieve similar protection
from walking sound according to the current ISO SNQs LnT,w and LnT,w,50, but the subjectively
rated walking sound annoyance differs by about 12 dB. Neither metric can thus satisfactorily
describe annoyance in a way that is neutral to the construction system. The SNQs that
correspond best to rated walking sound annoyance is LnT,w,20 and LnT,w,25,SS. The SNQ according
to the Swedish standard [4], LnT,w,20,AL,SS, emphasises low frequencies too strongly and gives
poor correlation.
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The objective of this study is to quantify the total variations in impact and airborne sound
insulation from 20 and 50 Hz, respectively, within a wooden based building system. Field
measurements in 70 rooms have been statistically analyzed, in weighted metrics and in
third octave bands. Since 1994, the Swedish building code permits wooden based high-
rise multifamily dwellings. However, the low frequency sound insulation soon turned out
to be insufficient, and complaints were more common in lightweight buildings compared
to traditional heavy constructions. Therefore, in 1999, the extended frequency range 50-
3150 Hz was introduced in the requirements, an action that mitigated – but only to some
extent – the problem. Consequently, the lightweight industry often uses a couple of dB’s
safety margin to obtain satisfactorily performance. The Swedish research program Aku20
(2014-2017) showed that the correlation between measured and perceived impact sound
insulation in lightweight constructions was significantly improved, when even lower
frequencies (20-50 Hz) were included. In this context, the variations of low frequency field
measurements and corresponding safety margins need to be investigated.

Primary subject classification: 77 Sampling and quality control procedures
Secondary subject classification: 51 Building noise control

1 INTRODUCTION
The current procedures for evaluating sound insulation in dwellings were developed when

Europe was being rebuilt after World War II. Heavy constructions were the dominant building
technique. The measurement and evaluation methods were developed accordingly and the
correlation between measured and perceived sound insulation thus worked satisfactorily.
Mainly due to fire hazard, wooden multifamily dwellings exceeding two stories were not
permitted in Sweden until 1994. At that time, the single number quantities (SNQ) Ln,w and Rw,
considering frequencies in third octave bands from 100 Hz, were used. However, a common
problem regarding lightweight constructions is found in the poor sound insulation below 100
Hz. This was addressed in 1999 by including the spectrum adaptation terms CI,50-2500 and C50-

3150 in the Swedish requirements.
An extension of the frequency range from 100 to 50 Hz implies an increased measurement

uncertainty. The challenges in measuring from 50 Hz vs 100 Hz have been treated in several
studies1-3. Lightweight constructions typically have their double wall resonance in the



frequency range below 100 Hz. Additionally, room resonances often occur within the 50 to 100
Hz frequency region in smaller rooms. Gerretsen4 characterized the accuracy of building
acoustic measurements in the field under reproducibility conditions, by a standard deviation of
at least 1 dB. In addition to measurement uncertainty, variations among nominally identical
constructions can be caused by floor number, room size, geometry, floor layout, construction,
workmanship, etc. Due to these variations in sound insulation, a large safety margin in design
and dimensioning against legislations is required.

A study by Johansson5 regarding impact sound level in 170 apartments of a wooden based
lightweight construction, presented large variations in impact sound insulation for both low and
high frequencies with a span of ~15 dB below 200 Hz, ~10 dB 200-1000 Hz and ~19 dB above
1000 Hz. Craik et al.6-7 determined the standard deviation due to workmanship to be about 2
dB per third octave band for both airborne and structure borne sound transmission in a precast
concrete construction. In a similar study by Trevathan and Pearse8, the average third octave
band standard deviation in airborne sound reduction of a lightweight system due to
workmanship was 1,1 dB. In a study by Öqvist et al. on a prefabricated wooden system9, the
level of workmanship variation in airborne sound insulation SNQ was a standard deviation of
0,8 dB, between nominally identical rooms. Another study by Öqvist et al.10 on a cross-
laminated timber construction characterized a sound insulation standard deviation in third
octave bands of more than 2 dB throughout the frequency range, with even larger variations at
low frequencies 50-100 Hz for both impact and airborne sound insulation. High frequency
variations in airborne sound insulation were concluded to be caused by workmanship. A
common conclusion in the studies6-10 was that the variations under repeatability conditions due
to measurement uncertainty, are small in relation to the total variations in sound insulation.
Larger variations are assumed from orthotropic wooden constructions with different physical
properties in different directions, compared to homogeneous heavy constructions. Additionally,
the mobility of a wooden floor will be more sensitive to the small natural variations in physical
properties compared to a heavy floor.

In lightweight constructions, the impact sound insulation SNQ are often determined by low
frequencies. The relatively higher measurement uncertainty between 50-100 Hz therefore
explain some of the reported variations in sound insulation11, 1, 3. Due to the variations in sound
insulation measurements related to both workmanship and measurement procedure, a large
number of field measurements is necessary to verify the acoustical properties of a lightweight
construction system reliably. For a specific building system to be evaluated, it is important to
measure several objects and room types to get a proper understanding of the acoustical
performance. Variations in sound insulation leads to larger required safety margins and
increased costs. By identifying and controlling the underlying causes, these margins can be
reduced.
1.1 Impact Sound Insulation from 20 Hz

It has been reported that residents in lightweight buildings are more disturbed by walking
sound from neighbours than residents in concrete constructions, even if the measured impact
sound insulation (L´n,w +  CI,50-2500)  is  exactly  the  same12. An extension of the measurement
range down to 20 Hz was proposed in a study by Ljunggren et al.13 where it was indicated that
such an extension would improve the correlation between measured and perceived impact
sound insulation. Ljunggren et al. suggested a modified spectrum adaptation term with



additional weight on frequencies 20-40 Hz and 500-2500 Hz, denoted CI,AkuLite,20-2500. In 2015,
evaluation of impact sound level from 20 Hz was recommended in the Swedish standard14 for
optional higher sound classes in dwellings. The same frequency weighting as Ljunggren et al.13

was used, but the normalization of the reverberation time 20-40 Hz was omitted. This
discrepancy is somewhat remarkable, because it has not been verified whether the Swedish
standard method will result in the same good correlation between objective and subjective
response. Within the Swedish research project Aku20, Ljunggren et al.15 have expanded the
foregoing study13 and increased the statistical significance of the conclusions. Ljunggren et al.
showed that the best correlation between SNQ and annoyance was achieved by using a flat
frequency weighting from 25 Hz, although the difference compared to 20 Hz was small. The
proposed spectrum adaptation terms are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 – Frequency weightings of different suggested spectrum adaption terms.

In Ljunggren’s work15, 23 objects representing different building systems, about 75%
wooden based, were measured using the regular ISO standards but in the extended frequency
range from 20 Hz, with 1-10 rooms in each object. Even though the study provided knowledge
on how different construction systems fare against each other, it did not quantify the variations
in sound insulation for a given building system due to the relatively few number of rooms
representing each system. A lot of work has been made regarding measurement uncertainty and
variations in sound insulation from 50 Hz1, but the corresponding knowledge below 50 Hz is
limited. The measurement uncertainty from 20 Hz must be investigated further, if the extended
frequency range is to be included in any legal requirements. Another study by Ljunggren et al.16

concluded that it is necessary to improve the measurement procedure regarding reverberation
time for low frequencies 20-40 Hz, to make sure that the consequential L´nT,w stays within the
same accuracy as for higher frequencies.
1.2 Objective

The objective of this study is to quantify the total variations in sound insulation within a
wooden based building system. Impact sound insulation from 20, 25, 50 and 100 Hz and
airborne sound insulation from 50 and 100 Hz will be considered.
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2 METHOD
2.1 Building Acoustic Measurements

The present study focuses on a wooden based system of industrially prefabricated volumes.
The volumes are produced under controlled conditions to a high degree of completion before
they are transported and erected in the field. The volumes can be produced as single room
apartments or as entities in a larger apartment. The floor, ceiling and walls of adjacent modules
are mechanically decoupled in the finished building. Along the boundaries, the volumes are
separated by elastomers in vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 2, to reduce flanking
transmission. Previous studies by Öqvist et al.9 and  Ljunggren  et  al.17 have shown that
deviations in vertical sound insulation between stories can be caused by a mismatch in the
relationship between static load and the stiffness of the elastomer.

Fig. 2 – Section of the junction connection of the volume based building system under study.

The data consists of 70 impact and airborne sound insulation measurements in vertical
direction between pairwise rooms with the same floor layout. All measurements were made
during the years 2013-2015 in buildings of 2 to 7 stories and all but 4, in unfurnished rooms.
The measurements were carried out according to SS-EN ISO 140-418 and SS-EN ISO 140-719

and the data was evaluated according to SS-EN ISO 717-120, SS-EN ISO 717-221 and  SS
25267:201514. The impact sound insulation was evaluated in the extended frequency range
down to 20 Hz according to the Swedish standard14, i.e. the reverberation time was not
normalized between 20-40 Hz. All SNQs were calculated with 1/10 dB accuracy and the



measurements were mostly made for auditing purposes in the end of the construction phase.
The accuracy can be considered as representative for measurements on a consultant basis. All
measurements of sound pressure level were made using manual microphone sweeps. The results
are presented as the average value and corresponding standard deviation in SNQ and in third
octave bands for all measurements.

In the statistical analysis, the measurements were grouped according to room size and floor
number. The influence of room size and floor number on sound insulation was evaluated by an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) at 5 % significance level, using all SNQs as response variables.
Tukey´s test was used to determine significant differences in means between the groups.
2.2 Reverberation Time 20-40 Hz

In accordance with the Swedish standard, the impact sound levels in the third octave bands
20-40 Hz were not normalized with respect to the reverberation time, and are therefore not fully
comparable with the other frequency bands. To get a fairer comparison, we should therefore
include the reverberation time, which will lead to increased standard deviation. While Lp

corresponds to one single measured parameter, LnT is a function of two: impact sound pressure
level (Lp) and reverberation time (T) according to Eqn. (1). The standard deviation (s) of LnT is
then a function of the standard deviations of Lp and T according to Eqn. (2).
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Even though the reverberation time was not measured on regular basis at 20-40 Hz, it was
measured in three of the including building objects, 16 rooms in total. The method is described
in reference [16]. We can then calculate the standard deviation from these reverberation time
measurements and use this as input to Eqn. (2) to estimate the LnT for all cases. Under the
assumption that T is normally distributed, the 16 measured T provides  an  estimation  of  the
distribution’s mean value and variance. With estimated distributions, one for each third octave
band,  it  is  then  possible  to  assign  a  randomized T for these bands to all measured Lp and
calculate the corresponding, simulated, LnT. This method should serve as a rough indication of
the unknown LnT, and corresponding standard deviation, at 20-40 Hz. The resulting standard
deviations are presented in Table 1. From here on, we will use the suffixes “Sim” (Simulated)
and “NN” (Not Normalized) for SNQs with simulated or no normalization of reverberation time
20-40 Hz, respectively. Abbreviations of all SNQs are defined in Table 2.



Table 1 – Estimated standard deviation (s) of LnT based upon simulated reverberation times.
Note: sLp, based on measurements, is included for comparison.

Frequency (Hz) 20 25 31,5 40 Simulated Measured
T (s) 2,0 1,6 1,4 1,4 x
sT (s) 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,5 x
s10log(T/T0) (dB) 0,8 1,0 1,3 1,5 x
sLnT (dB) 4,9 3,7 3,2 3,3 x
sLp (dB) 4,9 3,5 3,0 2,9 x

Table 2 – Definitions of abbreviated SNQs used throughout this paper.

SNQ Definition Comment
Impact sound insulation

LnT,w L´nT,w

LnT,w,50 L´nT,w + CI,50-2500

LnT,w,25,NN L´nT,w + CI,25-2500 No normalization of
reverberation time
between 20-40 Hz.

LnT,w,20,NN L´nT,w + CI,20-2500

LnT,w,20,AL,NN L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500

LnT,w,25,Sim L´nT,w + CI,25-2500 With normalization of
simulated reverberation
time between 20-40 Hz.

LnT,w,20,Sim L´nT,w + CI,20-2500

LnT,w,20,AL,Sim L´nT,w + CI,AkuLite,20-2500

Airborne sound insulation

DnT,w D´nT,w

DnT,w,50 D´nT,w + C50-3150

2.3 Room Size
The measurements were divided in two groups with respect to room size: 37 large and 33

small rooms. The large rooms represented living rooms with volumes between 54-109 m3, with
a standard deviation of 14 m3. The small rooms represented bedrooms ranging between 17 and
43 m3, with a standard deviation of 7 m3. The ceiling height was 2,5 m. The bedrooms consisted
of a single volume whereas the living rooms consisted of two joined volumes with a local rigid
connection between the decoupled floor and ceiling, representing a significant difference in
construction. All small bedrooms were rectangular whereas the large living rooms typically had
an asymmetrical floor plan, which imply a more diffuse sound field.
2.4 Floor Number

The static load varies between stories in a building. Since all the top floors experience the
same static load, they were designated as floor number 1, with increasing numbers towards
lower floors as illustrated in Fig. 3. Most measurements were made on the top floor, because
the background noise (e.g. from workers and heavy machines) and state of completion is often
preferable on the higher floors. The total number of measurements on each floor is 35, 15, 14,



2, 2 and 2, from the top floor and down. The most common building configuration is four
stories.  Floors 4,  5 and 6 had similar performance as floor 3 and were used in the statistical
analysis of the total population and of room size. However, due to few available measurements
in higher buildings, only the top three floors (1, 2 and 3) are treated in the statistical analysis of
floor number.

Fig. 3 – The top floor (1) is exposed to the same static load regardless of building height.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Impact and Airborne Sound Insulation

The average SNQs and corresponding standard deviations are given in Table 3, and third
octave band values are given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Standard deviations are given in Fig. 6. The
variations in sound insulation presented here, is what can be expected in the field using current
methods. When the spectrum adaptation terms are used for impact sound, the influence of low
frequencies is strong. The term LnT,w,50 is determined by the frequencies 50-160 Hz for 66 of 70
objects. All SNQs from 20 Hz are primarily determined by the 20-40 Hz third octave bands,
which are typically more than 10 dB higher than the adjacent bands. With LnTw,20,NN, 62 objects
are entirely determined by 20-40 Hz. Using LnT,w,20,AL,NN, frequencies from 50 Hz have no effect
(0,1 dB on average) on the resulting SNQ, and 25 objects are entirely determined by the 20 Hz
band. Consequently, the variations in the SNQs ranging from 20 Hz are determined solely by
the variations in the 20-40 Hz bands11.  It  is  thus  possible  that  a  considerable  part  of  the
variations presented in our study were caused by measurement uncertainty, rather than by
constructional variation.

The simulated normalization of reverberation time reduces the corresponding averaged
impact sound level in the third octave bands 20-40 Hz by 6, 5, 4 and 4 dB respectively.
Consequently, normalization reduces the SNQs LnT,w,25, LnT,w,20 and LnT,w,20,AL by 3, 4 and 5 dB
respectively. Even though the standard deviations in third octave bands increase with
normalization, see Table 1 and Fig. 6, the standard deviations of the corresponding SNQs
decrease, as the 20-40 Hz bands now have less influence on the resulting SNQs. The decision
to omit normalization of reverberation time 20-40 Hz in the Swedish standard14 may result in
severe consequences. For the studied construction, the SNQ is increased by another ~5 dB!

The variations in airborne sound insulation are largest between 50-100 Hz (Fig. 6), but
because the resulting SNQs are primarily determined by the mid-frequency range, the standard
deviation of DnT,w,50 are  similar  to DnT,w.  Since  the  wooden  construction  has  excellent  high
frequency sound insulation, the variations above 2000 Hz can be attributed to background noise.



Table 3 – Average weighted sound insulation with corresponding standard deviation, for all 70
measurements.

Group All rooms
Impact sound insulation SNQ

(dB)
Std. dev.

(dB)
LnT,w 45,4 2,5
LnT,w,50 51,6 2,0
LnT,w,25,NN 59,3 2,3
LnT,w,20,NN 62,5 2,4
LnT,w,20,AL,NN 68,7 3,1
LnT,w,25,Sim 56,2 2,1
LnT,w,20,Sim 58,3 2,1
LnT,w,20,AL,Sim 63,7 2,9
Airborne sound insulation

DnT,w 62,1 2,1
DnT,w,50 58,3 1,9

Fig. 4 – Impact sound insulation in third octave bands for all 70 measurements with the
reference curve adjusted to the mean value. Note: L’nT 20-40 Hz refers to Lp.
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Fig. 5 – Airborne sound insulation in third octave bands for all 70 measurements with the
reference curve adjusted to the mean value.

Fig. 6 – Standard deviations in impact and airborne sound insulation. Note: L’nT,Sim, 20-40 Hz
is calculated by simulated T and L’nT, 20-40 Hz refers to Lp.
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3.2 Room Size
The impact and airborne SNQs and corresponding standard deviations for large and small

rooms are  given  in  Table  4,  with  third  octave  band standard  deviations  in  Fig.  7.  There  is  a
statistically significant difference in mean impact sound level between large and small rooms,
for all SNQs. The impact sound level is higher in the small rooms throughout the frequency
range, 1,7 dB on average, see Fig. 8. The small rooms display larger variations in impact sound
insulation at the 63 Hz band compared to large rooms, see Fig. 7. This is possibly caused by
room resonances, which can affect the result greatly in small rooms since the sound field is not
diffuse.  Of  the  small  rooms,  8  of  33  are  smaller  than  25  m3 and will thereby achieve lower
repeatability and reproducibility of sound insulation measurements according to the ISO
standard 1628322-23. The low frequency procedure for small rooms was not used in our study,
because the measurements were made before the revision of ISO 16283. The 63 and 80 Hz
bands included the first eigenmode in the vertical direction (2,5 m / 69 Hz), and at least one of
the other room dimensions (length or width) are often similar in rectangular rooms smaller than
25 m3.  The variations are similar for large and small  rooms below 50 Hz. The 20 Hz SNQs
displays larger variations in large rooms, even though the variations in third octave bands are
only slightly higher than in the small rooms. This is due to the strong influence of the frequency
bands 20-40 Hz that determine the resulting 20 Hz SNQs. If the proposed 20 Hz-SNQs are to
be used on a regular basis, special care must be taken to choosing a proper measurement method
that is reliable from 20 Hz. According to Simmons24, it may be advantageous to use five fixed
microphone positions instead of manual sweeps for low frequency measurements. It is often
hard or impossible to achieve independent sweep paths that do not overlap in small and
constricted rooms. A sweep can approximate a single microphone position if parts of the sweep
path come close to each other, thereby giving an unknown weight in the room average.

The variations at higher frequencies affect the standard deviation of LnT,w in large rooms,
but have no statistically significant effect on the variations of other impact sound SNQs. The
relatively large variations in high frequency impact sound insulation (above 200 Hz, Fig. 7) in
large rooms were primarily caused by the joint between volumes, which represent a local rigid
connection between floor and ceiling. Consequently, the high frequency sound transmission
was sensitive to the position of the tapping machine, especially above 500 Hz. The small rooms
consisted of single volumes and did not exhibit this issue.

There are no statistically significant differences in the averaged airborne sound SNQs
between large and small rooms. Regarding airborne sound insulation, the variations in third
octave bands are larger in the small rooms, throughout the frequency range, 0,8 dB on average.
The sound field is more diffuse in large, non-rectangular rooms. Because airborne sound
insulation measurements involve two measurements, in the sending and the receiving room, the
sensitivity to non-diffuse sound fields may be greater than for impact sound insulation
measurements under similar conditions, especially below the Schröder frequency. In the impact
sound insulation measurements, the sweeping position was equivalent, i.e. in the centre of the
room, which may yield a lower variation caused by the measurement method even though the
result can contain systematic weightings24. In airborne sound insulation measurements in small
rooms, the sweeping position in the sending room might be off-centre to achieve sufficient
distance from the loudspeaker, whereas the centre position is often used in the receiving room.
Such a measurement setup might result in an over-estimation of the airborne sound insulation,



and can possibly explain the higher airborne sound insulation between 50-63 Hz in the small
rooms, see Fig. 8.

When comparing the standard deviations in impact and airborne sound insulation for the
large and small rooms separately, two frequency regions are notable in Fig. 7. Between 400-
1600 Hz, the curves overlap for the small rooms while in the large rooms, the overlap occurs
lower in the frequency range, between 100-250 Hz, presumably by the larger room dimensions.
Assuming a perfectly diffuse sound field in both sending and receiving room, both impact and
airborne sound insulation measurements should display similar variations, under equal
conditions. However, the variations in airborne sound insulation are about 1 dB lower above
315 Hz in large rooms, compared to the small rooms. A possible cause could be that the small
rooms are more sensitive to flanking transmission, which also would explain the bump in both
impact and airborne sound insulation between 2000-3150 Hz in Fig. 8. Additionally, in small
rooms it is often difficult or impossible to fulfil the minimum distances between microphone,
room boundaries and the sound source18-19. Consequently, the walls in the sending room was
exposed to more direct sound and the tapping machine was placed closer to the boundaries. The
ratio of room sizes varies more in the small rooms (4 dB) compared to the large rooms (3 dB),
which may explain the relatively lower variations of airborne sound insulation in the large
rooms.

Table 4 – Average weighted sound insulation with corresponding standard deviation, for large
and small rooms.

Group Large rooms Small rooms
Impact sound insulation SNQ

(dB)
Std. dev.

(dB)
SNQ
(dB)

Std. dev.
(dB)

LnT,w 44,4 2,6 46,5 1,8
LnT,w,50 50,7 1,8 52,7 1,6
LnT,w,25,NN 58,5 2,2 60,1 2,1
LnT,w,20,NN 61,8 2,5 63,3 1,9
LnT,w,20,AL,NN 67,9 3,3 69,5 2,6
LnT,w,25,Sim 55,5 2,0 57,0 1,9
LnT,w,20,Sim 57,5 2,1 59,2 1,7
LnT,w,20,AL,Sim 62,8 3,0 64,6 2,4
Airborne sound insulation

DnT,w 62,1 1,7 62,0 2,5
DnT,w,50 58,1 1,5 58,4 2,3



Fig. 7 – Standard deviation in impact and airborne sound insulation for large and small rooms.
Note: LnT 20-40 Hz refers to Lp.

Fig. 8 – Relative difference in impact and airborne sound insulation between large and small
rooms. Note: LnT 20-40 Hz refers to Lp.

3.3 Floor Number
The average impact and airborne SNQs with corresponding standard deviations are given

in Table 5. There are no statistically significant differences in impact sound SNQs between
floor numbers. The relative sound level differences in third octave bands between the top three
floors are given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. There is a difference in both impact and airborne high
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frequency sound insulation performance between stories. The sound insulation below 125 Hz
is similar on all stories, but is reduced by ~2 dB above 125 Hz on the third floor from the top.
This can be attributed to the increasing stiffness of the elastic interlayer (in relation to the
structure) on the lower floors, and that elastomers are primarily effective at high frequencies.
There is a small difference in LnT,w between floor two and three, but because the SNQs with
spectrum adaptation terms are primarily determined by low frequency performance, no floor
effect is evident. Airborne sound SNQs on the other hand, is more sensitive to high frequency
performance. Consequently, there is a statistically significant difference in both DnT,w and
DnT,w,50 between floor 3 and the top two floors. We only had two measurements each on floors
4, 5 and 6, but those results also indicated that high frequency sound insulation is reduced as
the static load increases. The effect of static load on flanking transmission should thus be
considered in future high-rise wooden buildings.

Table 5 – Average weighted sound insulation with corresponding standard deviation, for
different floor numbers.

Group Floor 1 (top) Floor 2 Floor 3
Impact sound insulation SNQ

(dB)
Std. dev.

(dB)
SNQ
(dB)

Std. dev.
(dB)

SNQ
(dB)

Std. dev.
(dB)

LnT,w 44,7 2,5 44,8 1,8 46,4 2,5
LnT,w,50 51,4 2,1 51,6 1,6 51,6 2,1
LnT,w,25,NN 59,1 2,2 59,6 2,6 59,3 2,4
LnT,w,20,NN 62,3 2,4 62,7 2,3 63,3 1,8
LnT,w,20,AL,NN 68,6 3,1 68,7 3,1 69,9 2,3
LnT,w,25,Sim 56,0 2,0 56,3 2,2 56,3 2,4
LnT,w,20,Sim 58,2 2,3 58,4 1,9 58,9 1,5
LnT,w,20,AL,Sim 63,6 3,0 63,6 3,0 64,7 2,0
Airborne sound insulation
DnT,w 62,7 1,8 63,1 1,8 60,3 1,6
DnT,w,50 58,8 1,6 58,9 1,8 57,0 1,9



Fig. 9 – Relative difference in impact sound insulation on different floors.

Fig. 10 – Relative difference in airborne sound insulation on different floors.

3.4 Recommended Safety Margins
A reasonable safety margin to the legal requirements should be 1,645 standard deviations

(95th percentile) from the mean, assuming a normal distribution of impact sound SNQs, to make
sure that 95 % of all samples fulfill the requirements. The current requirement for sound class
B according to the Swedish standard14 is LnT,w,50 ≤ 52 dB. A corresponding safety margin of
~3,2 dB is currently required for the tested construction, see Table 3. The optional
recommendation for sound class B including 20 Hz, is LnT,w,20,AL,NN ≤ 52 dB. A larger safety
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margin of ~5,1 dB is then required for the tested construction, see Table 3. Such a high safety
margin leads to increased costs and potential waste of material, due to inherent difficulties in
insulating from 20 Hz using lightweight constructions. The volume system must be improved
by  about  22  dB  from  its  current  average  value  of  69  dB  to  fulfill  sound  class  B  with  the
suggested safety margin, which is impossible to achieve by reasonable means using this
lightweight construction. Additionally, it has not been scientifically verified whether
LnT,w,20,AL,NN ≤ 52 dB is a proper limit for sound class B. In comparison, a proper safety margin
corresponding to LnT,w,25 (including  normalization  of  reverberation  time  from  25  Hz)  as
suggested by Ljunggren et al.15 is ~3,5 dB, close to the safety margin for LnT,w,50, see Table 3.
With the simulated average value of 56 dB for LnT,w,25, the impact sound level should thus be
reduced by 8 dB to fulfill a potential requirement of 52 dB. The required safety margins can be
lowered, if the measurement uncertainty is quantified and considered.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Constructions similar to the tested type that are common on the Scandinavian market, show

high impact sound levels in the frequency region 20-40 Hz and will be severely affected by an
extension of the measurement range. The Swedish standard’s14 recommendations for higher
sound classes are impossible to fulfil using current lightweight building technique. Using
Ljunggren’s15 method, i.e. with normalization of reverberation time 20-40 Hz and a flat
frequency spectrum from 20 or 25 Hz, the influence of the frequency bands 20-40 Hz on the
SNQ and its corresponding standard deviation is reduced. In this case, it might be possible to
improve the impact sound insulation of the volume system sufficiently with reasonable means.
Regarding airborne sound insulation, the tested system achieves good performance at least up
to four stories.

Large variations in impact sound level at high frequencies were identified in large rooms.
However, it did not affect the variations in any of the SNQs with spectrum adaptation terms CI,
since they were all primarily determined by low frequencies. The impact sound level is
significantly lower in large rooms (1,6-2,1 dB) for all tested SNQs. There were no differences
in airborne sound insulation between large and small rooms, but the variations were greater
within the small rooms.

The high frequency impact and airborne sound insulation tend to decrease on lower stories
in a building, as the static load and corresponding stiffness of elastic interlayers between stories
increases. We found no significant differences in SNQs between stories because impact sound
levels in the volume system are determined by low frequencies. However, there is a significant
difference in airborne sound insulation SNQs between the third floor from the top and the upper
floors.

The construction under study is highly sensitive to impact sound in the frequency region
20-40 Hz, whereas other construction systems may be more sensitive to other frequency
regions. If future legal requirements are to include measurements from 20 or 25 Hz, the methods
must be evaluated thoroughly to ensure reasonable safety margins. It is not justifiable to extend
the requirements to 20 Hz without considering the consequential increase in uncertainty. The
variations in sound insulation increase, when the 20 Hz SNQs are used and it must be further
evaluated to what extent these variations are caused by the measurement method. Also, more



research is needed to determine whether the present sound classification scheme is in
accordance with perceived annoyance as the frequency range is extended to 20 Hz.
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